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Liability for Damage Caused by AI Entities
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Abstract. The age of big data and machine learning technologies brought 
the new flourishing of artificial intelligence research along with profound 
innovation in digital services . A global AI race is underway, and the EU 
seeks to play a determining role in it, by exploiting its scientific abilities 
and strengths . Beyond the commercial and technological interests, the EU is 
intent on preventing the damages and harms that can be caused by devices 
and systems using AI, which could undermine users’ trust in this new and 
promising technology . The protection of users from AI-caused damage will 
consequently constitute a crucial factor of the global AI contest . European 
integration is about to elaborate a regulatory framework on civil liability 
related to AI applications .
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1. Introduction

Humanity’s way of life has been profoundly transformed by the innovations of 
the information age and the technology giants that have made them massively 
available . While in the physical world climatic conditions are changing drama-
tically, devastating wars are breaking out, and a virus has swept across the globe, 
virtuality is infiltrating everyday life. People spend their time stuck to their 
screens, constantly refreshing endless streams of personalized content .

This is just one of the many applications of artificial intelligence (AI) and its 
impact on our lives . The sophisticated psychological trap of social networking 
is largely based on advanced profiling capabilities that harness AI. Over the 
past decades, AI has evolved into one of the most progressive, far-reaching, 
and challenging areas of computer science . A broad and enriching range of 
applications is emerging and, in parallel, we are facing more and more problems 
with the ethical, legal, and governance issues surrounding the use of AI .

Before the substantive discussion on legal liability issues of this technology, 
the attributes, capabilities, and functions of AI must be described . Consequently, 
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for the purpose of this legal survey, a definition and taxonomy of the AI systems 
will be inevitable .

2. Definition and Taxonomy

The recent proliferating technology-related literature offers a plethora of definitions 
and approaches on artificial intelligence per se and on functional AI systems. 
For the sake of the legal tract, only some – maybe arbitrary – approaches will 
be considered .

2.1. Scientific Definitions of AI

As no ultimate definition on AI can be found, one may consider certain elements 
of several interpretations. The concept of intelligence can be identified and 
measured by several attributes . The touchstone of intelligence can be human-
like cognitive performance or an abstract, ideal rationality, that is, ‘rightful 
thinking’. According to other definitions, intelligence would be the ability to 
conduct sophisticated thought processes and reasoning or engage in intelligent 
behaviour . These vectors, as described by Russell and Norvig,1 delineate four 
main interpretations of AI as follows:

–  thinking like a human being, that is, cognitive modelling;
–  acting like a human being, that is, the ability for passing the Turing Test;
–  thinking rationally, that is, the logic-based model;
–  acting rationally, that is, the rational agent model .
Russel and Norvig, however, emphasize that the notion of intelligent agent2 

is the central concept of the aforementioned categories of artificial intelligence. 
The intelligent agent is designed to receive percepts from the environment and 
to perform actions . The famous ‘Turing test’, which Alan Turing himself called 
the ‘Imitation Game’,3 constitutes a kind of touchstone of intelligent machine 
behaviour . Conducted according to some relevant criteria, the test basically 
implies a ‘conversation’ between a human party and a human or computer 
interlocutor in such conditions as to leave the human party unaware of whether 
s/he is interacting with a fellow human or a computer . At the end of the test, 
the human party is asked whether s/he thinks s/he has just communicated with 
another human or a computer . An AI system would be considered to have passed 
the Turing test if it would be indistinguishable from a human interlocutor by 
the human party . According to certain opinions, an AI chatbot called Eugene 

1 Russell–Norvig 2021 . 2 .
2 Id . VII .
3 Bernhardt 2016 . 157 .
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Goostman actually succeeded in passing the Turing test in 2014, though this 
information remains heavily controversial .4 The intelligent agent that can 
have any chance of passing the Turing test shall require at least the following 
capabilities: natural language processing, knowledge representation, automated 
reasoning, and machine learning .

Considering the requirement for a rational – non-human – AI, which would 
not operate within the confines of a simple conversation, more abstract and 
exact approaches need to be implemented in the development process such 
as: mathematics, statistics, and several branches of formal logic as Boolean 
(propositional) logic, first-order logic, deontic logic, and fuzzy logic.

These are considered by now, among others, as the main disciplines of 
AI research and development . For the purposes of robotics5 (‘embodied AI’), 
however, even further disciplines and technologies need to be (and are being) 
developed such as: computer vision and face recognition, speech recognition, 
and affective computing for expressing (or more likely imitating or emulating) 
emotions .

It is evident that for the purpose of creating a practical AI system, several 
technologies must be developed and employed in conjunction, a problem that 
is sometimes overlooked .

2.1.1. Indeterministic Behaviour: A Crucial Challenge

A usual computer program is designed to operate – to behave – in a deterministic 
way . Every user expects a word processor, for example, to carry out its functions 
in a proper order without any ‘creative’ actions . In fact, such actions may even 
be considered as perturbing normal use . The unpredicted reaction of a program 
to input usually indicates a ‘bug’ in the code, an unforeseen error .

An AI application, however, is not a usual form of software . Some AI systems 
are based on deterministic algorithms, but most newly developed systems 
employ deep learning and related technologies that implement non-deterministic 
algorithms and require a good deal of arbitrary datasets to be educated (trained) 
on . Probabilistic functioning is an inherent attribute of these systems . This 
means that an AI system works in a non-deterministic way, and this crucial 
property imposes high security risks in the course of implementation and use 
of AI systems . These systems may produce answers in a less transparent and 
explicable way than a user would expect . In many cases, even the AI experts 
and developers cannot predict correctly and explain the conduct of the AI . An 
AI system can also be interpreted as a black box;6 by giving the system an input, 

4 Masnick 2014 .
5 Häuselmann 2022 . 47 .
6 Tan 2022 . 92 .
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the user will receive an output without any obvious reasoning or explanation . 
The mode of substantive operation of the system can be approached at a certain 
level only by inference engineering .

This is collateral, and rather undesirable side-effect of the highly sophis-
ticated autonomous technologies used in creating AI systems . The lack of direct 
control over our machinery is an entirely new phenomenon in the history of 
technological civilization, and still we have no proper answers and policies for 
disentangling ourselves from this situation . The most threatening and alerting 
scenario in the evolution of AI and robotics would be the rise of self-aware 
AI and perchance superhuman intellect displayed by such systems . Academic 
discussions and papers7 also warn of this opportunity beyond the realm of 
overabundant science fiction works. The security risk requires special care from 
developers and regulators when implementing this new technology .

There is a strong motivation and inevitable need to create proper controls and 
security provisions for the development and use of AI systems . As to the regulatory 
framework, this surely must soon be elaborated, in the form of new doctrines 
and norms beyond the habitual toolkit of today’s law . The need to regulate 
the roles and liabilities of the providers and operators of the AI is becoming 
more evident, along with the technological evolution of these autonomous and 
intelligent systems .8

2.1.2. The Fields of Application of AI

The Dartmouth Conference9 (Hanover, New Hampshire) of 1956 is claimed to be 
the founding event of AI research . Since that time, AI technologies and methods 
have grown very sophisticated, gave rise to many genuine fields of application, 
and percolated into several segments of social, economic, and personal activities . 
Some sectors that have implemented AI extensively include:10 astronomy and other 
sciences, climatology, data- and cybersecurity, e-commerce, education, finance 
and banking (stock market management and forecast), gaming and entertainment, 
healthcare (diagnosing), household and personal assistance, manufacturing, 
robotics, social media platforms, and transport (navigation, traffic optimization, 
autonomous vehicles, etc .) .

Most of the listed domains are closely related to personal activities and permit 
human involvement, so direct legal and liability issues may be concerned in 
respect of fundamental rights and freedoms of natural persons or the business 
interests of companies .

  7 Totschnig 2020 .
  8 Custers–Fosch-Villaronga 2022 . 10 .
  9 McCarthy et al . 1955 .
10 JavaTpoint .AAI 2022a .
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2.2. Definition of AI in the EU law

The Artificial Intelligence Act (hereinafter referred to as AIA) of the EU – technically 
a draft bill of a forthcoming EU Regulation – also attempts to define artificial 
intelligence for the purpose of constructing a regulatory framework . Article 3(1) 
of the AIA describes the notion of an artificial intelligence system – and not the 
abstract concept of AI – as follows (original emphasis): ‘For the purpose[s] of 
the Regulation[,] artificial intelligence system (AI system) means software that is 
developed with one or more of the techniques and approaches listed in Annex I and 
can, for a given set of human-defined objectives, generate outputs such as content, 
predictions, recommendations, or decisions influencing the environments they 
interact with .’

The definition can be interpreted using the content of Annex I, which enumerates 
the relevant technologies as being:

–  Machine learning approaches, including:
•  supervised,
•  unsupervised,
•  reinforcement learning, using a wide variety of methods, including
•  deep learning .

–  Logic- and knowledge-based approaches, including:
•  knowledge representation,
•  inductive (logic) programming,
•  knowledge bases,
•  inference and deductive engines,
•  symbolic reasoning and expert systems .

–  Statistical approaches:
•  Bayesian estimation,
•  search and optimization methods .

This interpretation tends to be as neutral as possible, that is, the legal concepts omit 
any appearance of the legislator taking sides in the scientific discussion on whether the 
technical criteria and quality of AI should be compared to the average human skills 
and capabilities or an abstract – mathematical and/or logical – rationality . The list of 
relevant technologies is also a substantive part of the definition. This agenda reflects 
the widely acknowledged scientific definition and taxonomy of AI.

3. Typology of AI

Speaking about AI, it is obvious to see that several levels of intelligence can be 
observed in this domain . Some systems work only within very limited abilities, 
while other ones may compete with skills of human experts – for instance, in 
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medical imaging, mostly implemented in diagnostics such as cancer diagnostics, 
pregnancy tests, electroencephalography, etc .

Considering the state of the art in AI development and having regard to some 
foresight, one may identify certain categories of AI applications . This taxonomy 
is necessary also for legal thinking, as the nature and abilities of the AI system 
shall determine the legal title, factors, and level of liability . The categories can be 
identified either on the basis of the functionalities of the AI system or according 
to their abilities .

3.1. AI Typology According to Functionalities

3.1.1. Reactive AI

Reactive AI is programmed to provide a deterministic output based on the input it 
receives . The applications based on reactive AI ‘engines’ (software and hardware 
used to implement an AI model) respond to identical situations in the same way 
every time, and they are not able to learn actions or conceive of past or future . 
These types of AI services cannot function beyond the tasks they were initially 
designed for . That makes them inherently limited and ripe for improvement . As 
to operable examples, we may consider some well-known applications as follows: 
Deep Blue – the chess-playing supercomputer by the IBM; spam-filtering utilities 
embedded into email servers; Google/YouTube/Spotify/Netflix recommendation 
engines; etc .

3.1.2. Limited-Memory AI

Artificial intelligence with limited memory learns from past experience and builds 
up empirical knowledge by observing the results of actions or newly generated data . 
This type of AI uses past observational information combined with pre-programmed 
information to make predictions and perform complex tasks . Obviously, machine 
learning capabilities are two steps up from the reactive AI mentioned in the 
previous point . Today, these systems are also extremely widespread . It may be noted 
that AI systems controlling autonomous vehicles are also a specific application 
of this type .

Limited-memory AI, as the name suggests, is still quite limited . The information 
that autonomous vehicles work with is ephemeral and not stored in the car’s long-
term memory, for example .
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3.1.3. Theory of Mind AI

No industrial examples can be presented for the AI system included in this category 
– as yet. There are only a few scientific and technological experiments with some 
rudimentary elements of the decision-making capabilities equal – or uncannily 
similar – to humans . Machines with this cognitive AI will be able to understand 
and remember emotions and then adjust their behaviour based on these emotions 
when interacting with humans . An intelligent conversation with an emotionally 
intelligent robot that looks and sounds like a real human will be feasible with these 
machines . There are still many obstacles to the realization of consciousness-based 
AI, as the process of changing behaviour based on rapidly changing emotions in 
human communication is very elastic. This is difficult to imitate as we try to create 
more and more emotionally intelligent machines . Some humanoid robots, such 
as Sophia developed by Hanson Robotics in Hong Kong, can demonstrate some 
abilities of social interactions with human users . ‘She’ can recognize faces and 
respond to interactions with her own facial expressions .

3.1.4. Self-Aware AI

This category currently exists only in the world of science fiction, and there is no 
telling when this highly advanced form of artificial intelligence might emerge. At 
present, we do not have the necessary hardware, nor do we know the algorithms 
that could make such a machine work. This artificial intelligence is a machine 
that is self-aware and has its own emotions, not only having the ability to react 
– more or less – adequately to the actions and emotions of the people connected 
with it. This type of artificial intelligence, if and when it emerges, will not only 
be self-aware but will also have desires, needs, and emotions .

3.1.5. Superhuman AI

This category looks even beyond the realms of sci-fi, but in a particular way it is 
already a matter of scientific discussion. We can only have conjectures and surmises 
about such an entity and quite obscure premonitions regarding the implications 
of its emergence . It is predicted that the development of the superhuman AI is 
physically possible, and no reasons for its implausibility (at least in some distant 
future) are known . Joseph Carlsmith devoted a hefty paper to this scenario and 
predicts superhuman AI emerging with some likelihood by 2070 .11 In the same 
‘prophecy’, he concludes that the permanent and unintentional disempowerment 
of all humans in such a scenario would be an existential catastrophe .12

11 Carlsmith 2021 . 13 .
12 Ibid .
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3.2. Typology of AI Based on Capabilities

Another habitual and widely implemented taxonomy of AI is based on the 
capabilities of these systems . According to this approach, the following types of 
AI can be identified.

3.2.1. Weak AI, or Narrow AI

The weak (a.k.a. narrow) AI is a type of artificial intelligence that can perform a 
given task intelligently . Currently, these are the most common and available AI-
supported or -operated systems . Weak AI cannot perform beyond its own domain 
or limitations, as it is only designed and trained for a specific task. Beyond a 
particular domain, the operation of the weak AI is unreliable and unpredictable .

Consider some operable examples as follows:
–  Apple Siri is a narrow AI. Siri operates with a limited pre-defined range of 

functions .
–  IBM Watson online soft-computing facilities also run under narrow AI . 

Watson’s abilities include:
•  the expert system approach (logical structures called ‘trees’ designed to 

guide the user to a certain result),
•  machine learning,
•  natural language processing .

–  Other narrow AI applications include:
•  chess – and other board game – player programs,
•  purchasing recommendation engines on e-commerce sites,
•  autonomous cars,
•  speech recognition and translation applications,
•  image recognition .

3.2.2. General AI a.k.a. AGI (Artificial General Intelligence)

General AI is a highly developed type of intelligent agent that could solve and 
carry out any intellectual task with human-like performance . An AGI system would 
think like a human on its own, likely even far exceeding human cognitive abilities . 
Currently, no such system exists, but this is a primary target of AI research and 
development . The timespan of this research effort is unpredictable . AI experts 
and knowledge engineers mostly agree that the AGI should have the capacities to 
represent knowledge, reason, develop strategy, decide under uncertainty (able to 
solve Bayesian problems), plan, learn (machine learning), communicate in natural 
language, and, finally, to integrate all these above-mentioned skills.
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3.2.3. Strong, or Super AI

The strong, or super AI is a hypothetical concept referring to the level of machine 
intelligence that could surpass human skills and cognitive abilities . This would be 
an outcome of AGI . Pessimistic – or realistic – forecasts stipulate that this would 
impose a disastrous future for the mankind .

4. The Legal Risks of AI

After such a – partly futuristic – overview, we can now see what challenges and 
risks we can actually expect to face today in the context of the use of AI . What are 
the realistic risks, harms, and damage that AI systems can cause to individuals, 
groups of individuals, and society as a whole? What types of AI systems do we 
have any practical experience with?

Only the following categories of AI can be seen as extant systems and services: 
reactive AI, limited-memory AI, and weak/narrow AI . The other mentioned 
categories belong to the world of fantasy, and we must clarify that science fiction 
is not the genuine operational area of law . Legal thinking consequently shall 
concentrate on the challenges imposed by currently and or foreseeably operational 
AI systems . These are the lower class of intelligent agents but are also worth 
considering as sources of legal risks . Without the ambition to make a comprehensive 
list of legal interests jeopardized by AI systems, we may easily identify some 
fundamental categories . These are personality rights and property rights .

4.1. Personality Rights in Danger. Profiling and Web Scraping

Data protection law is a significant legal innovation of European legal culture. 
Within a few decades, this became a forefront of personality rights . National data 
protection authorities, NGOs, and civilian activists are combating the thirst for 
information of the modern state and Internet-related companies trading in personal 
and behavioural data such as social media platforms .

Digital technology – strengthened by AI capabilities – provides the data controllers 
with sophisticated tools and methods for monitoring and profiling society and 
private individuals alike. Never before in history has any state benefited from such 
an effective tool for controlling and manipulating society as the AI implementations 
we see in daily use even now. The profiling capabilities of social media providers, 
web stores, and government agencies are mostly based on AI algorithms . Alarming 
news on massive data breach incidents are regularly broadcast in the media . The 
Facebook–Cambridge Analytica data scandal illustrates the social and political 
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risks13 of massive algorithmic profiling. GDPR and other related laws provide 
lawful treatment for these abuses and delicts . However, beyond these incidents, 
there is also the risk that the data processed and profiled by AI algorithms may 
lead to erroneous conclusions and thus to uninformed decisions . The law must 
provide an answer as to who and how is liable for the damage caused by such 
errors and misuse . Web scraping (mass gathering of online information for various 
purposes) by intelligent software agents is an increasingly widespread practice, 
also imposing special privacy risks .

4.2. Property Rights in Danger

Intelligent systems are used in several other fields of business – beyond data trading 
and social media. The modern financial system is also based on digital services. 
Banks and stock markets use intelligent agents to carry out financial operations. The 
banking business is regulated and protected by subtle, elaborate legal provisions .

Algorithmic trading – a .k .a . high-frequency trading – in stocks, however, is 
a relatively new phenomenon, and new challenges are imposed by AI-based 
algorithms employed in its course . Financial losses in this line of business can 
erode the livelihoods of families and undermine the prosperity of companies, 
causing huge damage . One of the most famous stock market incidents, probably 
caused by artificial intelligence algorithms, is the 2010 Flash Crash14 on the Chicago 
Mercantile Exchange (CME) . The investigation and interpretation of the causes 
is still ongoing . 

Apart from AI-supported financial systems, one may meet with AI on the roads 
as well . The risk of autonomous vehicles has grown into a classical dispute topic 
of ethics and law . The harm caused by an erroneous, disoriented – or unethical – 
car can be significant and may cause personal harm, injury, or even death.

These are also challenging legal problems . Mainly, the question arises as to who 
will be held liable in cases like this . This is a new area where ethical considerations 
need to be taken into account before a legal framework can be established .

5.  Ethical and Legal Doctrines on Liability for Damages 
Caused by AI

A robot is not a person and will not be one for a long time . When the age of self-
aware AI, or strong AI, even superhuman AI comes – if ever –, we must reconsider 
this statement, but now is not the time . Therefore, the type of weak AI currently 

13 Chan 2019 .
14 Brush–Schoenberg–Ring 2015 .
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in existence obviously cannot be subject to any legal relationship since it has no 
legal capacity. Both the ethical and legal requirements for artificial intelligence are 
therefore imposed on the legally competent persons associated with the intelligent 
agent, namely: the developer, the service provider, and the user .

5.1. Ethical Framework of AI Liability

Transparency is the first and foremost among the ethical criteria concerning 
the development and operation of artificial intelligence. This means that it is 
inevitable that software developers are about to harmonize the algorithms they use, 
and – despite the fact that these are the most enshrined and confidential secrets 
of many businesses – they must stop using uncontrolled AI. In the scientific, 
philosophical, and legal disputes on the demanded framework regulation on 
AI, many further expectations are on the floor. Most of them are principles so 
abstract that extensive reasoning and interpretation will be needed to determine 
their exact meaning . The upper chamber of the British Parliament – the House 
of Lords – drafted an ethical standard15 for the AI law of the UK . Five governing 
principles were laid down as the cornerstones of the forthcoming regulation as 
follows:

1.  Artificial intelligence should be developed for the common good and benefit 
of humanity .

2.  Artificial intelligence should operate on principles of intelligibility and 
fairness .

3.  Artificial intelligence should not be used to diminish the data rights or privacy 
of individuals, families, or communities .

4.  All citizens should have the right to be educated to enable them to flourish 
mentally, emotionally, and economically alongside artificial intelligence.

5 .  The autonomous power to hurt, destroy, or deceive human beings should 
never be vested in artificial intelligence.

Translating moral standards into legal institutions is a non-trivial process with 
no clear outcome . EU law has replaced the notion of moral AI with the notion of 
‘trustworthy AI’ and has assigned to it criteria that are now legally interpretable .

5.2. Trustworthy AI

Trustworthy AI16 has three principles, which should be met throughout the system’s 
entire life cycle: (1) lawfulness, (2) displaying of ethical behaviours, and (3) robustness . 
That is, trustworthy AI should be lawful, complying with all applicable laws and 
regulations, should be ethical, ensuring adherence to ethical principles and values, 

15 House of Lords 2018 .
16 European Commission High-Level Expert Group on AI (AI HLEG) 2019 . 5 .
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and should be robust, both from a technical and social perspective since, even with 
good intentions, AI systems can cause unintentional harm . These basic principles 
are transposed into seven further particular requirements to achieve trustworthy AI: 
(1) human agency and oversight; (2) technical robustness and safety; (3) privacy and 
data governance; (4) transparency; (5) diversity, non-discrimination, and fairness; 
(6) societal and environmental well-being; (7) accountability .

The articulated concept of trustworthy AI is based on the European doctrine of 
fundamental rights and a corresponding set of ethical principles that are crucial 
in an AI context . The Ethics Guidelines developed at the behest of the European 
Commission emphasized the principles17 of (1) respect for human autonomy, (2) 
prevention of harm, (3) fairness, and (4) explicability .

Explicability is probably the most problematic expectation for the AI developers 
though this is a crucial factor to set up and maintain users’ trust in AI systems . The 
development and training processes of AI should be transparent, the capabilities 
and purpose of AI systems need to be openly communicated, and decisions need to 
be explained as far as possible to those directly and indirectly affected . The relevant 
fundamental rights in relationship with basic ethical principles should guarantee 
respect for human dignity, individual freedom, rule of law, democracy, equality, 
solidarity and freedom from discrimination and the fullest scale of citizens’ right . 
AI developers and service providers granting products and services fuelled with 
AI capabilities must refrain from any practice and technological measure that 
could breach these fundamental values of law and ethics .

6. Conclusions

The development of AI still looks a long process, and we are just at the beginning 
of this long road . The legal and ethical issues concerning AI are still in the 
embryonic stage . The game is not over, and the stakes are very high . AI can be the 
gold standard of the future or can be a bane for mankind . The legal framework, 
the regulatory principles shall determine which scenario will be fulfilled. This 
is why the discussion and collaboration of software developers, knowledge 
engineers, and legal counsels will be inevitable in the development of artificial 
intelligence .

17 AI HLEG 2019 . 12 .
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detailed analysis of the systems categorzed by risk, their requirements, and 
the regulatory solutions developed by the draft .

Keywords: artificial intelligence, EU AI Act, trustworthiness, risk-based 
approach, high-risk AI

1. Introduction

The application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) is expanding into ever more 
areas of life (e .g . it can improve healthcare, help law enforcement authorities 
fight crime more effectively, make transport safer, or even help detect fraud 
and cybersecurity threats, etc .) . It is therefore undoubtedly one of the biggest 
challenges of our time, both from an economic and a regulatory perspective . 
This is illustrated by the publication by the EU Commission in 2020 of a White 
Paper on Artificial Intelligence, which forms the basis for specific regulation 
of AI development and applications at the EU level .2 It sets out that AI can 
significantly impact our society, that it is necessary to build trust and confidence 
in it, and that the AI sector must be based on fundamental rights and values 
such as human dignity and privacy . Human-centred AI assumes technology that 
people trust because it aligns with the values underpinning human societies . 
Non-binding soft law solutions, such as ethics guidelines for AI, play a crucial 
role in establishing trustworthy AI, assessing risks, and managing the technology 
in a regulatory context .3 These are embedded in regulation and can mitigate risks 
during the legislative process . Ethics by design is an approach to ensure that 
ethical requirements are appropriately considered in developing an AI system or 
technique . It aims to address ethical issues at the earliest stages of development 
rather than as an afterthought . In addition, this trend can have a positive cultural 
impact, particularly in the technology industry, where market leaders seek to get 
ahead of regulation rather than being left behind, designing their products and 
services to comply with legislation still in draft form .4

In the general design of AI regulation, four main ethical directions should be 
highlighted, as set out in the ethical guidelines of the High-Level Expert Group 
on AI: respect for human autonomy: do not control/manipulate humans, do not 
compromise democratic processes; prevention of harm: including resistance to 
unintended external influences that may result in harm; fairness: the development 
and use of AI systems should be fair; explainability: means transparency of 

2 European Commission 2020a .
3 See the criticism of ethical principles in Héder (2020 . 57) and Hagendorff (2020 . 99) .
4 An example of this is the Netherlands, which has already started to apply rules similar to the 

draft regulation, even though the regulation is not expected to enter into force until a later date . 
Bertuzzi 2022 .
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operation5 (trusted AI systems can be traced and their decisions explained, in 
particular users should be informed that they have interacted with an AI system 
and also how the AI system works, what its capabilities are, in what ways and 
how reliably it uses the datasets provided to it) . Other requirements include: 
human empowerment and human oversight; technical stability and security; data 
protection and management; diversity, non-discrimination, and equity; social and 
environmental well-being; accountability .6

Technology can be the target of regulation and a tool, even embedded in technology 
as a command . This encourages developers to address regulation by design at the 
early stages of development . For example, the White Paper states that AI systems 
are expected to have built-in safety and security mechanisms to ensure that any 
operation carried out by the system is demonstrably safe for the physical and mental 
well-being of the individuals involved . The European Union’s regulation7 points in 
this direction in several digital regulatory areas (e .g . data protection8 and algorithmic 
trading9) . Traditionally, technology vendors have tested their products ex-post after 
the risk has materialized . They should have taken measures to correct their processes 
and compensate for any damages if and when liability was found . This reactive 
model, which has always struggled to keep pace with technological developments, is 
becoming obsolete . Instead, legislators are encouraging companies to set up compliance 
teams around ‘product advisors’ and to take account of the harm and risks posed by 
a product at an early stage, to carry out an ethical and regulatory risk assessment . 
However, such regulation is flexible, requiring standards such as ‘appropriate technical 
and organizational measures’ that can be adapted to the company or product/service . 
Privacy by design and privacy by default are key concepts and are now the bases of 

5 For example, in this context, a new draft transparency standard, IEEE P7001, is now available, one 
of the P70XX series of ‘human standards’ that are emerging from the IEEE Standards Association’s 
global initiative on the ethics of autonomous and intelligent systems . P7001 aims to create a 
standard that has ‘measurable, testable levels of transparency, so that autonomous systems can 
be objectively assessed, and levels of compliance determined’ . P7001 is also generic in nature; 
it aims to be applicable to all autonomous systems, including robots (autonomous vehicles, 
assistive robots, drones, robotic toys, etc .) as well as software-only AI systems such as AI used 
in medical diagnostics, chatbots, facial recognition systems, etc. P7001 defines five different 
groups of stakeholders, and AI systems must be transparent to each group in different ways and 
for different reasons. Winfield et al. 2021.

6 European Commission High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence (AI HLEG) 2019. 14.
7 See Hanani 2022 . 137; Codagnone et al . 2022; Mökander et al . 2022 . For a comparison with 

Chinese AI regulation, see also Roberts et al . 2021 . 3659–3677 .
8 With privacy by design, privacy safeguards must be built into products and services from the 

earliest stages of development . In other words, companies need to think about security measures 
at the design stage of data management processes before they start processing data . For example, 
pseudonymization, or encryption of personal data, is one way of ensuring compliance with built-
in data protection .

9 Directive 2014/65/EU requires Member States to ensure that algorithmic trading systems do not 
create or contribute to disorderly trading conditions in the market and to address disorderly 
trading conditions that such algorithmic trading systems do create .
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digital regulation . Engineers and developers need to address legal and regulatory 
requirements from the very beginning of the design of their digital products .10

Furthermore, in 2020, the European Parliament issued a report to the Commission 
with recommendations on the civil liability regime for AI .11 In response, in 
September 2022, the Commission took the initiative to modernize the rules on the 
objective liability of manufacturers for defective products (from smart technology 
to pharmaceuticals) .12 The revised rules aim to create legal certainty for businesses, 
making investing in new and innovative products easier . They will ensure fair 
compensation in the event of damage caused by a defective product, including a 
digital or refurbished product . On the other hand, the Commission has proposed a 
targeted harmonization of national liability rules for AI for the first time.13 A single set 
of rules would make it easier for victims of damage caused by AI to get compensation .14

The most important step forward in the comprehensive regulation of AI is the 
publication in April 2021 of the Commission’s proposal for a draft Artificial Intelligence 
Act (hereinafter as AI Act), which contains important restrictions on AI systems used 
in or in connection with the EU .15 The use of AI with specific characteristics, such as 
opacity due to the black box effect, complexity, dependence on data, and autonomous 
behaviour, may adversely affect several fundamental rights enshrined in the Charter 
of Fundamental Rights of the European Union . Because of these characteristics, both 
public authorities and the individuals concerned may lack adequate means to verify 
how a given algorithmic decision was made and whether the relevant rules have 
been respected . Therefore, the proposal aims to ensure a high level of protection of 
these fundamental rights and to address the different sources of risk through a clearly 
defined risk-based approach. This paper analyses the AI Act in detail.

2. The European Union’s Draft AI Act

2.1. Scope of the AI Act and Definition of the AI System

The draft EU AI Act aims to implement a minimum set of horizontal rules applicable 
to all AI systems placed on the market or used in the EU . The new regulation would 
apply primarily to service providers established in the EU or third countries placing 

10 82 Clarke 2022 .
11 European Parliament 2020 .
12 European Commission 2022a .
13 European Commission 2022b .
14 European Commission 2022c .
15 It should be noted that the AI Act should be read in conjunction with other major legislative 

packages, such as the Digital Services Regulation (DSA), the Digital Markets Regulation (DMA), 
and the Digital Governance Regulation (DGA), the first two of which primarily regulate large 
commercial online platform providers such as Google, Amazon, Facebook, and Apple (GAFA) .
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AI systems on the EU market or installing them in the EU and to users of AI systems 
located in the EU .16 To prevent circumvention of the regulation, the new rules 
would also apply to providers and users of AI systems located in third countries 
if the output produced by these systems is used in the EU . However, the draft 
regulation would not apply to AI-based systems developed or used exclusively for 
military purposes, to authorities in third countries, international organizations, or 
to authorities using AI-based systems in the framework of international agreements 
on law enforcement and judicial cooperation . Another exemption has been added 
for people using AI for non-professional purposes, which would fall outside the 
scope of the AI regulation, except for the transparency obligations .17

The Commission proposes a technology-neutral definition of AI in Article 3(1) 
of the draft, which states that an AI system is an ‘artificial intelligence system’ 
meaning ‘software that is developed with one or more of the techniques and 
approaches listed in Annex I and can, for a given set of human-defined objectives, 
generate outputs such as content, predictions, recommendations, or decisions 
influencing the environments they interact with’. Accordingly, the term AI system 
would refer to software-based technologies that include machine learning, logic 
and knowledge-based systems, and statistical approaches. This broad definition 
includes AI systems that can be used independently or as part of a product . An 
AI system can be designed to operate with varying degrees of autonomy . It can be 
used standalone or as part of a product, whether the system is physically integrated 
into the product (embedded) or serves the functions of the product without being 
integrated (non-embedded) . The AI Act aims to be future-proof and cover current 
and future AI technology developments . To this end, the Commission would – using 
delegated acts (Article 4) – add new approaches and techniques for AI regulation 
to the list in Annex I as needed . Furthermore, Article 3 contains a long list of 
definitions, including the concepts of ‘provider’ and ‘user’ of AI systems, covering 
both public and private entities, as well as ‘importer’, ‘distributor’ and ‘operator’, 
‘sentiment recognition’, and ‘biometric categorization’ .

2.2. The Risk-Based Approach

The use of AI, with its specific characteristics, can adversely affect several 
fundamental rights and the security of users . To address this, the AI Act adopts a 
risk-based approach, whereby AI applications are classified into risk classes, and 

16 See Article 2. The AI Act would also apply to EU institutions, offices, bodies, and agencies acting 
as providers or users of AI systems .

17 Some members of the Council and the European Parliament would extend this by excluding from 
the scope of the regulation AI systems where national security issues are at stake . This would 
allow (autocratic) governments to use biometric mass surveillance or social scoring in the name 
and under the guise of ‘national security’ even if these are prohibited by the regulation . Bertuzzi 
2022 .
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legal action is tailored to the specific risk level.18 To this end, a distinction is made 
between unacceptable, high-risk, moderate-risk, and minimal-risk AI systems . 
Under this approach, AI applications would be regulated only to the extent strictly 
necessary to address specific risk levels.

2.2.1. AI Systems Falling into the Prohibited Category

With this in mind, the AI Act distinguishes a completely prohibited category 
(Title II), which includes the prohibition of facial recognition19 (with exceptions)20 
in public places, subliminal manipulation, mass surveillance, or the unlawfulness 
of the social scoring system21 (similar to the one used in China) . All AI systems 
that clearly threaten people’s safety, livelihoods, and rights are banned, from 
social scoring by governments to voice assistant games that encourage dangerous 
behaviour . Of these, subliminal manipulation has been the most criticized because 
the draft does not provide a precise definition of what should be understood by this 
or what cases might fall into this category . According to the literature, it generally 
refers to sensory stimuli that consumers cannot consciously perceive; for example, 
visual stimuli that last less than 50 milliseconds . However, most applications of 
AI will not be subliminal, as users will perceive it consciously . Thus, the AI Act 
in its current form still allows for many forms of AI-based manipulation .22

2.2.2. Moderate-Risk AI Systems

In addition, it identifies high-risk AI applications (Title III), for which it establishes 
binding rules, and other applications that are less risky (Title IV) but still deserve 
some attention, and it addresses the risks associated with these applications 
by supporting them with provisions to enhance transparency . These rules are 
contained in Article 52, which requires the AI to inform the person at all times 
that s/he is facing an AI . Systems capable of detecting emotions must inform the 
persons concerned, deepfake videos must be labelled, and it must be known that 
they are machine-forged moving images . These categories are neither prohibited 
nor high-risk in themselves. Interestingly, the AI Act classifies tools used by law 

18 For more on this, see Mahler 2021 .
19 For more on the regulation of facial recognition programmes in the EU, see Madiega–Mildebrath 

2021 .
20 The use of AI systems for the ‘real-time’ remote biometric identification of natural persons in 

publicly accessible locations for law enforcement purposes necessarily involves the processing 
of biometric data . The rules of the AI Act, based on Article 16 TFEU, which prohibit such use, 
subject to certain exceptions, should be applied as lex specialis to the rules on the processing 
of biometric data contained in Article 10 of Directive (EU) 2016/680, and therefore exhaustively 
regulate such use and the processing of the biometric data concerned .

21 See AlgorithmWatch 2022 .
22 See Franklin et al . 2022 . 35; Vergnolle 2021; Hacker 2021 .
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enforcement agencies to detect deepfake as high-risk, while deepfake content 
in general falls into the low-risk category . This is a curious discrepancy, which 
appears to be based on the assumption that deepfake technologies (which are 
mainly used in the private sector for the time being) constitute a lower risk than 
deepfake detection AI systems in the hands of state actors . However, under the 
AI Act, this labelling obligation does not apply to law enforcement . This means 
that when some law enforcement authorities use deepfake, they do not have to 
label it as such [Article 52(3)] .23 Biometric categorization systems – systems that 
biometrically group individuals according to categories such as ‘gender, age, hair 
colour, eye colour, tattoos, ethnic origin, sexual or political orientation, based 
on their biometric data’ – or emotion recognition systems, which are used in the 
context of Article 3(34), are not prohibited and are not included in the list of high-
risk AI systems . Consequently, they fall into the category of AI systems of limited 
risk and are therefore covered by the provisions of Article 52(2) for both public 
and private actors, with the exception of law enforcement authorities . Finally, the 
draft leaves AI applications not falling into either category to regulation by codes 
of conduct, i.e. self-regulation. So, the AI Act does not contain specific rules for 
the use of AI, which is neither prohibited nor high-risk in itself, beyond the basic 
requirements, but would refer it to the so-called codes of conduct .24 The use of 
codes of conduct is not new among the European Union’s regulatory solutions . It 
is currently used, or more precisely required, in the field of media regulation, but 
the Digital Service Act25 will also further strengthen its role in media regulation . 
In the case of the already cited DSA, the Regulation already makes it clear in the 
recitals26 that the application of codes of conduct is to be made in the context of 
self- and co-regulation, similar to the current media regulation .

Although the self-regulation and co-regulation models have very similar elements, 
it is necessary to briefly distinguish between the two regulatory models. Self-
regulation in principle does not have a mandatory nature. The actors in the field or 
some joint organization of such actors develop some professional-ethical standards . 
Those who consider it essential will voluntarily join this agreement and accept 
these standards as binding on themselves, possibly jointly handling complaints 
about them . Although there is no classical binding force of the state behind the 
regulation, if the participants mean what they say in their code of conduct, it can 

23 Georgieva et al . 2022 . 14 .
24 Article 69(1) of the Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council 

laying down harmonized rules on artificial intelligence (Artificial Intelligence Act) and amending 
certain union legislative acts (AI Act) . See European Commission 2021 .

25 European Commission 2020b .
26 Recital (68) of Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on a Single 

Market for Digital Services (Digital Services Act) and amending Directive 2000/31/EC . European 
Commission 2020b .
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significantly help achieve a high level of compliance with professional, ethical 
principles .27

Co-regulation generally builds on the self-regulation of organizations described 
above . However, in this case, the state is already involved in the regulation . The 
responsibility for compliance with and enforcement of the principles of the codes 
of conduct is shared between the state and the professional organizations involved 
in the regulation .28 The classic legislative model is that the state (or, in this case, 
the European Union) creates a binding rule, and then the public authority enforces 
it . The stakeholders are only involved in the preparation and impact assessment 
of the legislation . By contrast, the central actor in the process of co-regulation, and 
thus in the drafting and applying of codes of conduct, remains the one to whom 
their content will otherwise be binding . Self- and co-regulation also provide a more 
flexible regulatory mechanism that considers regional specificities.

Going back to the text of the AI Act, its recitals29 and the provisions of Article 
69 only provide for the encouragement and support of the adoption of codes of 
conduct in general . This leads to the conclusion that the aim of EU legislation on 
regulating AI is essentially to promote self-regulation and that there is currently 
no thought of developing a co-regulatory model .

The AI Act provides in Article 69(1) that:

The Commission and the Member States shall encourage and facilitate the de-
velopment of codes of conduct aimed at promoting the voluntary application 
of the requirements set out in Chapter 2 of Title III to AI systems other than 
high-risk AI systems based on technical specifications and solutions which, in 
the light of the intended use of the systems, constitute an appropriate means 
of ensuring compliance with those requirements .

The quoted text of the regulation refers to the mandatory requirements for using 
high-risk AI . On this basis, the draft would aim to ensure that they are also applied 
to the highest possible degree in the case of lower-risk AI .

In this context, the Commission and the Council would therefore encourage 
AI actors and their organizations to adopt and implement codes of conduct 
setting out requirements in the areas of the risk management system, data, data 
governance, technical documentation, record keeping, transparency and provision 
of information to users, human oversight, accuracy, robustness and cybersecurity, 
in line with the AI Act .30

27 Examples of how self-regulation works can be found in the field of media regulation. On this, 
see Tófalvy 2013 . 85–87 .

28 Hegedűs 2015, Csink–Mayer 2012.
29 Recital (81) of the AI Act .
30 Title III, Chapter 2 of the AI Act .
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In addition to the general support for self-regulation, the draft regulation also 
sets out, by way of example, a list of areas where it considers particularly important 
for non-high-risk schemes to develop a code of conduct in which they accept 
to be bound by more stringent provisions . Examples of such areas include the 
promotion of the voluntary application of requirements relating to environmental 
sustainability, accessibility for persons with disabilities, stakeholder participation 
in the design and development of AI schemes, and diversity of development 
teams to AI schemes based on clear objectives and key performance indicators 
to measure the achievement of those objectives .31 As to who is entitled to adopt 
codes of conduct, the AI Act – similarly to the current models of media regulation 
– designates the regulated parties themselves, i .e . the individual providers of the 
AI systems or the organizations representing them, or both, included through the 
involvement of users and stakeholders and their representative organizations .32 The 
draft regulation also states that ‘codes of conduct may cover one or more AI systems, 
taking into account the similarity of the intended purpose of the relevant systems .’

Regarding codes of conduct, the draft also briefly states that the Commission 
and the Council will consider the specific interests and needs of small service 
providers and start-ups in encouraging and facilitating their development .33

The motivation behind the EU’s move towards self-regulation is partly the time 
factor: AI, like the media, is a fast-moving field with many different areas. Classical 
legislative instruments are slow at the Member State level, but even more so in 
the EU . We should think here of the AI Act itself, which has been years in the 
making and is still only a draft . Furthermore, if market players can be involved in 
developing regulation based on their existing self-regulation and ethical principles, 
this will allow for significantly faster adaptation. Developers and professional 
organizations involved in self-regulation have the expertise and knowledge to 
develop and, where appropriate, monitor the principles . Greater acceptance and 
cooperation can be expected if they are involved in regulation . A further advantage 
could be that if AI developers move to codes of conduct under the Regulation, this 
could lead to more effective, detailed regulation than the current codes of ethics, 
which may or may not have any substance to them .34

In addition to the expected positive aspects, it is also necessary to briefly discuss 
the disadvantages of self-regulation . One of the main disadvantages of this model 
is that participation in it and adherence to codes of conduct is entirely voluntary . 
As a result, it ultimately lacks the classic binding force and enforceability . In line 
with this, it is also apparent that the AI Act – applying the risk-based approach 
here, too – has not opted for this regulatory model for higher-risk schemes but 

31 Article 69(2) of the AI Act .
32 Article 69(3) of the AI Act .
33 Article 69(4) of the AI Act .
34 For more details on the criticisms of these, see: Ződi 2020; Larsson 2020. 437–451.
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for ‘classic’ mandatory regulation, with the threat of heavy fines in the event of 
non-compliance .35

The question remains, then, how interested will AI developers – who are 
not required to apply the stricter rules of the Regulation – be to even adopt the 
much more stringent rules that are mandatory for high-risk AI . In the light of this 
development, it is also questionable whether the European Union will leave this 
area to self-regulation at all or whether it will move towards co-regulation, as in 
the case of the media, or whether it will return to the classic centralized regulatory 
solution but with less stringent rules for lower-risk areas .

2.2.3. High-Risk AI Systems

Proposed rules for high-risk AI are of interest because most of the provisions of 
the new regulation are built around this risk category . An AI system is considered 
high-risk either because it is a security component of an already tightly regulated 
product group (listed in Annex II, from toys through craft to medical instruments) or 
because it is used in an area where human rights are particularly at risk . The latter 
list includes two dozen specific applications in eight areas such as AIs for biometric 
identification of natural persons, AIs for the control of critical infrastructures 
(transport, gas, water, electricity), and some other AIs ‘active’ in various areas (such 
as recruitment, university admissions, credit assessment, and advice to judges) . 
Indeed, the AI Act states that AI systems used in employment, management of 
workers and access to self-employment, in particular recruitment and selection 
of persons, decisions on promotion and dismissal, and the allocation of tasks 
to persons with a contractual relationship to work, as well as the monitoring 
or evaluation of such persons, should be considered as high-risk, as they may 
have a significant impact on the future career prospects and livelihood of these 
persons. A significant power imbalance characterizes law enforcement authorities’ 
actions involving specific AI systems. They may lead to the surveillance, arrest, or 
privation of liberty of a natural person and other adverse effects on fundamental 
rights . In particular, if an AI system is not trained with good-quality data, does 
not meet adequate standards of accuracy or stability, or is not properly designed 
and tested before being placed on the market or otherwise put into service, it may 
select people in a discriminatory or otherwise unfair or unjust manner . It may also 
hinder the enforcement of important fundamental procedural rights such as the 
right to an effective remedy and a fair trial, as well as the rights to defence and the 
presumption of innocence, in particular, if such AI systems are not sufficiently 
transparent, explained, and documented . The AI systems used in migration 
management, asylum, and border management36 affect people who are often in 

35 Article 71 of the AI Act .
36 See Dumbrava 2021 .
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a particularly vulnerable situation and whose lives are affected by the outcome 
of the actions of the competent authorities . The accuracy, non-discriminatory 
nature, and transparency of the AI systems used in this context are therefore of 
particular importance in ensuring respect for the fundamental rights of the persons 
concerned, namely their rights to free movement, non-discrimination, privacy and 
protection of personal data, international protection, and due process . In previous 
compromises, the EU Council already moved towards curbing significant leeway 
for law enforcement . The new text extends the exemption to the four-eye principle, 
which requires at least two persons to verify a decision of a high-risk system . 
Moreover, public authorities using high-risk systems in law enforcement, migration, 
asylum and border control, and critical infrastructure have been exempted from 
registering on the EU database .37

Specific AI systems designed to administer justice and democratic processes 
should be considered high-risk, considering their significant impact on democracy, 
the rule of law, individual freedoms, and the right to an effective remedy and 
a fair trial . In particular, to address the risk of possible distortions, errors, and 
opacity, AI systems that aim to assist judicial authorities in researching and 
interpreting factual and legal elements and in applying the law to specific facts 
should be considered high-risk. However, this classification should not cover 
AI systems intended for purely ancillary administrative activities that do not affect 
the actual administration of justice in individual cases such as anonymization or 
pseudonymization of court decisions, documents or data, staff communications, 
etc ., administrative tasks, or the allocation of resources . For the use of high-risk 
systems in this area, Member States might decide to appoint police forces or judicial 
authorities as market surveillance authorities. The text now specifies that such 
market surveillance activities should not affect the independence of the courts . 
Systems for pollution control have been removed from the list of high-risk use 
cases, while systems to calculate risks and pricing for insurance have been added, 
except if the provider is an SME .

The requirements for high-risk AIs in the regulation (Chapter 2) provide that risk 
assessment systems must always be established, implemented, documented, and 
maintained (Article 9) . They must be operated in conjunction with appropriate 
data governance systems, and the data used for teaching the AI, validation, and 
testing must be ‘clean’ (Article 10) . High-risk AIs must be accompanied by detailed 
documentation, and event logging systems must be associated (articles 11–12) . 
Systems of this type must operate transparently and always retain human oversight 
and intervention (articles 13–14) . They must also meet the requirements of accuracy, 
robustness, and cybersecurity (Article 15) . Most of these requirements must be 
incorporated into the design of the high-risk AI system . In addition to the technical 
documentation to be prepared by the service provider, the other requirements 

37 Bertuzzi 2022 .
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should be taken into account at the earliest stages of the design and development 
of the AIs . A new transparency obligation has been added, requesting the providers 
of systems susceptible of causing significant harm to include the expected output 
in the instructions for use when appropriate . For the quality management systems 
that high-risk AI providers will have to implement, new wording was introduced 
to align them with similar systems mandated under sectorial legislation .

Finally, it is worth addressing one of the fundamental rights most at risk when 
using AI systems, especially in the case of algorithmic decision-making: the right 
to equal opportunities and non-discrimination . The main cause of this is the 
incompleteness or error of the dataset used by the AI or used to train the AI or 
the inherent bias in the system . The bias in algorithmic decision-making that the 
problems mentioned above in the dataset may cause can lead to infringement 
without any intentionality or human awareness behind it . AI in decision-making 
can also produce discriminatory results if the system learns from biased training 
data and the AI Act imposes strict training data requirements .38 Comprehensive 
and well-chosen teaching data (the examples used to train the AI) are key here . The 
role of the code producer also changes from being responsible for the programming 
(its being error-free) to be primarily responsible for the quality of the data and the 
correct choice of examples (see Article 10) .

3. Concluding Thoughts

The AI Act is forward-looking, detailing the general requirements for high-risk 
AI systems (the so-called ‘essential requirements’) . In contrast, the detailed 
technical requirements will be defined mainly by European standards developed in 
the framework of European standardization . Although detailed technical standards 
have already played an important role in Chapter 5 of Title III, they are still largely 
missing . Their development will be crucial for the effective implementation and 
enforcement of the proposed AI Act . This observation can be made more generally 
concerning the implementation of the conformity assessment mechanism of the 
proposal . Conformity assessment of AI systems will be carried out according to 
technical rules defined entirely by notified bodies, i.e. private bodies that are 
supposed to be remunerated for their activities . Therefore, it is of the utmost 
importance to ensure that national authorities are given as much power as possible 
to democratically control how these organizations carry out their activities and 
how they implement the proposal’s standards in concrete terms .

The mandatory requirements for high-risk AI systems are broadly based on 
the ‘requirements for trustworthy AI’ listed in the ethical guidelines of the High-
Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence. They must be met before a system 

38 Zuiderveen Borgesius 2018 . 6 .
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can be placed on the market or put into service . These relate to data quality 
and management, documentation and record keeping, transparency and user 
information, human supervision, robustness, accuracy, and security . Introducing 
such mandatory requirements is a significant step forward in protecting against the 
harmful effects of AI systems. However, the proposal still needs to be significantly 
revised in terms of how high-risk systems are defined, and the requirements, which 
are currently based on a list, and the provisions are prescriptive .

By granting the notified body the right to have full access to teaching, validation, 
and testing data and to request access to source codes, the draft creates a tension 
between the need to regulate the activities of organizations responsible for the 
development of high-risk systems and the protection of the intellectual property of 
these organizations, in line with the freedom to conduct a business and the right to 
the protection of intellectual property, both of which are protected by the Charter of 
Fundamental Rights of the European Union . It is necessary to ensure that the know-
how of undertakings is adequately protected, with appropriate confidentiality 
requirements, and that access requests are targeted and proportionate to the specific 
task .

A possible criticism is that it is difficult to predict the future use of AI systems 
and that it is too early to establish a definitive list of prohibited AI practices. The 
prohibition of subliminal manipulation under the AI Act provides a low level of 
protection . It only applies to a limited range of abuses and remains open to other 
non-subliminal but manipulative AI practices .39
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Abstract. The development and operation of an AI solution generally requires 
large amounts of data . This may involve processing of personal data, which 
implies privacy risks for the data subjects and the obligation to comply with 
data protection rules for data controllers . Privacy-enhancing technologies 
(PETs) can help enhance data collection and mitigate privacy risks posed 
by the development of AI solutions . In this context, this thesis proposes to 
present a set of emerging technologies that address privacy risks characteristic 
to machine learning models and enable privacy-preserving machine learning . 
The essay will highlight three state-of-the-art PET solutions: homomorphic 
encryption, secure multi-party computation, and differential privacy .

Keywords: artificial intelligence, data protection, privacy, European Union, 
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1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) is becoming a key element for digital transformation, 
shaping the future of humanity in almost every industry and evolving at an 
accelerating pace . According to The One Hundred Year Study on Artificial 
Intelligence 2021 Study Panel Report led by Stanford University, the field of 
AI has made remarkable progress in almost all its standard sub-areas between 2016 
and 2021 . This includes vision, speech recognition, natural language processing, 
image and video generation, multi-agent systems, planning, decision-making, and 
integration of vision and motor control for robotics .2 The speed of development can 
be linked to the recent advances in computing power and the increasing availability 

1 The following study constitutes the first publication, in abridged form, of the author’s LL.M 
dissertation submitted in the course of the Master’s Programme in Artificial Intelligence for Public 
Services of the Madrid Polytechnic University (2022) .

2 Stanford University – Littman–Ajunwa–Berger–Boutilier–Currie–Doshi-Velez–Hadfield–
Horowitz–Isbell–Kitano–Levy–Lyons–Mitchell–Shah–Sloman–Vallor–Walsh 2021 .
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of vast swathes of data, also boosted by the evolution of AI investments . In 2019, 
investment in AI in the European Union (EU) grew by 64%, then by 37% in 2020, 
and the overall level of AI investments was estimated to reach €10 .7 billion . If 
this trend is maintained, the EU will exceed its annual AI investment target of €22 
billion by 2030 . In the United States, the growth was 55% in 2019 and 50% in 
2020, reaching €21 .2 billion . On the contrary, in the United Kingdom, investment 
in AI grew at a higher rate in 2020 (46%) than in 2019 (40%) .3

Through new products and services, AI is increasingly present in our daily 
lives . Besides the innovation, opportunities, and potential value to society, 
AI systems also pose a potential risk to the fundamental rights, health, and safety 
of citizens . Discrimination, privacy and data protection harms (for example, loss 
of confidentiality), lack of transparency, explainability and accountability became 
intensely discussed and debated issues of AI systems . As the High-Level Expert 
Group on Artificial Intelligence (AI HLEG) set up by the European Commission 
in June 2018 emphasizes in its Ethics Guideline on Trustworthy AI, privacy is a 
fundamental right particularly affected by AI systems .4 The privacy implications 
of AI depend to a large extent on the specific use cases, the sensitivity of the 
training data, the social groups the system is deployed on, the overlapping legal 
requirements,5 and social, cultural, and political aspects . In the second chapter 
of this thesis, titled Artificial Intelligence vs. Privacy, the main privacy and data 
protection risks raised by AI systems will be explored .

The development and use of AI systems often involve the processing6 of personal 
data .7 The General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (General Data 
Protection Regulation, GDPR) is built in a technologically neutral manner and does 
not refer specifically to AI. In order to be able to face any technological evolution, 
GDPR regulates the processing of personal data regardless of the technology used, 

3 European Commission Joint Research Centre – Evas–Sipinen–Ulbrich et al . 2022 .
4 European Commission Directorate-General for Communications Networks, Content and 

Technology 2019 .
5 The European Data Protection Board and the European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) have 

raised their concern that ‘the (AI Act) Proposal is missing a clear relation to the data protection 
law as well as other EU and Member States law applicable to each “area” of high-risk AI system’ 
listed in the Annex III of the Regulation . Joint Opinion 5/2021 on the proposal for a Regulation 
of the European Parliament and of the Council laying down harmonized rules on artificial 
intelligence (Artificial Intelligence Act) 2021.

6 Article 4(2) GDPR: any operation or set of operations which is performed on personal data or 
on sets of personal data, whether or not by automated means, such as collection, recording, 
organization, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure 
by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, 
restriction, erasure or destruction .

7 Article 4(1) GDPR: any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (data 
subject). An identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in 
particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an 
online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, 
economic, cultural, or social identity of that natural person .
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as the European Data Protection Board (EDPB) highlighted in a response to Sophie 
in’t Veld’s (Member of the European Parliament) letter on unfair algorithms . Also, 
the EDPB commented that any processing of personal data through an algorithm 
falls within the scope of the GDPR .8 In conclusion, whenever the processing of 
personal data performed by an AI system falls within the territorial scope9 of the 
GDPR, all provisions of the Regulation will apply to such processing . In the second 
chapter, the main challenges posed by GDPR requirements will be presented .

The GDPR, similarly to the Artificial Intelligence Act (AI Act),10 applies a preven-
tive risk-based approach . The basis of this approach is the ‘data protection by 
design and by default principle’ (DPbDD) .11 Data protection by design12 requires 
the implementation of appropriate organizational and technological measures prior 
to and during the whole lifecycle of data processing activities . This ensures that 
privacy and data protection risks are identified and addressed in the early stages 
of the AI system’s lifecycle, also that the data protection principles13 and necessary 
safeguards are embedded in the AI system’s entire lifecycle . Implementing these 
principles at a systemic level and ensuring that, by default, only personal data 
which are necessary for each specific purpose of the processing are processed 
requires new technical approaches . The technologies that are designed to support 
the implementation of data protection principles are covered by the term Privacy-
Enhancing Technologies (PETs) . According to Borking and Raab, PETs ‘are a coherent 
system of ICT measures that protects privacy by eliminating or reducing personal 
data or by preventing unnecessary and/or undesired processing of personal data, 
all without losing the functionality of the data system’ .14 The EDPB underlines 
that ‘PETs that have reached the state-of-the-art maturity can be employed as a 
measure in accordance with the DPbDD requirements if appropriate in a risk-
based approach’ but in themselves do not necessarily satisfy the obligations under 
GDPR Art . 25 on data protection by design .15 In the third chapter, an overview of 
emerging PETs that address the most common data security risks and challenges 
posed by big data and AI developments will be provided .

  8 EDPB 2020b .
  9 Article 3 of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 

2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and 
on the free movement of such data and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection 
Regulation) 2016 .

10 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council laying down harmonized 
rules on Artificial Intelligence (Artificial Intelligence Act) and amending certain Union legislative 
acts 2021 .

11 Article 25 GDPR .
12 The concept was developed in the 1990s, brought forward by Ann Cavoukian, former Information 

and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario . At that time, the term Privacy by Design (PbD) was used .
13 Article 5 GDPR .
14 Borking–Raab 2001 .
15 EDPB 2020a .
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PETs are a promising set of techniques that can support privacy-preserving 
machine learning (PPML), facilitating the use of a powerful form of data analysis .16 
By 2025, 60% of large organizations will use one or more privacy-enhancing 
techniques in analytics, business intelligence, or cloud computing – as Gartner 
predicts .17 In the third chapter of this thesis, three promising areas of PETs will be 
analysed in depth: homomorphic encryption, secure multi-party computation, and 
differential privacy . Also, real-world use cases will be discussed to demonstrate 
how these PETs contribute to privacy-preserving machine learning .

2. Artificial Intelligence vs. Privacy

As the penetration of AI is increasing, a growing number of sectors are transformed . 
Besides the benefits of AI, specific privacy and data protection risks arise in the 
case of AI systems that process large datasets of personal data or combine non-
personal data that can lead to the re-identification of individuals.

2.1. Privacy and Data Protection Risks

Depending on the particular context, varying likelihood and severity of the risks, 
personal data processing could lead to physical, material, or non-material damage .18 
In recital 75, GDPR addresses among the potential consequences a broad range 
of harms and emphasizes that the processing of personal data may give rise to 
‘discrimination, identity theft or fraud, financial loss, damage to the reputation, loss 
of confidentiality of personal data protected by professional secrecy, unauthorized 
reversal of pseudonymization, or any other significant economic or social 
disadvantage’ . The following subchapter will provide an overview of privacy 
risks in relation to compliance with data protection principles .

2.2. AI Meets the Data Protection Principles

The fundamental building blocks of the GDPR are the seven key data protection 
principles:19

a . Lawfulness, fairness, and transparency;
b . Purpose limitation;
c . Data minimization;
d . Accuracy;

16 The Royal Society 2019 .
17 Gartner 2021 .
18 Recital 75 GDPR .
19 Article 5 GDPR .
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e . Storage limitation;
f. Integrity and confidentiality (security);
g . Accountability .
Regardless of the purposes and means of personal data processing, compliance 

with these principles is an essential requirement . Failure to comply with the 
principles at the heart of the GDPR can result in heavy fines. Infringements on the 
principles are subject to the highest tier of administrative fines, meaning financial 
penalties of up to €20 million or 4% of the total worldwide annual turnover, 
whichever is higher .20 The principles that have particular relevance to AI systems 
are discussed in detail below .

2.2.1. Fairness

According to the EDPB, ‘fairness is an overarching principle which requires that 
personal data shall not be processed in a way that is detrimental, discriminatory, 
unexpected or misleading to the data subject’ .21 Fair data processing presumes 
that data have not been collected or processed through unfair means, without the 
data subject’s knowledge, or by misleading or deception of data subjects . Also, 
fairness implies that data is processed in ways that data subjects would reasonably 
expect and the continuous assessment of how the processing affects the interests 
of individuals .22

Fair processing requires that AI systems do not produce discriminatory effects . 
The AI HLEG’s guidelines quoted earlier draw the attention that ‘data sets used 
by AI systems (both for training and operation) may suffer from the inclusion 
of inadvertent historic bias, incompleteness and bad governance models .’23 
A freshly published study on auditing the quality of datasets used in algorithmic 
decision-making systems is pointing out that ‘the possibility of obtaining biased 
AI outcomes is strongly related to the characteristics of the data and the quality of 
the data management process, including data gathering, cleaning, annotation and 
processing’ .24 If the datasets used for training are unbalanced or biased, the system 
may produce outputs that have discriminatory effects on individuals without 
objective justification. In order to mitigate these risks, high-quality training and 
testing data are necessary that are representative of the population the AI system 
is deployed on .

Frequent incorrect outputs of the AI systems would also breach the fairness 
principle . The performance of the trained model should be measured by statistical 

20 Article 83(5) GDPR .
21 EDPB 2020a .
22 Information Commissioner’s Office – The Alan Turing Institute 2020.
23 European Commission Directorate-General for Communications Networks (AI HLEG) 2019 .
24 Panel for the Future of Science and Technology – European Parliamentary Research Service 2022 .
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accuracy measures such as precision, recall, accuracy, and F1 score . In some cases, 
where high-quality test data is unavailable or the output is subjective, measuring 
statistical accuracy would not be appropriate . 

PETs such as secure multi-party computation (SMPC) and federated learning 
(FL) can facilitate compliance with the fairness principle . The technologies can 
be used to prevent and restrict data usage for purposes that negatively impact an 
individual . These technologies will be discussed in detail in the third chapter, 
titled Privacy-Enhancing Technologies . 

2.2.2. Transparency

This requirement was explicitly included in the data protection legislation for 
the first time by the authors of the GDPR. Information about how personal data is 
collected, used, consulted, or otherwise processed should be transparent, easily 
accessible, and easy to understand . GDPR highlights that individuals should 
be made aware of implications, risks, safeguards, and rights in relation to the 
processing of personal data .25 Recital 60 adds that data controllers26 ‘should 
provide the data subject with any further information necessary to ensure fair and 
transparent processing taking into account the specific circumstances and context 
in which the personal data are processed’ .

In the case of AI-assisted decision-making, it presumes to provide meaningful 
information about the logic involved, the significance, and the envisaged consequences 
of the AI decision . Where the decision is based solely on automated processing, 
information should be provided also about the right to object and the right to obtain 
human intervention .27 This brings to life the obligation to explain the technical 
logic or reasoning behind a particular output of the AI system and the related 
human decision for AI-assisted decision making . The AI HLEG stated that ‘technical 
explainability requires that the decisions made by an AI system can be understood 
and traced by human beings’ . Also, they project that trade-offs might have to be made 
between enhancing a system’s explainability and increasing its accuracy .

Transparency, human agency and oversight, and accountability play an important 
role as three key principles for trustworthy AI . AI HLEG underlines that if ‘an 
AI system has a significant impact on people’s lives, it should be possible to 
demand a suitable explanation of the AI system’s decision-making process’ . Also, 
‘the explanation should be timely and adapted to the expertise of the stakeholder 
concerned’ .28

25 Recital 39 GDPR .
26 Article 4(7) GDPR: the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body that, alone 

or jointly with others, determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data .
27 Article 13(2) b) and f) GDPR .
28 AI HLEG 2019 .
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Explainability relies on the level of interpretability, which depends on the model 
or set of models used by the AI system . For example, the usage of support vector 
machine (SVM) models may result in low levels of interpretability . ‘Black box’ 
techniques such as artificial neural networks (ANNs) can produce very low levels 
of interpretability . This may also apply to random forest models in some cases .29

2.2.3. Purpose Limitation

The purpose limitation principle is considered the cornerstone of data protection and 
is strongly linked to other data protection requirements . Purpose limitation requires 
data to be collected for specified, explicit, and legitimate purposes and not further 
processed in a manner that is incompatible with those purposes . The principle implies 
that purposes for processing personal data should be determined from the outset of the 
data processing lifecycle, at the time of the collection of the personal data .30 Processing 
data only for the purposes defined beforehand could be challenging for AI systems 
because the purpose may change as the model learns and develops .

Data supposed to be used as training data is frequently collected originally for 
other purposes . If the latter data processing purposes are incompatible with the 
original purpose, then the purpose limitation principle could be a barrier to the 
development of an AI system . When assessing if the purpose of further processing 
is compatible with the purpose for which the personal data was initially collected, 
the data controller should take into account the following:

[A]ny link between those purposes and the purposes of the intended further pro-
cessing; the context in which the personal data have been collected, in particular 
the reasonable expectations of data subjects based on their relationship with the 
controller as to their further use; the nature of the personal data; the consequences 
of the intended further processing for data subjects; and the existence of approp-
riate safeguards in both the original and intended further processing operations .31

Recital 50 states that irrespective of the compatibility of the purposes, further 
processing should be allowed if the data subject has given consent or the processing 
is based on Union or Member State law . The latter could apply when the processing 
is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the 
exercise of official authority. Also, further processing of data is considered to be 
compatible with the original purpose if it takes place in connection with scientific 
or historical research or for statistical and archival purposes in the public interest . 

29 Information Commissioner’s Office – The Alan Turing Institute 2020.
30 Working Party was set up under Article 29 of Directive 95/46/EC (WP29), Opinion 03/2013 on 

purpose limitation .
31 Recital 50 GDPR .
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Scientific research purposes should be interpreted in a broad manner, including, 
for example, technological development and demonstration, fundamental research, 
applied research, and privately funded research .32 In some cases, the development 
of artificial intelligence may be considered to constitute scientific research, but this 
presumes that the model learns something new – identifying trends or correlations 
– from the processed personal data .33

The data strategy of the European Commission encourages data exchange 
between the public sector and businesses, and reuse for data-driven innovation .34 
However, the complexity and uncertain application of the purpose limitation 
principle could hinder the reuse of personal data for AI-related technologies .

Similarly to the fairness principle, secure multi-party computation and federated 
learning are the two PETs which can play a role in satisfying the requirements of 
the purpose limitation principle .

2.2.4. Data Minimization

This principle requires identifying and processing the minimum amount of 
relevant and adequate personal data necessary to fulfil purposes. Minimization 
is referenced as an organizational measure for data protection by design and by 
default .35 As AI systems generally involve the processing of large amounts of data, 
particularly during the training phase, at first sight, it may seem incompatible with 
the minimization principle . In some cases, it is also impossible to determine from 
the beginning which features of the training data may be relevant . 

Data minimization in practice means preventing excessive data collection and 
using only the data necessary for the purposes of the processing . Instead of limiting 
data processing to a specific volume of data, it limits ‘the amount of detail included 
in training or in the use of a model’ .36 The level of accuracy of the AI systems’ 
output is the main factor in reducing the available data to the subset included in 
the final AI model.

Data minimization requires extensive testing . The predictive model built by 
the Norwegian Tax Administration that helps identify risk errors of tax returns is 
considered a good example of best practice. From the tested five hundred features, 
only the thirty that proved the most relevant were used .37

Data minimization is also about minimizing the risks of processing . Data 
controllers developing or using AI systems should assess the impacts on data 

32 Recital 159 GDPR .
33 Norwegian Data Protection Authority (Datatilsynet) 2018 .
34 European Commission 2020 .
35 Article 25 GDPR .
36 Norwegian Data Protection Authority (Datatilsynet) 2018 .
37 Ibid .
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protection by performing a data protection impact assessment (DPIA)38 and 
‘consider how to achieve the objective in a way that is least invasive for the data 
subjects’ .39 Risk reduction can be reached by reducing the degree of identification 
by perturbation, adding ‘noise’, or anonymization . Also, PETs such as synthetic data 
generation, federated learning, and differential privacy can be effective solutions 
for data minimization . The last one will be further explored in the next chapter .

2.2.5. Accuracy

The data accuracy principle requires that processed personal data is accurate and, 
where necessary, kept up to date . This was already present in Convention 108,40 the 
first legally binding international instrument in the data protection field, and has been 
maintained after the GDPR replaced the Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC41 in 2016 . 
The principle means that the number of inaccurate data elements in training data should 
be limited . Also, hidden biases should be prevented and representativeness ensured in 
order to have accurate outputs . In a big data context, keeping personal data up to date 
could be a mission impossible to achieve . Accuracy and fairness principles together 
raise the standard for AI systems that make inferences about people . Such a system 
can be deployed only if it is sufficiently statistically accurate to fulfil its purposes.

Data accuracy has particular relevance for AI . As the French Data Protection 
Authority highlights in its report on ethical matters raised by AI, ‘the matter of the 
quality of the data processed by algorithms and AI is the most straightforward . It 
is not difficult to understand that incorrect data or data that is quite simply out of 
date will lead to errors or malfunctions of varying gravity depending on the sector 
in question’ .42 Inaccurate data could have a significant impact on individuals in the 
deployment phase also, resulting in an erroneous output or unjustified decision.

2.2.6. Storage Limitation

The principle of storage limitation prohibits keeping personal data longer than 
needed for the purposes of the processing . In order to ensure that the personal data 

38 According to the WP29 Guidelines on DPIA, endorsed by the EDPB, innovative use or applying new 
technological or organizational solutions or matching or combining datasets in a way that would 
exceed the reasonable expectations of the data subjects can trigger the need to carry out a DPIA .  
WP29, Guidelines on Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) and determining whether processing 
is ‘likely to result in a high risk’ for the purposes of Regulation 2016/679 (WP 248 rev .01) 2017 .

39 Norwegian Data Protection Authority (Datatilsynet) 2018 .
40 Council of Europe, Convention for the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of 

personal data, opened for signature on 28 January 1981 .
41 Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the 

protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement 
of such data 1995 .

42 French Data Protection Authority (CNIL) 2017 .
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are not kept longer than necessary, time limits should be established for erasure or 
for a periodic review .43 Defining appropriate data retention periods assumes that 
we identified all the purposes of data processing in advance. This is undoubtedly 
challenging in the case of AI-based processing, as the purpose of processing may 
change during the development and due to the high level of data replication .

GDPR leaves room for exceptions: if the personal data is processed solely for 
archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes 
or statistical purposes, the data may be stored for longer periods .44

2.2.7. Security

The principle focusing on confidentiality and integrity states that personal data 
must be processed in a manner that ensures their appropriate security, ‘including 
protection against unauthorised or unlawful processing and against accidental loss, 
destruction or damage, using appropriate technical or organisational measures’ . 
Security requirements apply explicitly to data controllers and processors45 also . 
Two sections of the GDPR, articles 32–36 are dedicated to security requirements . 
These include the newly introduced requirement to notify personal data breaches 
to the supervisory authority and in certain cases to the data subjects too .

In order to maintain security, organizations should evaluate the risks inherent 
in the processing and implement measures to mitigate those risks .46 The measures 
put in place should ensure an appropriate level of security . This implies the 
implementation of risk-based technical and organizational measures both at 
the time of the determination of the means for processing and at the time of 
the processing itself . In order to implement measures which ensure a level of 
security appropriate to the risk, organizations should take into account the 
state of the art and the costs of implementation in relation to the risks and the 
nature of the personal data to be protected .47 This requires that organizations 
developing, deploying, or using AI assess and mitigate the security risks personal 
data processing may raise .

In addition to the obligation to ensure confidentiality and integrity of data 
processing, Article 32 provides the ongoing availability and resilience of processing 
systems and services and the monitoring and testing of processing activities . 
AI HLEG stresses technical robustness, which is a critical component of achieving 
trustworthy AI . The expert group emphasizes that ‘technical robustness requires 
that AI systems be developed with a preventative approach to risks and in a manner 

43 Recital 39 GDPR .
44 Article 5(1) e) GDPR .
45 Article 4(8) GDPR: a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body that processes 

personal data on behalf of the controller .
46 Recital 83 GDPR .
47 Article 32(1) GDPR .
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such that they reliably behave as intended while minimizing unintentional and 
unexpected harm and preventing unacceptable harm’ .48

Ensuring security of personal data implies more than preventing re-identification 
of data subjects, unauthorized disclosure of training data or model outputs, 
or inferences about individuals represented in the training data . As AI HLEG 
highlights, ‘AI systems, like all software systems, should be protected against 
vulnerabilities that can allow them to be exploited by adversaries’ and should also 
‘have safeguards that enable a fallback plan in case of problems’ .49

This presumes security capabilities against third-party malicious activities such 
as hacking, alteration of the training data, model poisoning or evasion, or model 
inversion attack . The next subchapter, titled Attacks on AI Models, provides an 
overview of the security issues raised by AI systems .

The EDPB and EDPS draw the attention in their joint report that the wording 
of Article 83 of AI Act50 does not include a reference to changes in external risks . 
They recommend that ‘a reference to changes of the threats-scenario, arising from 
external risks, e .g ., cyber-attacks, adversarial attacks and substantiated complaints 
from consumers therefore should be included in Article 83 of the Proposal’ .51

PETs can partially support the compliance of AI systems with the data security 
requirements . Employing differential privacy, homomorphic encryption, multi-
party computation, federated learning or using synthetic data for training purposes 
can contribute to security goals and a privacy-preserving AI system . More on some 
of these technologies will be explained in the third chapter .

2.2.8. GDPR Fines

The importance of data protection principles is also reflected by the enforcement 
actions taken by the national supervisory authorities . The Hungarian Data Protec-
tion Authority (NAIH) imposed a fine of €665,000 in February 2022 for the 
unlaw ful use of artificial intelligence. A Hungarian bank applied an AI-powered 
emotion analysis on voice recordings of calls conducted between its customers 
and a call centre . The bank failed to comply with the transparency and purpose 
limitation principles. Further, the Authority considered the solution’s inefficiency 
in predicting the customers’ emotions accurately, as well as the risk of processing 

48 AI HLEG 2019 .
49 Ibid .
50 This Regulation shall apply to the high-risk AI systems, other than the ones referred to in 

Paragraph 1, that have been placed on the market or put into service before [date of application 
of this Regulation referred to in Article 85(2)], only if, from that date, those systems are subject 
to significant changes in their design or intended purpose.

51 EPDP 2022; Joint Opinion 5/2021 on the proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament 
and of the Council laying down harmonized rules on artificial intelligence (Artificial Intelligence 
Act) 2021 .
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data by AI . The decision of the Authority highlighted that the information, the data 
protection impact assessment (DPIA), and balancing test documentation provided 
by the bank were not in compliance with the GDPR .52

Also, Clearview, the controversial facial recognition service provider, has been 
heavily fined for infringing GDPR by scraping images of individuals from public web 
sources and generating biometric data . After the data protection authorities in the 
United Kingdom and Italy, the company has been hit with another sanction from the 
Hellenic Data Protection Authority .53 The value of fines received totalled €49 million.

2.3. Attacks on AI Models

Given the complexity of big data processing, AI systems can pose specific threats in 
addition to the security issues associated with any IT system . Besides human errors 
or omissions, data breaches can also be caused by external attacks, which ‘may target 
the data, the model or the underlying infrastructure, both software and hardware’ .54

Big data systems are increasingly becoming targets of more elaborate and 
specialized attacks .55 Attacks on AI systems are increasing constantly, but the 
AI industry is alarmingly unprepared for these .56 The attacks resulting in data 
breaches can lead to financial losses in addition to privacy and data protection 
harms . The average data breach cost has climbed 12 .7% in the last two years, 
reaching $4 .35 million in 2022 .57

This subchapter will concentrate on the threats that can target machine learning 
models and present potential security challenges for personal data .

2.3.1. Poisoning

Poisoning attacks target classification algorithms and are likely to occur in several 
stages of the lifecycle from data collection to monitoring . In such an attack, an 
adversary is able to manipulate data (insert malicious data into the training or 
validation data) or model (replacing model file with an altered one) in order to 
modify the algorithm’s behaviour in a chosen direction at a later point in time .58 
This may cause intentional misclassification or discrimination affecting the model’s 
accuracy, compromising the integrity and trustworthiness of the AI system .

Federated learning and homomorphic encryption are PETs discussed in relation 
to the prevention of poisoning .

52 Hungarian Data Protection Authority 2022 .
53 Ibid .
54 AI HLEG 2019 .
55 European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) 2016 .
56 Advisa – The Road to Secure and Trusted AI Report – The Decade of AI Security Challenges 2021 .
57 IBM 2022 .
58 ENISA 2016 .
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2.3.2. Model Inversion

We usually think in relation to machine learning models that the training dataset 
cannot be recovered from the trained model . As several studies have shown, even 
without access to the dataset used for training, the output of the machine learning 
algorithms can be extremely revealing .

The exception is provided by model inversion attacks, which aim at classification 
algorithms . This attack can take place when the attacker has access to certain 
personal data belonging to specific individuals included in the training data, and 
by observing the inputs and outputs of the machine learning model it can infer 
further personal information about those same individuals . An excess of training 
data and the possibility to repeatedly query the model can contribute to the success 
of these attacks, and in some cases the re-identification of the data subjects.

One of the earliest successful model inversion attacks were deployed on 
recommender systems, ‘a demonstration that collaborative filtering systems, where 
item recommendations are generated for a user based on behavioural patterns of 
other users, can end up revealing the consumption patterns of individual users’ .59 
Also, researchers demonstrated the possibility of reverse engineering on a medical 
model designed to predict the correct doses for an anticoagulant using patient 
data including genetic biomarkers . They proved that an attacker having access 
to some demographic information of the patients included in the training data 
could infer their genetic biomarkers from the model .60 Model inversion proved 
effective for attacking Facial Recognition Technology (FRT) systems . Researchers 
could reconstruct the facial images associated with the individuals included in 
the training data and match these (by humans) with 95% accuracy .61

Model inversion attacks can produce unauthorized disclosure of some personal 
data processed for training, causing loss of confidentiality and affecting the 
trustworthiness of the system .

In order to deploy an AI system in a way which prevents model inversion attacks, 
we should use secure multi-party computation or synthetic data if possible .

2.3.3. Membership Inference

This attack targets regression and classification algorithms in the deployment 
phase . Membership inference attacks allow malicious third parties to determine 
whether a given individual was present in the training data or not .62 The attack itself 
does not cause disclosure of personal data, but using the model in combination 

59 Veale–Binns–Edwards 2018 .
60 Fredrikson–Jha–Ristenpart 2015 .
61 Ibid .
62 Shokri–Stronati–Song–Shmatikov 2017 .
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with other data about a particular individual could directly lead to data breaches .63 
For example, if patients’ clinical records are used to train a model associated with 
a disease, attackers knowing that a certain patient’s data was used to train the 
model could reveal that the patient has this disease .

Membership inference attacks exploit confidence scores specific to prediction 
models . The score is disproportionately high in a prediction about an individual 
that was in the training dat, because the model has seen the data before . This 
allows us to determine if the individual was in the training data .

Exposure to membership inference depends on the amount of information 
‘remembered’ by the used machine learning algorithm from the training datasets 
and on the degree of overfitting the model.64 The level of risks associated with the 
attack depends on the sensitivity that the information membership may reveal . For 
example, if the model is trained with data on a vulnerable population like people 
suffering from mental disorder, addictions, or HIV, a membership inference attack 
could have a high-risk impact .

Making inferences about individuals represented in the training data through 
black-box or white-box inference can lead to breach of the principle of confidentiality. 
Employing differential privacy during model training can provide defence against 
membership inference attacks . More about trade-offs and limitations in the next 
chapter .

EDPB underlines the importance of implementing appropriate safeguards 
to identify, measure, and mitigate the risks that are specific to some machine 
learning such as data poisoning, model inversion, and white-box inference . Also, 
it considers essential to put in place monitoring processes to monitor (logging and 
collecting information on accuracy and fairness) the AI systems once in use .65 The 
conclusion of ENISA could be the right one for this chapter as well: ‘AI permeates 
every aspect of our daily lives, and therefore it is of paramount importance to ensure 
the cybersecurity of AI to ensure that AI and the set of associated technologies 
will be trustworthy, reliable and robust .’66

3. Privacy-Enhancing Technologies

In the context of AI, the security dimension of data protection bears a leading 
role in managing threats in a multi-party ecosystem and implementing specific 
controls to ensure that the AI system is secure . This implies that the necessary 
technical and organizational safeguards are put in place in the design stage of new 

63 Ibid .
64 Shokri–Stronati–Song–Shmatikov 2017 .
65 EDPB 2022 .
66 ENISA 2016 .
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AI applications .67 This is the scope of the notion of data protection by design and 
default, introduced as a legal requirement by Article 25 of the GDPR .

3.1. AI with Privacy

In 2015, ENISA expressed the need for a conceptual shift from ‘big data versus 
privacy’ to ‘big data with privacy’, ‘adopting the privacy and data protection 
principles as an essential value of big data’68 – mainly due to the ‘scale of big 
data processing which brings existing privacy risks into a whole new (and 
unpredictable) level’ .69 Therefore, following a data protection by design approach 
may ask for an innovative solution since AI systems can have multiple levels of 
data processing and different techniques . Several techniques and technologies were 
proposed, developed, and improved in the last four decades that aim to support 
the deployment and configuration of appropriate technical and organizational 
measures in order to satisfy specific data protection principles. The group of these 
emerging technologies and techniques is commonly known as Privacy-Enhancing 
Technologies (PETs) . Although the implementation of PETs may be necessary to 
comply with the data protection legal requirements, these alone cannot ensure 
compliance . To achieve compliance, PETs should always be used in conjunction 
with data protection policy and governance systems and frameworks .

In relation to GDPR compliance, there are several techniques to enhance data 
protection for AI systems . The most common ones are homomorphic encryption, 
secure multi-party computation, differential privacy, and synthetic data . Applying 
these promising PETs alone or combined facilitates the privacy-preserving applications 
of AI . These will be highlighted in the following chapter, having a special focus on 
technologies supporting the compliance with the data security principle .

3.2. Homomorphic Encryption

In order to prevent unauthorized parties from accessing the processed personal 
data or to safely provide access, it is necessary to mask the data in three different 
states: at-rest, in-use, and in-transit . During the typical encryption techniques 
which secure data at-rest and in-transit, the original data once encrypted becomes 
obscured or unintelligible . The challenge was to develop an encryption technique 
which protects data in-use, while keeping it intelligible for processing .

In 1978, Ronald L . Rivest, Len Adleman, and Michael L . Dertouzos laid down the 
theoretical foundations of homomorphic encryption,70 which allows computation 

67 Ibid .
68 ENISA 2015 .
69 Ibid .
70 Rivest–Adleman–Dertouzos 1978 .
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to be performed directly on encrypted data without requiring to decrypt it first. 
This method was further developed by Craig Gentry, who was the first to describe a 
construction for a fully homomorphic (typically asymmetric) encryption scheme .71

3.2.1. Benefits

Partially homomorphic encryption (PHE) allows only additions or only multip-
lications, somewhat homomorphic encryption can support a limited number of 
both additions and multiplications, and fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) 
enables multiple operations to be performed over encrypted data .72 The end-
result of the operation(s) remains also encrypted, and it can be decrypted by the 
owner of the key .73 The result is equivalent to the results obtained working with 
the original unencrypted data directly .74 In essence, homomorphic encryption 
ensures the secure outsourcing of specific operations on confidential data and 
safely provides access to them, being an important component of the defence 
against poisoning attacks .

3.2.2. Use Cases

Homomorphic encryption is a useful data protection by design measure in use 
cases when processing – for the time being, simple arithmetical operations such 
as addition and/or multiplication – is performed by a third party . For example, a 
cloud service provider as a processor can perform operations on behalf of the data 
controller without accessing the content of the personal data . A real-world use 
case is the collection of data from connected devices with the purpose of obtaining 
aggregated values . The aggregator service receives individual encrypted data and 
adds them up, resulting in the final data encrypted accumulated values.75 Enabling 
privacy-preserving data aggregation, homomorphic encryption is especially suitable 
for smart meter systems .76

In the last few years, electronic homomorphic encryption has been extended to 
new use cases such as smart contracts, electronic voting,77 genome privacy,78 fraud 
detection,79 or password breach monitoring,80 and it has the potential to be used 

71 Gentry 2009 .
72 The Royal Society 2019 .
73 Industry, Government and Academic Consortium to Advance Secure Computation 2017 .
74 Spanish Data Protection Agency 2020 .
75 Ibid .
76 Wang–Heb–Zhangc 2022 .
77 AEPD 2020 .
78 Industry, Government and Academic Consortium to Advance Secure Computation 2017 .
79 Maass 2020 .
80 Lauter–Kannepalli–Cruz Moreno 2021 .
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in a wide range of applications . It can also support privacy-preserving machine 
learning . For example, it can underpin privacy-preserving predictions .81

3.2.3. Limitations

Due to the diversity of operations performed on the encrypted data, FHE is currently 
inefficient besides the higher level of protection and utility. Application of FHE 
is held back currently since it is highly computationally intensive, suffers from 
bandwidth and latency issues, and running time can exponentially increase 
depending on security parameters .82 PHE and SHE, on the other hand, provide 
good performance and protection, but with very limited utility .

As encrypted data is typically much larger, more storage and processing resources 
are needed to encrypt, store, and decrypt the data . Therefore, homomorphic 
encryption is extremely computationally expensive and impractically slow .83 As 
cloud computing evolves, performance will increase, and this PET will become 
more accessible for commercial applications .84

AEPD highlights the risk arising from ‘using the same key on the data that are 
going to be processed may entail a vulnerability in the encryption system’ . Risk 
increases as the volume of the processed data and the period of access grows . 
AEPD stresses that ‘the use of an additional encryption layer in communications 
is essential together with the need to minimise the information encrypted under 
the same key, which must be limited to the groups of data that operate with one 
another’ .85 Standardization of homomorphic encryption techniques is also a major 
ongoing challenge .

3.2.4. Potential

The level of maturity differs for variations of homomorphic encryption . There are 
products based on PHE offered on the market, SHE is piloted, but FHE is just at 
research level .86 However, homomorphic encryption can already enable other PETs 
such as secure multi-party computation, private data aggregation, or federated 
machine learning .87 The use of homomorphic encryption opens new doors for 
the secure processing of personal data ‘such as servers based on the IoT, Cloud 
Computing and automated learning or Machine Learning’ .88

81 The Royal Society 2019 .
82 Ibid .
83 Ibid .
84 AEPD 2020 .
85 Ibid .
86 The Royal Society 2019 .
87 Ibid .
88 AEPD 2020 .
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Some companies started to use homomorphic encryption for end-to-end 
encrypted systems’ data processing . Meta is experimenting with this technique 
to detect child sexual abuse material on end-to-end encrypted messaging platforms . 
However, it ‘is not yet technically feasible to implement in messaging at scale’ 
because it would take more than seven months to run on each message .89

3.3. Secure Multi-party Computation

Secure multi-party computation (SMPC) is a more mature PET enabling computation 
on encrypted data without losing data utility. Introduced in 1986 and the first 
prototypes developed in 2004,90 SMPC is a subfield of cryptography concerned 
with enabling private distributed computations .

3.3.1. Benefits

SMPC allows ‘computation or analysis on combined data without the different 
parties revealing their own private input’ .91 Lack of trust between two or more 
parties, also data protection restrictions (ex . appropriate legal basis, ensuring 
confidentiality) or technical constraints of data sharing between parties who intend 
to carry out analyses on their combined data, are addressed by this cryptographic 
technique providing data masking .92 It is important that the original, distributed data 
existing across several parties does not need to be gathered to a central repository . 
Practically, SMPC enables operations to be performed on the input data of two or 
more parties, without revealing the input data of one party to the other parties, 
and ensures parties to jointly form the obtained results .93 Unlike homomorphic 
encryption which protects data in storage and also during computing, SMPC 
supports only the latter .

SMPC can be used together with federated machine learning to leverage the 
benefits of stronger confidentiality with greater scale of computation.94

3.3.2. Use Cases

Commercial products for secure multi-party computation first appeared in 
2010 .95 Some real-world applications preceded them . These permit auctions 
where participants could place bids without revealing them . A good example 

89 Business for Social Responsibility 2022 .
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95 The Royal Society 2019 .
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is provided by Denmark, where SMPC was used to redistribute the country’s EU-
fixed production quota among sugar beet producers without the need for a central 
auctioneer or revealing commercially sensitive information .96 This system allows 
bidders to identify the winner of the auction without revealing information related 
to the actual bid .

Pooling personal data from different governmental departments to gain 
insights for policy makers involves high privacy risks . SMPC can enable us to 
put information in a wider context without revealing citizens’ personal data . For 
example, Estonia used SMPC to analyse encrypted income tax records and higher 
education records to determine if students who work during their studies are more 
likely to fail to graduate in time than fellow students who are focused exclusively 
on their studies .97

3.3.3. Limitations

Although SMPC is constantly evolving, like all PETs, it faces a number of 
challenges . The widespread use of the SMPC is limited by the relatively high 
costs of computation and bandwidth . However, where high-bandwidth settings are 
available (devices connected within a data centre), SMPC significantly outperforms 
FHE .98 If all the participants outsource their computation to the same cloud provider, 
bandwidth costs can be reduced, ‘but it requires a strong trust model’ .99 Also, data 
structures need to be standardized in order to perform data analysis with SMPC .

Since the output is revealed in the case of SMPC, ‘the output must be controlled 
to limit what an adversary can infer about the private data from the output’ .100 This 
leakage can be addressed in the best way by combining SMPC with differential 
privacy .101

Beyond the SMPC execution itself, the protection of the cryptographic keys is a 
challenge that has to be tackled by involved parties .102 Thus, parties implementing 
SMPC should have a high level of security capabilities .

3.3.4. Potential

SMPC is promising for operations that require large amounts of data as the training 
of machine learning models . SMPC can be used to allow private multi-party 
machine learning . Different parties send encrypted data to each other to train a 
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machine learning model, eliminating the need for a trusted central authority that 
would perform the computation by gathering all the data and decrypting it .103

SMPC has a great potential for machine learning systems trained on health 
data . SMPC could facilitate the use and sharing of health data for R&D purposes, 
as it tackles the problem that data is distributed across several organizations, 
and gathering all the data to a central repository is rarely permitted by the data 
protection requirements .

By keeping the input data of each party private and providing the correct output 
to each of them, SMPC can support the compliance with the purpose limitation and 
prevent model inversion attacks . However, it is necessary to implement additional 
data protection measures to guarantee GDPR compliance .

3.4. Differential Privacy

While homomorphic encryption and SMPC deal with privacy during computation, 
differential privacy addresses privacy in disclosure .104 This PET was introduced in 
2006 by C . Dwork105 and her team,106 and it is based on the Law of Large Numbers .107

Differential privacy is a ‘strong, mathematical definition of privacy in the context 
of statistical and machine learning analysis’, and ‘it is used to enable the collection, 
analysis, and sharing of a broad range of statistical estimates based on personal 
data’ .108 The differential privacy mathematically guarantees that the result of a 
differentially private analysis provides the same inference about any individual’s 
personal data, regardless of whether that particular individual’s personal data 
was included in the input to the analysis .109 Differential privacy preserves the 
usefulness of data by allowing statistical analysis and identification of trends on 
larger datasets, but in a way that protects individuals’ privacy by ‘establishing 
data protection guarantees by design through the practical implementation of 
information abstraction strategies’ .110

Depending on the stage when the data analysis is applied, differential privacy 
can be local (distributed) or global (centralized) . In the case of local differential 
privacy, random noise is added at the data collection stage ‘so that users get a 
“plausible deniability” type of guarantee with respect to data being collected 
about them’ .111 This may result in reducing accuracy by adding more noise than 
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the global approach, as adding noise at an early stage of the data lifecycle does not 
permit optimizing the amount of noise to a specific analysis.112 Global differential 
privacy assumes that noise is added to the output, taking away the possibility to 
determine if a particular data record was included in the dataset used to produce 
the output .113

The adjustability of the amount of noise added to the original dataset is an 
important feature of differential privacy . By increasing the amount of noise, privacy 
risks decrease, but data utility may decline too . The challenge is to calculate the 
value of noise in a way ‘that preserves the result within the utility range’ .114

3.4.1. Benefits

Differentially private mechanisms can provide a way to query datasets containing 
private data while mitigating ‘the risk of revealing whether a specific individual 
or organisation is present in a dataset or output’ .115

One of the major benefits of differential privacy is the strong protection provided 
against membership inference attacks if the training process is differentially 
private .116 Also, differential privacy is the best practice against re-identification 
attacks performed by combining different datasets .117

Another benefit of differential privacy is the possibility to quantify the privacy 
loss and compare it among different techniques . This enables the control and 
analysis of cumulative privacy losses when running multiple differentially private 
analyses on a particular dataset . Also, measuring privacy loss acquired by groups is 
possible .118 Immunity to post-processing is also an important property of differential 
privacy . This allows to arbitrarily transform a differentially private output using 
some data-independent function, but without impacting its privacy guarantees .119

Dwork and her team have shown that differential privacy can improve 
generalization in machine learning algorithms .120 In particular, ‘if a differentially 
private learning algorithm has good training accuracy, it is guaranteed to have 
good test accuracy’ .121
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3.4.2. Use Cases

Differential privacy is PET which has a wide range of applications from linear 
regressions and cumulative distribution functions to machine learning .122

After having implemented differential privacy for other services, the United 
States Census Bureau took the decision to replace data swapping, the previously 
applied disclosure avoidance mechanism, with differential privacy for the 2020 
census. This was motivated by its goal ‘to publish a specific, higher number of 
tables of statistics with more granular information than previously’123 and at the 
same time to protect against emerging technology threats such as re-identification 
attacks .124

High-profile tech companies such as Apple, Google, Microsoft, and Uber also 
implemented differential privacy in practical applications . Apple used local 
differential privacy for collecting statistics from hundreds of millions of users in 
order to identify popular emojis, popular health data types, and media playback 
preferences in Safari .125

Google implemented differential privacy with a similar goal: such, to collect 
statistics from end-users in a privacy-preserving way .126 Similarly, Uber in 
collaboration with the University of California implemented this method to perform 
analytics on user data and determine the average trip distance for users .127

3.4.3. Limitations

Adding noise to a dataset can cause accuracy and robustness issues . Especially 
for smaller datasets, this can harm utility . Practically, the trade-off of utility and 
privacy improves proportionally with the size of the dataset, where less noise is 
needed, as ‘the more individuals included in a dataset, the harder it might be to 
identify that a specific individual was included’.128

In the case of local models, the utility is usually affected because the distributed 
data requires more noise to achieve differential privacy . In order to obtain highly 
accurate aggregate statistics, large datasets are essential . But working on large 
datasets does not automatically lead to great utility . The algorithms transforming 
a dataset to differentially private need to be designed to the specific use case to 
ensure that the output meets utility expectations .129
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The privacy preservation effect of differential privacy is heavily dependent 
on the ‘privacy budget’, the ‘quantitative measure of by how much the risk to an 
individual’s privacy may increase by, due to that individual’s data inclusion in the 
inputs to the algorithm’ .130 Setting the ‘privacy budget’ is key to ensuring privacy 
guarantees, and it requires expertise . It is crucial to take into consideration ‘the 
statistical inferences that might happen after the release of results and how, for 
example, outsiders might be able to link data with side information’ .131

For example, differential privacy could lose its privacy guarantees where 
differentially private data collection from the same individuals is continuous 
over time . It is not possible ‘to collect differential privacy protected data from a 
community of respondents an indefinite number of times with a meaningful privacy 
guarantee’ .132 This is why the previously detailed user data collection performed 
by Apple and Google presents shortcomings .

3.4.4. Potential

Differential privacy provides great performance for datasets where the number 
of individuals is large but the weight of each individual to the output is limited . 
This privacy-enhancing technology contributes substantially to enable privacy-
preserving machine learning .

Overfitting is a typical mistake in machine learning. This can be mitigated by 
achieving differential privacy, which ‘goes hand in hand with preventing overfitting 
to particular examples’ .133

Differential privacy supports a wide range of techniques used in statistics and 
machine learning such as classification, clustering, and also statistical disclosure 
limitation techniques such as synthetic data generation . The generated synthetic 
data retains statistical properties of the original data but at the same time protects 
against model inversion attacks .134 We can state without doubt, differential privacy 
will have a central role in deploying privacy-preserving machine learning .

4. Conclusions

The adoption of AI and machine learning has skyrocketed since the pandemic . 
As AI systems are becoming increasingly widespread in the public and private 
sectors, the majority of organizations realize that privacy challenges can be hardly 
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overcome . But despite the fact that privacy is considered the fourth most relevant 
AI risk after cybersecurity, regulatory compliance, and explainability,135 52% of 
business decision makers say that their company is not safeguarding data privacy 
through the entire lifecycle,136 thus failing to meet an important condition for 
trustworthy AI . This creates exposure for the data involved in training, testing, or 
deploying the system . Attacks targeting machine learning models can exploit these 
vulnerabilities in novel ways, as has been shown in the second chapter, increasing 
privacy risks for individuals and the odds of a hefty GDPR fine.

Due to the volume of the data, the complexity of the processing, and the 
unforeseen consequences for data subjects, applying the data protection principles 
in a machine learning context is far from straightforward . Practically, data protection 
compliance would require translating these principles into concrete requirements 
and system design specifications and then finding and implementing appropriate 
technical and organizational measures throughout all of the stages of the data 
processing lifecycle . As GDPR asks for state-of-the-art and risk-based safeguards 
implemented from the design phase, innovative solutions and approaches are 
needed, which are better suited to the personal data processing performed by 
machine learning models in order to unlock the full potential of these data-driven 
AI technologies .

Privacy-enhancing technologies specifically tailored to mitigate privacy risks 
characteristic to machine learning models were presented in the third chapter . 
Homomorphic encryption, secure multi-party computation, and differential 
privacy not only provide shield against attacks targeting machine learning models 
but can bring a significant contribution to comply with the fairness, purpose 
limitation, and data minimization principles besides the data security principle . 
PETs enable multiple applications and bring new possibilities for data analysis .137 
These technologies evolving at an accelerating pace since 2000 could open the 
horizon for privacy-preserving machine learning . However, PETs do not transform 
personal data processing compliant with data protection regulations in one fell 
swoop, and they should be used together with process controls, high-standard 
policy, and data governance systems .

At this stage, significant barriers are still present, PETs being limited by high 
computational demand, data-interoperability, data utility, and accuracy issues . 
Security risks resulting from reverse engineering are also highly debated . Maturity 
level and early-stage use of PETs also make the road to market-wide penetration 
meandering . This could be enhanced by promoting good practices, initiating 
standardization, and developing certification mechanisms for mature PETs by the 
responsible bodies . These all point to the need of further research and development 
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to explore the potential benefits and impact of PETs on processing personal data 
by AI systems . 

Hopefully, the pace of innovation in this field will be maintained, and in the 
near future we will be able to enjoy the benefits of AI systems deployed by private 
and public organizations together with top-notch privacy safeguards .
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1. Introductory Remarks

Artificial intelligence (AI) has become something of a catchphrase in almost 
all disciplines of science and even the arts in recent years . That it holds great 
promise and equally great risks stands beyond any doubt . Yet, until lately, national 
legislatures as well as international organizations have been reluctant to propose 
regulation that would either direct or hinder the development or deployment of 
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AI to certain tasks; compulsory rules have only been formulated and implemented 
regarding personal data protection .1

This ‘silence of the legislator’ is rapidly becoming untenable . The development 
of AI applications now appears to have definitively left behind the era of false 
starts and sudden stops that have plagued the technology in the past .2 Practical 
and economically viable AI solutions are already in use, or they are, at the very 
least, rapidly emerging . Thus, the period of ‘salutary neglect’ by regulators is at its 
end: on both shores of the Atlantic, they now aim to set forth new AI laws as soon 
as possible .3 In this drive to legislate, the European Commission has tabled two 
regulatory drafts to constitute the cornerstones of European AI law: the proposed 
Artificial Intelligence Act4 (AIA) and the proposed AI Liability Directive .5 These 
proposals, still in the course of development and subject to public debate, aim 
to channel AI development in EU Member States according to the precautionary 
principle and implement fault-based liability aided by some presumptions of 
misconduct and causation in case AI systems should cause damage during their 
intended or unintended functioning .

One of the possible implementations in which AI presents great potential is that 
of dispute resolution, either as an instrument for aiding judicial decision-making 
in one way or another or as an autonomous AI adjudicator .6 In our study, we aim 
to analyse the compatibility of these two forms, and specifically the ‘AI judge’ 
with the way the European Commission, a body of the European Union, currently 
envisages AI regulation in order to predict the possible future(s) of AI-based or 
AI-aided dispute resolution in the European Union .

2. Principles of AI and the ‘AI Judge’

During the development of the AIA, the European Commission convened the High-
Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence (AI HLEG), which would develop the 
main guidelines for the proposed regulation . The AI HLEG formulated a ‘European’ 
approach to AI based on three guiding principles: 1 . compliance with the law, 
2. fulfilment of ethical principles, and 3. robustness. These principles were then 
expanded into the following list of assessment criteria: 1 . human agency and 
oversight; 2 . technical robustness and safety; 3 . privacy and data governance; 

1 di Carlo–De Bondt–Evgeniou 2021 .
2 Francesconi 2022 .
3 Casovan–Shankar 2022 .
4 European Commission, Directorate-General for Communications Networks, Content and Technology 

2021 .
5 European Commission 2022 .
6 See Szekely 2019 .
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4 . transparency; 5 . diversity, non-discrimination, and fairness; 6 . societal and 
environmental well-being; 7 . accountability .7

In grounding EU AI law in principles such as these, the AI HLEG did not propose 
any particular rules for AI-based adjudication . Still, some basic conclusions can 
already be drawn from the list of principles and requirements regarding the future 
regulatory landscape of AI-based adjudication . Firstly, the principle of compliance 
with the law as outlined by the AI HLEG seems to mirror some of the guarantees 
associated with a fair trial (compliance with a procedure conducted according 
to the law by a court that is itself established under the law) .8 Secondly, through 
requirements such as human agency and oversight, as well as transparency, non-
discrimination, fairness, and accountability, the AI HLEG set forth the framework 
with which AI-based adjudication would need to take place . This framework is 
not all that distant from that found in other international instruments such as 
the European Convention on Human Rights9 (specifically articles 6 and 14) or 
the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union10 (articles 21 and 47) .

We should note here that the AI HLEG, as opposed to the drafters of these other 
instruments, did not limit itself to only enumerating desiderata without presenting 
how they should actually be achieved and when they are considered to have been 
achieved . In fact, it also elaborated a document with the title Ethics Guidelines for 
Trustworthy AI11 and another one with the title Assessment List for Trustworthy 
Artificial Intelligence (ALTAI) .12 Both are useful for exploring the notions that 
underpin the AIA and in part also the AI Liability Act .

2.1.  Desiderata of an Ethical and Trustworthy AI  
in the AI HLEG Preparatory Documents

Observance of ethical principles during the development of AI systems and the 
coordinates of their trustworthiness according to the AI HLEG must be subject to 
constant monitoring and later to review during the operation of the AI system . Ethical 
principles according to the AI HLEG are deemed to have been adequately considered13 

  7 The Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social 
Committee and the Committee of the Regions 2019 .

  8 Guide on Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights . Right to a Fair Trial (Civil Limb) 
2022 . 58–59 . See the case-law of the European Court of Human Rights as cited in the Guide, for 
example, in cases Guðmundur Andri Ástráðsson v Iceland (GC), 2020, §§ 207 and 211 as well 
as Pasquini v San Marino, 2019, §§ 103 and 107 (court established by law, judges appointed 
according to the law); Xero Flor w Polsce sp. z o.o. v Poland, 2021, §§ 245–251 (court operating 
with impartiality and independence according to the law) .

  9 European Convention on Human Rights 1950 .
10 Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union 2012 .
11 Independent High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence 2019.
12 Independent High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence 2020a.
13 Independent High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence 2019. 9.
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if the ‘moral and legal entitlements’ (specifically those constituted by fundamental 
rights enshrined in EU Treaties and the EU Charter) have been considered during its 
development. Thereby, any AI development must by definition be human-centric in 
keeping with the higher-order principles of human dignity, freedom of the individual, 
respect for democracy, justice and the rule of law, equality, non-discrimination, 
solidarity, as well as respect for citizen’s rights .14 These principles are translated by 
the AI HLEG into the world of AI by the desiderata of respect for human autonomy, 
prevention of harm, fairness, and explicability .15 In this context, human autonomy 
is understood as being respected when AI is not utilized to manipulate, coerce, or 
otherwise direct the behaviour of humans to an ‘unjustifiable’ degree, and it must 
ensure human oversight of the operation of AI systems . Such systems must be 
designed not to cause harm to human beings, or to ‘exacerbate’ harms already caused, 
and they should be designed so as to prevent possibilities of abuse . Furthermore, 
AI must be developed with fairness . The AI HLEG distinguishes here between 
substantive (material) and procedural (formal) meanings of fairness . In the material 
sense, fairness would demand an equitable distribution of gains and risks, as well 
as the desiderata of proportionality between means and ends, while ensuring non-
discrimination (both as bias and as stigmatization) . Importantly for AI adjudication, 
procedural fairness would entail a right to an effective remedy against adverse 
AI outputs, even if they have been authorized by a human operator . This latter 
desideratum strongly associates procedural fairness with explicability . It is here 
that we find the Achilles heel of the ethics-based approach by the AI HLEG, as on 
the question of explicability a major compromise takes place . The desideratum of 
explicability is defined thus:

(…) processes need to be transparent, the capabilities and purpose of AI sy-
stems openly communicated, and decisions – to the extent possible – exp-
lainable to those directly and indirectly affected . Without such information, 
a decision cannot be duly contested . An explanation as to why a model has 
generated a particular output or decision (and what combination of input 
factors contributed to that) is not always possible . These cases are referred to 
as ‘black box’ algorithms and require special attention . In those circumstances, 
other explicability measures (e .g . traceability, auditability and transparent 
communication on system capabilities) may be required, provided that the 
system as a whole respects fundamental rights . The degree to which expli-
cability is needed is highly dependent on the context and the severity of the 
consequences if that output is erroneous or otherwise inaccurate .16

14 Independent High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence 2019. 10–11.
15 Id . 12–13 .
16 Id . 13 .
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Simply put, explicability may be considered as observed when ‘the system as a 
whole respects fundamental rights’ . The question may justly be asked: what does 
the AI HLEG mean by a system which, while not subject to explicability due to the 
very mechanism of its operation, still respects fundamental rights? To illustrate the 
problem, we would like to point out that the way things stand, as in the case-law of the 
European Court of Human Rights, the right to a reasoned (i .e . ‘explicable’) decision is 
in and of itself a fundamental right .17 It is also known that AI may be non-transparent 
by its very nature, i .e . unable to provide reasons for even correct outputs (a problem 
referred to by the AI HLEG) . This problem is known in the literature as ‘opacity’ .18

The tension between the principle of human autonomy and prevention of harm 
is emphasized by the AI HLEG;19 however, the expert group seems to have ignored 
the fundamental synergy between explicability and fairness (constituting two facets 
of the right to a fair trial in the judicial context) when considering the possibly 
opaque way in which AI operates .20 Even more disturbingly, the fall-back solution 
proposed by the AI HLEG for cases of opaque AI operation, called ‘other explicability 
measures’, also fails to address this issue, as no amount of traceability and auditability 
of an AI system will result in obtaining a true ‘reasoning’ from a ‘black box’ AI . Such 
measures may help with attaining output-based legitimacy21 of the AI adjudicator 
(by e .g . verifying during an audit that a human judge would have reached a similar 
solution or that the solution is in keeping with the prevailing case-law); however, 
this will do nothing to ensure a reasoned decision . It seems that while for some other 
applications development and use of non-transparent AI may be considered ethical, 
based on the de minimis set of fall-back measures, these are not apt for solving the 
tension between explicability and fairness in the case of adjudication: fairness in 
the procedural sense is unattainable without explicability . This results prima faciae 
in an incompatibility of opaque AI with applications in the field of adjudication.

2.2.  The ALTAI Assessment Criteria and Their Potential Impact on 
AI Used for Adjudication

The ALTAI assessment criteria also emphasize respect for fundamental rights 
(even if the right to a fair trial is not mentioned) .22 The first assessment criterion 
(Requirement #1) of the list, which verifies conditions of human agency and 

17 Guide on Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights . Right to a Fair Trial (Civil 
Limb) 2022 . 96–97; Fink 2021 .

18 See Wischmeyer 2020 .
19 Independent High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence 2019. 13.
20 For a detailed presentation of the most significant problems posed by lack of explicability in 

AI adjudication, and the requirement of explainable AI (xAI), see Deeks 2019 . For a critique of 
explicability as understood by the European legislator (i .e . in senses other than a fully human-
readable, clearly reasoned decision), see Edwards–Veale 2017 . 65 et seq .

21 Chesterman 2021 . 275 .
22 Independent High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence 2020a. 5–6.
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oversight, asks, inter alia, whether the AI system may generate the overreliance 
of human operators (a risk known as automation bias) .23 This criterion is based 
on the foregone conclusion that automation bias exists as a phenomenon and may 
constitute a problem in the realm of AI use .24 Already in this stage of assessment, the 
possible ‘black box’ operational model, the inability of AI to produce the reasoning 
for its output poses problems . Evaluation of the risk of automation bias is strongly 
linked to the output-based legitimacy of the AI system, whereas, as recent research 
has pointed out, human operators tend to be biased by automated systems (just as 
they tend to do in case of human advice) selectively,25 i .e . when the advice given 
is in line with their pre-existing biases . This manifestation of the automation bias 
is more difficult to guard against when no reasoning for AI output is present.

As part of Requirement #1 of the ALTAI assessment criteria, human oversight 
of the AI system also must be evaluated .26 Four situations of such oversight are 
considered as possible by the AI HLEG: fully autonomous systems, human-in-
the-loop (HITL), human-on-the-loop (HOTL), and human-in-command systems 
(HIC) .27 By projecting these operational models onto possible AI implementations 
in adjudication, we may find that full automation is not an option (as the human 
factor must be relied upon at least during the enforcement phase of some judicial 
decisions), and HOTL solutions would make it impossible for the human factor to 
be effectively involved in the adjudication activity undertaken by the AI outside 
the design and operational monitoring phases of implementation . HITL and HIC 
solutions are the most likely compliance options with Requirement #1.

The main ALTAI criterion that must be considered when contemplating AI 
adjudication is Requirement #4, which refers to transparency.28 This is actually 
constituted of a subset of several coordinates for evaluation, namely: traceability, 
‘explainability’ (the exact wording used in ALTAI Requirement #4, for which we 
shall use the notion of ‘explicability’ in line with the terminology in the AI HLEG 
Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI), and communication . Traceability refers to the 
ability to document the source of the data, the content of the procedures (models) 

23 For a discussion on automation bias, see Skitka–Mosier–Burdick 1999 .
24 For a recent discussion on automation bias during use of AI applications, see Zuiderveen Borgesius 

2020 .
25 Alon-Barkat–Busuioc 2022 .
26 Independent High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence 2020a. 8.
27 ‘Human-in-the-loop refers to the capability for human intervention in every decision cycle of the 

system . Human-on-the-loop refers to the capability for human intervention during the design cycle 
of the system and monitoring the system’s operation . Human-in-command refers to the capability 
to oversee the overall activity of the AI system (including its broader economic, societal, legal, 
and ethical impact) and the ability to decide when and how to use the AI system in any particular 
situation . The latter can include the decision not to use an AI system in a particular situation 
to establish levels of human discretion during the use of the system, or to ensure the ability to 
override a decision made by an AI system.’ Independent High-Level Expert Group on Artificial 
Intelligence 2020a . 8 .

28 See Independent High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence 2020a. 14–15.
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used in generating a given output by the AI system, and the quality assessment 
of the output, as well as the logging of outputs in the form of AI decisions or 
recommendations. The AI HLEG ALTAI criteria define explicability in a manner 
identical to that found in the AI HLEG Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI, 
which have been presented above, but for its assessment they only provide for 
the AI operator to state whether it explained (whenever possible) the reasons for 
the AI output to the party these have later affected . Finally, the AI operator must 
communicate to the party subject to the activity of an AI that the party’s interlocutor 
is an AI entity . This last criterion in the case of adjudication should involve a prior 
warning to parties that their case will be subject to automated adjudication or an 
AI entity will provide feedback to the adjudicator regarding the solution that is 
to be given .

Requirement #5 of the ALTAI criteria emphasizes diversity, non-discrimination, 
and fairness . Under this criterion, avoidance of unfair bias must be achieved 
through taking the necessary measures both in algorithm design and when 
compiling the dataset used for ‘training’ the AI, which must be representative 
of the persons subjected to the operation of the AI . Avoiding bias also involves 
monitoring outputs for detecting potential bias . When developing and monitoring 
AI, fairness must be assessed after considering several definitions of fairness and 
consulting the ‘impacted communities’ regarding the operation of the AI (an action 
which must be assessed not just as an element of fairness but also when verifying 
that stakeholder participation in AI development took place) . The requirement 
for considering several definitions of fairness is problematic when AI is to be 
employed as an autonomous adjudicator or (more likely) a guide for a human judge . 
As aptly observed by John Rawls when developing his theory of justice,29 fairness 
is by no means a unitary concept and may even depart from the ‘contractarian’ 
view of equality between the parties . Utilitarian and intuitionist views of justice 
(mainly manifested in the prioritization – based on various criteria – of interests 
to be conserved, before those that must be disregarded when faced with the need 
to resolve a problem such as a judicial dispute) may even collide .30 A recent meta-
analysis31 of studies regarding measures taken to ensure the fairness of AI systems 
has also shown that this is more difficult to attain than simply filtering protected 
attributes (e .g . ethnicity, individual, social, and economic attributes, etc .) from the 
data and would require contrasting individual aspects of fairness with the currently 
engrained notion of collective fairness, something which cannot be done without 
a yet non-existent definition drawn from international human rights (case-)law. 
The ALTAI criteria impose considering several definitions of fairness, whereas 
they ignore the possibility that for some AI applications, such as adjudication, 

29 See Rawls 1999 . 15 et seq .
30 See Rawls 1999 . 25–45 .
31 Varona–Lizama-Mue–Suárez 2021 .
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a unitary definition (along the lines of the ideas present in the AI HLEG Ethics 
Guidelines for Trustworthy AI, perhaps defined in human rights case-law) should 
be utilized and, in fact, also standardized .

Requirement #7 of the ALTAI criteria imposes accountability on AI systems and 
their operators .32 Auditability as the first component of accountability is considered 
as conceptually equivalent to traceability (ensuring sufficient documentation of the 
AI in its design and implementation to prevent and detect unintended functions), 
which is complemented by the possibility of independent third-party review in the 
form of an audit . It is here that we must consider the way in which ‘auditability’ 
during the judicial process is implemented: by means of the appeals process 
available to the parties. This type of specific ‘auditability’ is inexorably linked to 
the explicability of the output, not simply the functional oversight of the AI design 
and operation, as without a human-readable reasoning, no ‘audit’ of the legality of 
judicial decisions can be undertaken . Risk management is also paramount in the 
ALTAI criteria . This requires monitoring and reporting on potentially hazardous 
consequences of AI operation, with the involvement of third parties (including 
members of civil society) . This again seems to contrast with the basic characteristic 
of the administration of justice as a highly specialized activity undertaken by highly 
specialized personnel engaged in providing a public service while also exercising 
public authority (imperium) .

Keeping the problems identified above in view, it is in no way surprising that the 
AI HLEG when analysing regulatory requirements for AI in the law enforcement and 
justice sectors in another document, titled Sectoral Considerations on the Policy and 
Investment Recommendations for Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence,33 concluded 
that even though there is a marked need for such applications, including during the 
organization of case material and the supervision of judicial outcomes to detect bias…

deployment at greater scale generates risks and opportunities that are not 
yet fully understood . More research, scrutiny and deliberation are needed 
prior to formulating legal, ethical or policy guidance . It would be, therefore, 
important to launch a wide-spread policy debate in Europe (and beyond) on 
the development, use and impact of AI-assisted and AI-enabled decision-
making systems in justice and law enforcement .34

The AI HLEG practically abdicated from considering specific policies for such 
systems at the current moment . This procrastination did not prevent the European 
Commission from proposing regulation for such situations in the AIA (even if the 
regulation – as we shall see – is rather scant) .

32 Independent High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence 2020a. 21–22.
33 Independent High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence 2020b. 10–11.
34 Id . 11 .
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3.  Principles Governing the ‘AI Judge’  
as Reflected in the Language of the AIA

The European Commission recognized in the very text of the AIA, in Recital (3), 
that AI may contribute greatly to the administration of justice inter alia . In Recital 
(40) of the AIA, however, the Commission proposed that such systems should be 
considered as high-risk AI…

considering their potentially significant impact on democracy, rule of law, 
individual freedoms as well as the right to an effective remedy and to a fair 
trial . In particular, to address the risks of potential biases, errors and opacity, 
it is appropriate to qualify as high-risk AI systems intended to assist judicial 
authorities in researching and interpreting facts and the law and in applying 
the law to a concrete set of facts .

In the very same recital, the Commission attached a caveat to this proposal, 
stating: ‘Such qualification should not extend, however, to AI systems intended for 
purely ancillary administrative activities that do not affect the actual administration 
of justice in individual cases, such as anonymisation or pseudonymisation of 
judicial decisions, documents or data, communication between personnel, 
administrative tasks or allocation of resources .’

Thus, the Commission instituted a two-tiered approach to AI regulation when 
administration of justice is concerned. AI used during adjudication (finding facts, 
interpreting and applying the law to them) or which assists such activities must be 
deemed high-risk, while AI used only in organizing the administration of justice is 
to be considered low-risk. We tend to find this approach imperfect. The activity of 
(civil) courts during adjudication far exceeds finding and interpreting facts, and then 
applying the law, as has been shown35 in the literature, also involves considering 
the parties’ submissions, organizing admissible evidence, or documenting the case 
based on legal literature, prevailing doctrine, and case-law in a fundamentally 
adversarial procedure. These activities all influence the outcome of adjudication, 
and any AI involved in them, even in a purely ‘ancillary administrative’ capacity, 
should be considered as high-risk .

Annex III of the AIA (which lists high-risk AI implementations according to 
Article 6(3) of the regulation) at point 8(a) specifically refers to ‘AI systems intended 
to be used by a judicial authority or on their behalf to interpret facts or the law 
and to apply the law to a concrete set of facts’ . The same critique that may be 
levelled against Recital (40) is also applicable in this case . Article 6(3) of the 
Regulation imposes considering AI implementations listed in Annex III as high-

35 See Gerber 2002 .
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risk ‘unless the output of the system is purely accessory in respect of the relevant 
action or decision to be taken and is not therefore likely to lead to a significant 
risk to the health, safety or fundamental rights’ . Whether any given output is 
accessory is set to be decided by the European Commission through the adoption 
of implementing instruments to the Regulation . Therefore, some clarity of whether 
any given AI applied to adjudication is or is not high-risk shall only be achieved 
once these norms have also been adopted .

Both Recital (40) and the context of Annex III of the AIA seem to hint that AI 
participation during adjudication was considered by the Commission as a possibility 
subject to regulation, even though the AI HLEG in its Sectoral Considerations on 
the Policy and Investment Recommendations for Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence 
specifically stated that further research is necessary before guidance on the topic 
(including its regulation) may be offered .

Chapter 2 (articles 8–15) of the AIA sets forth the specific rules for utilizing 
high-risk AI implementations . Analysing those rules contained in this chapter that 
are of interest to our inquiry, we may quickly ascertain that their content is only 
partly reminiscent of those contained in the AI HLEG preparatory documents .

In order to ensure fairness, for example, Article 10(3) of the AIA imposes 
that datasets used must be statistically representative . Article 10(4) furthermore 
requires that these consider the purpose of the AI as well as the location and the 
‘behavioural or functional setting’ in which it will be deployed . Article 10(5) 
makes bias monitoring compulsory for providers of the AI implementation in the 
measure required to assure intended functioning, a purpose for which processing 
of data that would be otherwise prohibited by the GDPR is allowed .

Article 13 (with the marginal title Transparency and Provision of Information to 
Users) of the AIA markedly departs from the exigence of transparency as proposed 
by the AI HLEG . The text only requires that during the design and operation of the 
AI system interested parties be informed of the major characteristics of this system, 
of its abilities and limitations as well as the identity of the operator . No requirement 
of explicability is set forth at all . This solution, called by some authors in its version 
present in the GDPR as a ‘transparency fallacy’,36 is in no way compatible with the 
notion of a reasoned decision, as it only provides possible technical information 
on ‘how’ but not on ‘why’ the AI has reached a given decision .

Human oversight (Article 14) was regulated in the AIA; however, the human 
‘overseer’s’ abilities to monitor and influence the AI system are permitted to be 
limited by the nature of the system (by the ‘as appropriate to the circumstances’ 
clause in Article 14(4) first sentence of the AIA). Human oversight is thus mainly 
relegated to monitoring, constant awareness of possible automation bias, and 
interpreting outputs (Article 14(4)(a) to Article 14(4)(c)) . The human ‘overseer’ must 
also have the ability not to stop utilizing the AI system at any time ‘or otherwise 

36 Edwards–Veale 2017 . 65–67 .
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disregard, override or reverse the output of the high-risk AI system’ (Article 14(4)
(d)) and ‘to intervene on the operation of the high-risk AI system or interrupt the 
system through a “stop” button or a similar procedure’ (Article 14(4)(e)) . These two 
requirements impose the HIC model of human oversight to AI . As such, they seem 
to exclude any AI with a function in adjudication from operating independently 
of a highly human-qualified factor (such as a judge) who oversees its activity, as 
the AI’s output must remain under human control . We should keep in mind here 
that this requirement, just as the rules cited above, is enacted subject to the ‘as 
appropriate to the circumstances’ clause and may as such be dispensable .

Record keeping (Article 12), as well as the existence of an appropriate risk 
management system (Article 9), based on ex ante analysis of risks and on monitoring 
operation, are also provided for; these rules are, however, not central to our inquiry .

4. Accountability for Malfunctions of the ‘AI Judge’

Accountability for the malfunctions of an AI (manifested as erroneous output 
or lack of output) is underscored several times by the AI HLEG documents and 
the vast majority37 of similar works . Yet these documents fail to elaborate on the 
practical ways in which accountability should be achieved, apart from emphasizing 
pre-emptive measures and monitoring, with little to no mention of ex post facto 
liability issues . In fact, a recent meta-analysis of concepts used in most, if not all, 
international policy documents on AI to date (2022) showed that while the notion 
of ‘accountability’ is quasi-ubiquitous,38 this is not correlated with ‘liability’ . The 
latter is in fact conspicuously absent from among the regulatory priorities in the 
field of AI.

This holds all the truer for AI employed during or for the purposes of adjudication . 
A good example for this phenomenon is the European Ethical Charter on the Use 
of Artificial Intelligence in Judicial Systems and Their Environment developed 
by the European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice (CEPEJ). This evidently 
partisan policy document, which aims to represent exclusively the interest of the 
judiciary in AI development, mentions the notion of ‘liability’ only twice: once 
in the context of European Court of Justice case-law, which requires that Member 
States compensate damage resulting from the egregious breach of Community law 
by their courts, and another time, when discussing the risks of liability presented 
by AI in the case of judges who chose to decide against predictive algorithms .39 
The main form in which accountability is manifested under civil law would, of 

37 Lupo 2022 . 628 .
38 Lupo 2022 . 627 et seq .
39 European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice 2019. 24, 56.
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course, be civil (i .e . pecuniary) liability, yet this concept seems somehow alien to 
most AI policy documents .

The proposal for an AI Liability Directive that was tabled by the European 
Commission aims to treat non-contractual civil liability issues arising out of the 
operation of AI systems . The scope of the proposed directive (Article 1) is not 
limited to liability between subjects of private law, and therefore its use, if adopted, 
will be conceivable in cases when liability for the erroneous results of AI-aided 
or AI-generated outcomes during adjudication are concerned . The AI Liability 
Directive primarily imposes obligations on the ‘provider’ of an AI system (Article 
2(3) of the directive). The provider is defined in Article 3(2) of the AIA as being 
‘a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body that develops 
an AI system or that has an AI system developed with a view to placing it on the 
market or putting it into service under its own name or trademark, whether for 
payment or free of charge’ .

In some cases, the AI Liability Directive may also be employed against the ‘user’ 
of an AI system (Article 2(3) of the directive), as defined in Article 3(4) of the 
AIA: ‘any natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body using an 
AI system under its authority, except where the AI system is used in the course 
of a personal non-professional activity’ . It is this latter situation in which most 
AI systems in the administration of justice will be utilized .

The European Commission, when drafting the AI Liability Directive, could 
have opted for a model of strict, or ‘no-fault’, liability or for imposing compulsory 
insurance on AI system providers and users for cases when damage is caused in a 
non-contractual setting . These policy options, though considered during the impact 
assessment of the Directive by the Commission (and explicitly referred to in the 
Explanatory Memorandum published as the introductory part of the proposed 
Directive), were discarded in favour of maintaining the ‘fault-based’ liability model, 
which constitutes the general rule of non-contractual liability in most Member States .

The difficulty posed by this model is that it requires that both proof of fault and 
proof of causation between the fault and any damage be provided by the aggrieved 
party . In the case of AI systems, such proof is near-impossible due to the substantial 
number of participants during the development of the systems, the proprietary 
nature of some, if not most, components, and its characteristic autonomy that 
makes some AI outputs (lack of output) less than perfectly predictable . To ease 
the evidentiary requirements and facilitate compensation for damage caused by 
AI systems, the AI Liability Directive institutes two presumptions and a requirement 
to provide evidence for parties providing or operating high-risk AI systems .

As a first measure, Member States are required to ensure that their courts may 
order disclosure of evidence by the defendant if a high-risk AI is suspected of 
having caused damage, such evidence was already requested by the aggrieved 
party, that party has undertaken all reasonable measures to gather the evidence 
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of its own effort and has demonstrated to a sufficient degree that the defendant is 
likely to be in possession of the relevant evidence (Article 3(1) and Article 3(2)) . 
Any evidence disclosed must be proportionate to the claim, and the court must 
preserve the confidentiality of proprietary information (Article 3(4)).

In case the defendant does not comply with the court order for disclosure of 
evidence, it may be presumed not to have complied with its duty of care imposed 
by the AIA (as per Article 3(5), Article 4(2) and Article 4(3) of the AI Liability 
Directive, as well as Article 10(2), Article 10(4), Article 13 to Article 16(a), Article 
16(g), Article 21 and Article 29 of the AIA) .

Demonstrated or presumed non-compliance with the duty of care in the form 
of the breach of AIA provisions enumerated above also results in a presumption 
of causation between the fault of the defendant and the damaging output (lack of 
output) by the AI system if this causality link is otherwise ‘reasonably likely’, and 
it has been demonstrated that the AI’s output (lack of output) was the cause of the 
damage suffered (Article 4(1) of the AI Liability Directive) . Thus, in a way relevant 
to our inquiry, in cases when the AI system was not developed and trained in a 
way that insures non-biased output, or that do not comply with the transparency 
or human oversight, requirements laid down in the AIA presumption of causation 
between these factors and the damaging output (lack of output) may be presumed .

We may observe here that due to the view enshrined in the AIA regarding 
transparency, the lack of sufficient reasons for an AI output may not be invoked by 
the claimant to benefit from the presumption of causation between the fault of the 
provider (or the user) and the AI output regulated by the AI Liability Directive, even 
if the right of the aggrieved party to receive such a reasoned decision constitutes 
a fundamental right . Also, in lack of a reasoned decision, as we have shown, no 
proper human oversight of the ‘AI judge’ may be achieved . Only this latter situation 
may be invoked as a basis for employing the presumption of causation laid down 
in the AI Liability Directive . Therefore, whereas other fundamental rights, such 
as non-discrimination, are better positioned to be protected by the AI Liability 
Directive, such protection is less clear in the case of the right to a reasoned decision .

5. Concluding Remarks

In our study, we have attempted to analyse the currently proposed regulatory 
framework in the European Union for the field of AI implementations in the light 
of the prospect of AI-aided or AI-generated adjudication, the so-called ‘Ai judge’ . 
We have found that preparatory documents, such as those drafted by the AI HLEG, 
have identified the risks posed by AI systems in a general manner and have not duly 
concentrated on ensuring a fair trial in case such systems would be employed for 
adjudication. Specifically, the basic right to a reasoned decision, something that as of 
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yet seems to exceed the abilities of AI systems, has not been adequately considered 
among the various exigences of AI transparency even if the lack of such a decision 
(even of an administrative, not just judicial nature) may make exercise of judicial 
remedies only an illusory possibility, also affecting human oversight of AI outputs . 
We have also observed that the regulatory proposals by the European Commission 
in the form of the AIA and the AI Liability Directive do not tend to provide solutions 
for the problem of a lack of sufficient reasoning. We, therefore, consider that along 
with future research in this field, regulation is also necessary that specifically deals 
with the implications of AI use during the administration of justice .
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Abstract. We live in a world of increasing geopolitical tensions, and we are 
witnessing a military artificial intelligence arms race. In this competition, 
the goal is to develop lethal autonomous weapons systems, sometimes called 
‘slaughter-bots’, which use AI to recognize, select, and eliminate human targets 
without any person’s assistance. The protection of human rights is difficult 
in all wars, especially in today’s warfare . Innovative technologies offer a 
way to accomplish political aims, for instance, in the grey zone between war 
and peace . New technological advances, however, may provide choices to 
better recognize, comprehend, protect against, and counter hybrid threats . 
Therefore, it is crucial for academia and industry to have a thorough grasp 
of the ramifications of cutting-edge technology in a hybrid warfare/conflict 
setting as well as for political, civilian, and military leaders and decision-
makers . In my study, I attempt to examine the role of AI in modern warfare, 
the weapons used in it, and how human rights can be protected in such 
circumstances . The morality of giving robots the authority to choose who lives 
and who dies on the battlefield is discussed in relation to lethal autonomous 
weapons systems .

Keywords: artificial intelligence, lethal autonomous weapons, hybrid warfare, 
cyber warfare

1. Introduction. Some Thoughts on Modern Warfare

We live in the age of fourth-generation warfare, also known as hybrid warfare . 
There is a distinct hybrid manner of fighting that now pervades all armed conflict. 
Its focal point is not largely in the military sphere in contrast to military-centric 
dynamic combat . The practical form of hybrid warfare can be unexpectedly fresh 
and vary from case to case, yet it is far from original in its essence . Three important 
traits and their hybrid orchestration help to distinguish this warfare in the limited 
meaning, which is of a strategic nature:

https://doi.org/10.47745/AUSLEG.2022.11.2.05
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1.  Focusing the decision of war/conflict primarily on a broad spectrum of non-
military centres of gravity .

2 .  Operating in the shadow of various interfaces, such as between war and peace, 
friend and foe, internal and external security, civil and military domains, 
state and non-state actors .

3 .  Utilizing a creative combination, hybrid orchestration and the parallel use 
of different civil and military, regular and irregular, open as well as covert 
means, methods, tactics, strategies and concepts of warfare, thereby creating 
‘ever-new’ mixed hybrid forms .1

It must be stressed that hybrid warfare has the ability to involve all escalation 
stages even if hybrid warfare actors typically deploy innovative and indirect 
techniques of limited conflict and a restricted use of armed force. The game will 
always involve friction and uncertainty, and the use of force that is thought to be 
reasonable may escalate . In order for hybrid warfare participants to achieve their 
political objectives, a military decision as such is not always necessary due to its 
concentration on a wide range of non-military centres of gravity . While pursuing a 
decision on a non-military centre of gravity, the hybrid warfare actor may be able 
to stop its opponent from determining the conflict on the military battlefield. In 
this situation, morale and legitimacy can be effective weapons .

Due to its enormous potential for surprise and offensive action, especially against 
militarily stronger adversaries, hybrid warfare often favours the offensive . By acting 
covertly in the murky spaces between interfaces, concealing or credibly denying an 
actor’s intention and position as a combatant, and using force sparingly and only 
as a last resort, this builds on the ability to ambiguously resolve conflicts. Hybrid 
actors have the ability to create new situations that are nearly impossible to reverse 
later without expending excessive effort by employing long-term, indirect, or 
veiled ‘salami tactics’ or, alternatively, by carrying out swift, unexpected offensive 
operations and obtaining a fait accompli . As a result, the offensive capability of 
hybrid warfare poses a unique challenge to the defender: being caught off guard 
and not even realizing that one is under hybrid attack until it is too late .

Future conflicts will be waged differently as a result of a technologically advanced 
and interconnected globe . Cross-domain connectivity and the virtualization of 
functions in military forces and societies are being driven by the tremendously 
dynamic, continuing technological race . This merges real life and virtual reality, 
as well as personal and professional lives . The success of the Russian and Chinese 
rise in military strength across all operational domains – space, cyber, air, sea, and 
land –, which lies at the absolute centre of their excellence in hybrid warfare, has 
been largely attributed to the combination of the potential of new technologies and 
the subsequent development of operational concepts . In the areas of anti-access 
and area denial, they have developed capabilities such as ballistic and cruise 

1 Schmid–Thiele 2019 . 213 .
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missiles, offensive cyber weapons, and electronic warfare . They are now the West’s 
technological and military opponents, and they are starting to gain an advantage .

Hybrid techniques and tools are accelerated by new technologies . They aid to 
increase the range of hybrid players’ activities and their chances of success by 
enhancing the initial conditions for hybrid action and growing their toolkits . New 
technical advancements may provide choices to better recognize, comprehend, 
defend against, and defeat hybrid threats at the same time . It is crucial for political, 
civilian, and military officials and decision-makers, as well as for academia and 
industry to develop a shared and thorough knowledge of the consequences of new 
technologies in a fourth-generation conflict context in order to prevent, deter, and, 
if necessary, outmanoeuvre hybrid opponents .

There can be as much as 19 technologies that are relevant for the evolution of 
hybrid challenges, namely:

5G; additive manufacturing; artificial intelligence; autonomous systems; bio-
technology; cloud computing; communication networks; cyber and electronic 
warfare; distributed ledger; directed energy; extended reality; hypersonics; the 
Internet of things; microelectronics; nano-materials; nuclear modernization; 
quantum sciences; space assets; and ubiquitous sensors . These emerging 
technologies are likely to drive developments in hybrid conflict/warfare in 
the coming years . Seven of these technologies would appear to have a promi-
nent role and have been examined in more depth: 5G; artificial intelligence; 
autonomous systems; cyber and electronic warfare; extended reality; quantum 
sciences; and space .2

Artificial intelligence enables data to reach its full potential. It is the top choice 
for strategic anticipation, enhancing judgment and situational awareness, targeting, 
and serving as a crucial enabler of human–machine teaming . Autonomous systems 
have emerged as a crucial tool for both virtual and real-world applications . They 
will inevitably bring a large number of people to the area of combat . Some of 
them will serve in crucial missions as disposables . Electronic and cyber warfare 
are important facilitators of hybrid threats . Spectrum warfare is a new, essential 
capacity for mission success that combines cyber and electronic warfare .

In essence, hybrid warfare and conflict are nothing new. However, technological 
developments point to a significant expansion of the spectrum of hybrid dangers. 
They provide new opportunities for aggression and the use of force in a hybrid 
warfare/conflict setting because of their disruptive potential. Hybrid techniques 
and tools are accelerated by new technologies . They aid to increase the range of 
hybrid players’ activities and their chances of success by enhancing the beginning 
conditions for hybrid action and growing their toolkits . Modern technology offers 

2 Schmid–Thiele 2021 .
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a means of achieving political objectives at numerous interfaces, such as the line 
between war and peace . New technology advancements, however, may provide 
choices to better recognize, comprehend, protect against, and counter hybrid 
threats . Therefore, it is crucial for industry and academia to have a thorough 
knowledge of the ramifications of new technologies in a hybrid warfare/conflict 
context as well as for political, civilian, and military leaders and decision-makers .

2. The Use of Artificial Intelligence in Hybrid Warfare

What category of technology does artificial intelligence fall under? Machine 
learning and neural networks are two AI techniques that are utilized by researchers, 
businesses, and governments. Artificial intelligence is the use of machines, or 
computers, to replicate actions that are supposed to require human intelligence . 
Existing research on the trajectory of AI technology development indicates that 
there is a large deal of ambiguity, even among AI researchers, concerning the 
potential rate of advancements in AI .3

How will the development of artificial intelligence alter the way battles are 
fought?

The answer, of course, depends . And it mainly depends on what type of wars 
are being fought . AI could very well change the fundamental nature of con-
ventional conflicts between states. Technologies enabled by AI could become 
so powerful and ruthless that war as we know it becomes too deadly and 
costly to contemplate . But what about the shadow wars? What about irregu-
lar wars between states, non-state groups, and proxies? In other words, how 
will AI affect the type of wars that the United States is most likely to fight?4

In irregular warfare, where information and understanding supremacy might prove 
decisive by enhancing the speed, precision, and effectiveness with which information 
is used in these battles, AI will drive an evolution . However, developments in AI over 
the next ten years are unlikely to be revolutionary, especially in a type of warfare 
where people have historically outperformed hardware .

Armed forces all across the world are accelerating research and development due 
to the promise of AI, which includes its capacity to quickly and accurately improve 
everything from logistics and battlefield planning to human decision-making. Why 
militaries are interested in AI is illustrated by three possible application areas . 
The first issue is that many modern militaries confront the same data difficulty as 
businesses or the government at large – there is frequently too much data, and it 

3 Horowitz 2018 .
4 Egel–Robinson–Cleveland–Oates 2019 .
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is difficult to process it quickly enough. Narrow AI applications for information 
processing have the ability to accelerate the process of data interpretation, freeing 
up human labour for more complex tasks . Second, senior military and civilian 
authorities think that the pace of warfare is accelerating, from hypersonics to 
cyberattacks . Speed is about decision-making . For example, an aircraft piloted 
by AI and liberated from the restrictions of protecting a human pilot might 
exchange many of the benefits of having human pilots in the cockpit for speed 
and manoeuvrability, exactly like with remotely piloted systems . Third, AI might 
make a range of new military strategies for use in combat possible . But AI faces 
challenges when used as military adoption . AI systems are educated for highly 
specific tasks, such as playing chess or analysing photos, according to their 
specific nature. However, because of friction and what is called the ‘fog of war’, 
the environment quickly changes throughout combat, and AI systems may be 
unable to adapt .5

My research conducted in the military and defence fields aimed to learn how 
and where AI is now used by militaries and intelligence agencies around the 
world, as well as the potential benefits AI may soon bring to the industry. AI is 
useful in military and defence organizations for: ‘Autonomous Weapons and 
Weapons Targeting; Surveillance; Cybersecurity; Homeland Security Logistics and 
Autonomous Vehicles’ .6 Computer vision is now used by autonomous weapon 
platforms to recognize and track targets . In order for a weapon to be considered 
autonomous, it must be able to recognize and track targets within the area it has 
been sent to protect . So, how can we be sure that this will work perfectly? How can 
anybody assure us that these weapons will not shoot civilian targets? Theoretically, 
nowadays there are no autonomous weapon platforms that are being designed to 
fire its ordnance without the express approval of a monitoring operator. There is, 
however, a significant demand for AI cybersecurity solutions. Due to the significant 
amount of danger involved with data breaches in military and defence networks, this 
seems reasonable in terms of cybersecurity . Machine learning appears to be used by 
a number of AI businesses and defence contractors to provide security products that 
can recognize and foresee threats before they have an impact on networks . Threats 
to cybersecurity arise in a variety of forms and dimensions. Artificial intelligence 
has the potential to significantly contribute to preventative actions.

Some theories about AI can be exaggerated, while others warn that a dystopian 
future with killer machines is more likely than we believe . An ‘enabler’ rather 
than a weapon, AI is viewed from a more measured perspective . When it comes 
to national security and defence, AI is best understood as a collection of tools and 
software that may assist militaries in resolving specific problems during a variety 
of tasks . Urban warfare is one of the biggest problems the American military is now 

5 Horowitz 2018 .
6 Roth 2019 .
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confronting . The U .S . military still has to work on how it prepares, equips, and 
organizes for operations in crowded urban settings – urban warfare specialists have 
noted . Additionally, as cities become progressively bigger and more complicated, 
the U .S . military will struggle to maintain its technological and operational edge in 
these crowded, disputed areas . Therefore, urban environments offer a useful test 
case for assessing the advantages, dangers, and ramifications of AI on the battlefield.

The speed and accuracy of decision-making on the urban battlefield will enhance 
with AI-enabled intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance . Because of the 
massive volumes of data that cities generate, intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance are one of the fields with most potential for AI applications in 
urban combat . Military and intelligence analysts can now access thousands of 
publicly available datasets for insights into the demographic, social, economic, and 
logistical characteristics of cities and their inhabitants thanks to advancements in 
high-fidelity sensing, image recognition, and natural language processing.

Automated intelligence processing has the potential to change the game . Currently, 
experts spend hours combing through pictures and videos taken by unmanned aerial 
vehicles . Urban warfare success depends on having accurate and timely intelligence 
about the enemy’s capabilities, whereabouts, and actions as well as the topography, 
infrastructure, and people of the city . However, the sheer volume of information 
is disorienting. In addition to enhancing battlefield decision-making, AI has the 
ability to lessen the danger of casualties, ‘friendly fire’, and collateral damage in 
urban conflict. Some AI and machine learning developments might actually prolong 
urban violence . Technologies with AI capabilities will enhance force protection and 
sustainment, boosting survivability and lowering military casualties . Soldiers who 
are well equipped and protected can fight longer. For example, the use of drones has 
allowed the United States to carry out deadly counter-terrorism operations globally 
for almost 20 years now . Because drone strikes do not threaten the lives of U .S . 
military personnel and are thought to be relatively inexpensive, American public 
opinion continues to be mostly favourable despite conflicting information regarding 
their effectiveness and multiple instances of civilian casualties . This cycle might 
continue with AI-enabled devices and tools that improve urban combat survivability .7

When it comes to supporting human decision-making, artificial intelligence 
has emerged as one of the most crucial technologies for any country . Data-driven 
and algorithm-driven, AI will change practically every element of life, from how 
people are educated through how they earn a living to how they protect against 
attacks in almost every field. AI outcomes in the machine learning branch of AI are 
mostly influenced by training data. Trained algorithms currently function as ‘black 
boxes’. As a result, these algorithms may exhibit opacity, flaws, or intentional 
manipulation . Making sure that AI development and integration processes are 
transparent, understandable, and verifiable will be essential.

7 Konaev 2019 .
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One of the fundamental technologies of the digital age is AI . Nowadays, established 
economic sectors are under pressure to change as a result of digitalization . As 
new added value arises by combining data with AI systems, this pressure will 
increase . The development of big data and AI technology is currently accelerating 
dramatically, with significant potential ramifications for business and industry, 
politics and society, as well as a variety of military applications . Warfare will 
become more sophisticated as a result of AI . The future of warfare and the effects 
of AI and machine learning in the military can best be seen as a set of enabling 
technologies that will be used across the majority of the military realm . It will 
considerably help push the boundaries in grey zones in hybrid warfare . AI presents 
a wide range of opportunities for enhancing the skills of those with great abilities in 
this area, resulting in a set of technologies and applications that can assist military 
in overcoming real-world problems during a variety of operations . Better cost-
efficiency, lessening the burden on humans, and enhanced cyber capabilities are 
just a few of them . Instead of being used by humans as tools, AI-driven autonomous 
tools will become ‘useful teammates’ for them .

By accelerating the speed, accuracy, and efficacy with which information is used 
and rendered usable, AI technology will lead to an evolution in hybrid warfare where 
information superiority and awareness can prove crucial . AI will make it possible 
for group behaviours to be imitated, influenced, and changed in hybrid conflicts, 
hence influencing their social and economic repercussions. Artificial intelligence 
is a top priority for armed forces and intelligence services in coping with hybrid 
warfare eventualities because of its potential to streamline complex operations and 
make them more effective. For instance, it will become far more difficult to conceal 
soldiers, proxies, or their equipment, as facial recognition, biometrics, and behavioural 
signature identification technology becomes more commonplace. A nation-state can 
do a lot to combat a hybrid insurgency if it has an extensive intelligence-gathering, 
processing, and exploitation apparatus powered by AI . ‘Aggressors will increasingly 
have the opportunity not merely to spread disinformation or favorable narratives or 
to damage physical infrastructure, but to skew and damage the functioning of the 
massive databases, algorithms and networks of computerized or computer-dependent 
things on which modern societies will utterly depend .’8

Over the next 10 to 15 years, artificial intelligence will be a key enabler of 
innovation, impacting every business as well as the nature of daily activities for 
private persons in their real world and online . Furthermore, as practical, real-world 
applications of AI have just recently begun to emerge, it is possible to overestimate 
the degree of AI’s penetration into powerful economies or what the technology could 
do in the hands of a social manipulator . It is crucial to keep in mind that the pace of 
AI development or its potential applications over the coming ten years should not 
be overstated when assessing the implications for social manipulation and virtual 

8 Thiele 2020 . 11 .
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societal violence . Nevertheless, they are probably important .9 ‘Military decision 
making plays a key role across different domains – land, maritime, air, space, and 
cyber – and across organizational levels – strategic, operational, tactical, technical .’10

3. Cyber Warfare

It is widely known that computers are getting quicker and more commonplace . 
Every day, machines are becoming more powerful and smaller . Robotics, nano- and 
biotechnology, artificial intelligence, distributed ledgers, sensor technologies, and 
5G are all examples of fundamental advancements . Prototypes, vehicle and weapon 
pieces, and other items are produced using additive manufacturing techniques 
(the better today’s computers are, the more they contribute to enhancing future 
computers). As the vast potential of artificial intelligence is becoming more and 
more significant, its adoption by various actors is brisk, as are governmental 
authorities’ and criminal actors’ use of it . We may anticipate that a wide range of 
technology will contribute to hybrid warfare and its goals. To find hybrid operations, 
real-time analytics and anomaly detection will be key components . The ability to 
process online data streams will be crucial to a situational awareness, which alerts 
to certain actions, flags complex events, or highlights new developments. Sensors 
(the Internet of Things), people (social media), systems (logs), mobiles (locations), 
etc . are generating continuous and/or event-driven data .

Data now underpins any nation’s might, both economically and militarily . 
Remotely connected robotics combines computers and automation in novel ways 
through data and communication networks . Data is the new oil in a world where 
connectivity is always present . And the new oil rigs are networks . Similar to how 
crude oil must be refined to produce useful goods like gasoline, data must be 
refined to provide knowledge that can be put to use.

The Internet, a massive global network for information transfer and a complicated, 
difficult-to-understand ‘system of systems’, is the backbone of the information or 
digital age. Digital transformation has had a significant impact on all facets of society, 
including business, the economy, and governmental sectors like security and defence .

4. LAWs against Human Rights

Lethal autonomous weapons (LAW), or ‘killer robots’, are drones (as opposed to the 
sci-fi concepts of humanoid robots, which are still very difficult to create and power), 
which would make up the majority of the proposed AI-driven weapons . They might 

9 Mazarr–Bauer–Casey–Heintz–Matthews 2019 . 68 .
10 Kerbusch–Keijser–Smit 2018 .
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be produced at a lower cost and in a considerably smaller size than the current 
military drones . Although there are ways to use AI to lessen the collateral damage 
and negative effects of war, fully autonomous weapons would also introduce a 
number of new legal, ethical, practical, and strategic issues . For this reason, scientists 
and activists have urged the United Nations and other international governments 
to consider a pre-emptive ban . The simplest defence of autonomous weapons from 
a military standpoint is that they provide a plethora of new capabilities . There can 
only be a certain number of drones in the sky at once if each one must be piloted by 
a human who decides when the drone should shoot . Fully autonomous weapons 
will make it easier and cheaper to kill people . Some experts are in favour of LAWs:

The most interesting argument for autonomous weapons (…) ‘is that robots 
can be more ethical’ . Humans, after all, sometimes commit war crimes, de-
liberately targeting innocents or killing people who’ve surrendered . And 
humans get fatigued, stressed, and confused, and end up making mistakes . 
Robots, by contrast, ‘follow exactly their code’ (…) . Unlike human soldiers 
(…) machines never get angry or seek revenge .11

Fortunately, the current consensus on ‘killer robots’ among legal and military 
experts is that they would do greater harm . Some say that robots designed to follow 
the laws of war would not take morality into account . Soldiers occasionally go 
well beyond what the law allows them to do . However, other times they do better 
since they are human and are subject to moral as well as legal imperatives robots 
could not be subjected to . You can prevent both types of errors by collaborating 
between humans and machines, as they make distinct sorts of errors . Weapons 
may be created that are programmed to understand the laws of war and, as a result, 
will disobey any orders from humans that break those laws . These weapons would 
also not have the power to murder without human intervention .

5.  The Possible Protection Afforded by Human Rights 
against Autonomous Weapons Systems

The rise of autonomous weapons systems, or weapons that allow computers to 
operate them rather than humans, has received a lot of attention in recent years . 
Artificial intelligence and other technologies have advanced significantly during 
the last ten years . These will enable the creation and use of completely autonomous 
weapons systems that, when activated, select, attack, destroy, or injure human 
targets while functioning effectively without direct human supervision . ‘These 

11 Piper 2019 .
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weapons systems are often referred to as lethal autonomous robotics (LARs), lethal 
autonomous weapons systems (LAWS) or, more comprehensively, autonomous 
weapons systems (AWS) .’12 The rapid development of these weapons systems raises 
extremely serious concerns regarding human rights, undermining the right to life, 
the prohibition of torture, and other forms of ill-treatment, the right to personal 
security, and other human rights . It could also fundamentally alter how military 
operations are conducted . Autonomous weapons systems can be made to have 
deadly or less deadly consequences and can be utilized in armed conflict and/or 
military scenarios . As they spread, it is likely that private companies, people, and 
armed non-state groups will start using them . Autonomous means weapons that 
can choose targets and launch an assault without real or effective human control 
that can guarantee the proper use of force . Such systems could have a negative 
impact on a person’s human rights since they would employ violence (including 
less-than-lethal force) against persons . It is urgently necessary to pay attention 
to and consider the questions surrounding the development and potential use of 
autonomous weapons systems outside of armed conflict (and the ability of such 
systems to abide by human rights laws), as these issues are at least as challenging 
as those pertaining to their use on the battlefield. Only then will concrete steps 
that address this significant area of international law be taken.

There are five important human rights problems to take into account in the present 
autonomous weapons systems discussion: 1) the scope of the Convention on Certain 
Conventional Weapons does not cover non-conflict situations; 2) autonomous 
weapons systems will not be able to comply with relevant international human 
rights law and policing standards; 3) developments in existing semi-autonomous 
weapons technology pose fundamental challenges for the international human 
rights law framework; 4) in the absence of a prohibition, autonomous weapons 
systems must be subject to independent weapons reviews; 5) autonomous weapons 
systems will erode accountability mechanisms .13 The issues identified are by 
no means exhaustive but rather seek to elicit the principal concerns around the 
potential use of autonomous weapons systems in military operations .

It would be fundamentally incompatible with international human rights 
legislation to utilize autonomous weapons systems, including less-than-lethal 
robotic weapons, in military operations since it would result in unjustified murders, 
injuries, and other human rights crimes . Additionally, the use of autonomous 
weapons systems would make it extremely difficult to hold people accountable for 
grave transgressions, and it could further cement the impunity for crimes against 
international law . Therefore, there is need for a preventative prohibition on the 
development, transfer, deployment, and use of autonomous weapons systems, 

12 Amnesty International 2015 .
13 Ibid .
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including fully autonomous systems that use less-than-lethal weaponry but have 
the potential to kill or seriously injure people .

A key tenet of international human rights law is that no one’s life may be taken 
arbitrarily . The right of everyone ‘to life, liberty, and security of person’ is upheld 
by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR, Article 3) . Every human 
being has the intrinsic right to life, according to Article 6(1) of the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) . The law must defend this right . 
No one’s life may be taken unlawfully . International human rights law states 
that this clause cannot ever be altered, waived, or suspended, not even ‘in time 
of public emergency which threatens the life of the nation’ . The right not to be 
arbitrarily deprived of one’s life is therefore in theory applicable even in situations 
of outright armed conflict; however, in such areas, the definition of ‘arbitrary’ is 
typically decided by the provisions of international humanitarian law . Article 9 
of the ICCPR safeguards the right to liberty and security of the person . This means 
that a person’s freedom cannot be arbitrarily or unjustly taken away, and arbitrary 
detention or arrest is forbidden . The Human Rights Committee recently stated that 
the right to security of person ‘protects individuals against intentional infliction 
of bodily or mental injury, regardless of whether the victim is detained or not . For 
instance, when they do bodily harm without justification, representatives of the 
States parties infringe the right to personal security .’14 They further state that actors 
during conflicts ‘should also prevent and redress unjustifiable use of force in [the] 
military and protect their populations against abuses by private security forces, 
and against the risks posed by excessive availability of firearms’.15 Autonomous 
weapons systems could potentially be used to transgress laws against torture 
and other cruel, inhumane, or humiliating treatment or punishment . Similar to 
the ban on unlawful killings, deprivation and torture are also forbidden in all 
situations, including armed combat, and cannot ever be excused . No matter which 
international treaties a state has ratified, this prohibition is an absolute requirement 
of international law that must be abided by all parties .16

In particular, with appropriate attention to the protection of the rights to life 
and security of person, as well as the avoidance of torture and other ill-treatment, 
the international community has developed guidelines to help guide nations in 
guaranteeing human-rights compliant use of force in military . To be able to conduct 
lawful military operations, autonomous weapons systems would need to be able 
to effectively assess the degree to which there was an imminent threat of death 
or serious injury, correctly identify who posed the threat, consider whether force 
is necessary to neutralize the threat, be able to identify and use means other than 
force, be able to deploy different modes of communication and policing weapons 

14 Amnesty International 2015 .
15 Ibid .
16 Ibid .
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and equipment, etc . To compound matters, each case would necessitate a distinct 
and one-of-a-kind answer, which would be incredibly difficult to reduce to a 
sequence of sophisticated algorithms . Without meaningful and effective human 
control and judgment, it is impossible for autonomous weapons systems to comply 
with these rules, especially in uncertain and ever-changing circumstances .17

Under Article 36 of the 1977 Additional Protocol I to the four Geneva Conventions 
of 1949 (henceforth, Article 36) and in accordance with international humanitarian 
law and other relevant international law, States Parties to the Convention are 
required to assess whether a new weapon, means, or technique of conflict is 
legitimate: ‘In the study, development, acquisition or adoption of a new weapon, 
means or method of warfare, a High Contracting Party is under an obligation 
to determine whether its employment would, in some or all circumstances, be 
prohibited by this Protocol or by any other rule of international law applicable to 
the High Contracting Party .’18

For weapons and their usage to be compliant with international law, national 
legislation, and pertinent international and national standards, transparent weapons 
evaluations are therefore essential . In debates over autonomous weapons systems, 
an increasing number of states have claimed that Article 36 may offer a means to 
ensure that such systems will abide by international humanitarian law without 
the necessity for banning them . Although the discussion of and involvement with 
Article 36 is useful, it is insufficient for a number of reasons.

Firstly, it is unclear from Article 36 how the examination of weapons should be 
conducted . It is known that only a small number of nations have formal evaluation 
processes in place for new weapons . States that have created formal review 
processes have done so using various levels of specificity and according to various 
criteria . Additionally, there is sometimes a lack of openness and transparency in 
how, when, and how often states perform evaluations of their weapons .

Secondly, a review of firearms under Article 36 does not apply to all equipment 
and weapons, and it does not look at how they may be employed in policing and 
military activities . It is legal to employ some weapons in armed combat but not in 
policing, and the opposite is also true . As a result, such weapon assessments would 
not include certain dangerous and less-than-lethal autonomous weapons systems . 
Despite the fact that Article 36 also calls for States Parties to consider whether new 
weapons, means, and methods of warfare are permissible under any other rule 
of international law applicable to the High Contracting Party’, which inevitably 
entails a review of compliance with international human rights law, this would 
only apply to military operations during armed conflicts. Therefore, as arguments 
about the application of Article 36 go on, states, civil society groups, technical, 
legal, and other experts who are now looking into the topic of autonomous weapons 

17 Ibid .
18 United Nations 1949 .
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systems must fill this vacuum ‘on the fly’, i.e. in the absence of a restriction on 
such systems .

Important questions regarding individual criminal liability and responsibility 
for human rights breaches are raised by the creation, implementation, and usage 
of autonomous weapons systems . In order to hold those responsible accountable, 
every fatality and serious injury that occurs during a military operation must be the 
subject of a mandatory documentation and investigation under judicial oversight . 
In order for this to happen, there must be a comprehensive and open mechanism 
in place to hold military officers responsible for their choice to use force. This 
necessitates the presence of a third-party accountability mechanism with the 
authority to conduct thorough, fair, and impartial inquiries . States are required to 
respect the ban on the arbitrary taking of life and to take all necessary steps to stop, 
look into, punish, and make amends for the harm caused by private individuals 
or entities violating human rights . States are also required by international human 
rights legislation to investigate claims of human rights abuses and prosecute 
the offenders as part of the right to an actual solution, which is a right that is 
applicable at all times . It is impossible to bring a robot to court in the case of fatal 
and less-than-lethal autonomous weapons systems use . Instead, those engaged in 
the development, production, and operation of Autonomous Weapons Systems, as 
well as higher-ranking officers and political figures, could be held liable. However, 
given the numerous variables autonomous weapons systems may encounter, none 
of these players could possibly predict how it will respond in any given situation . 
Furthermore, without efficient human control, higher officers would not be able 
to stop an autonomous weapons system from engaging in illegal activities or 
discipline it for misbehaviour .

In addition, it is doubtful that autonomous weapons systems could adhere to 
global norms governing the use of force given the state of technology at the time 
and the impossibility that it could ever achieve the human levels of discretion 
necessary in the legal conduct of military action . Particularly questionable is the 
ability of autonomous weapons systems to uphold the fundamental human rights 
standards of legality, necessity, and proportionality . Without meaningful and 
efficient human management, deadly and less-than-lethal autonomous weapons 
systems would not be able to accurately assess complicated military scenarios 
and adhere to international standards that forbid the use of lethal force unless 
in defence against an immediate threat of serious harm or death . The issues that 
autonomous weapons systems bring up are not adequately covered by current 
international humanitarian law . The issues presented could be addressed by 
a new treaty to regulate systems of weapons in accordance with international 
humanitarian law, morality, international human rights legislation, responsibility, 
and security . Governments have been encouraged to begin negotiating a new 
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international treaty on killer robots .19 By incorporating the following components, 
such an instrument would address the ethical, security, accountability, and legal 
issues that such systems raise:

–  A broad scope that covers all weapons systems that select and engage targets on 
the basis of sensor inputs—that is, systems in which the object to be attacked 
is determined by sensor processing, not by humans;

–  A general obligation to retain meaningful human control over the use of force;
–  A prohibition on the development, production, and use of weapons systems 

that by their nature select and engage targets without meaningful human 
control;

–  A prohibition on the development, production, and use of autonomous 
weapons systems that target people; and

–  Positive obligations to ensure other autonomous weapons systems cannot be 
used without meaningful human control .20

During armed conflict, the rules of international humanitarian law must still 
dominate . For example, the international humanitarian law that governs armed 
conflicts contains an implicit need for human judgment. The principles of 
distinction, proportionality, and military necessity enshrined in international 
treaties like the 1949 Geneva Conventions and deeply rooted in international 
customary law specifically contain this need as an implicit part. International 
human rights law, which guarantees certain human rights for all persons regardless 
of their national origins or local regulations, also implicitly upholds similar 
concepts . Autonomous weapons systems raise a host of ethical and social concerns, 
including issues of asymmetric warfare and risk redistribution from combatants to 
civilians and the potential to lower the thresholds for nations to start wars .21 There 
is a separate concern that such systems may not have an identifiable operator in 
the sense that no human individual could be held responsible for the actions of 
the autonomous weapons system in a given situation .22

The main technical question is still whether it is possible to create a robot that 
can recognize legitimate targets, such as military objectives, combatants, and 
civilians directly engaged in hostilities on the one hand and those protected from 
attacks by international humanitarian law, such as civilians and civilian objects, 
specially protected objects like cultural properties on the other . While it might be 
hard to program autonomous weapons for every scenario that can arise in a battle, 
could it be possible for them to ‘learn’? It will be difficult to implement some 
components of international humanitarian law in a computer program, such as 
the concept of direct participation in hostilities . What constitutes an international 

19 Human Rights Watch 2021a .
20 Human Rights Watch 2021b .
21 Asaro 2008 .
22 Sparrow 2007 .
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armed war and a non-international armed conflict are the real issues at hand. What 
level of violence must occur before there is an armed conflict between a state and a 
non-state actor? These inquiries are not unique to robots, and human beings must 
provide the answers even when autonomous weapons are utilized .

6. Conclusions

In today’s world, it is very difficult to protect human rights and privacy, as AI may be 
used as a weapon of hybrid warfare. Robotization of battlefields and the subsequent 
creation and integration of artificial intelligence in traditional weapons platforms 
will advance quickly . For example, when a conquering army wants to take a major 
city instead of troops fighting in the urban area, it is easier to send dozens of small 
drones with simple instructions: ‘Shoot everyone holding a weapon .’23

The political and economic justification for waging wars rather than preventing 
them may change as a result of developments in autonomy and artificial intelligence 
that help lower the danger to military troops and enhance sustainment . Therefore, 
even while AI has the potential to exacerbate politics and war, this is not because 
it will aid in the automation of human labour . Instead, it is because AI will alter 
how various human groups – such as the military, civilian leadership in charge of 
making decisions about the use of force, and the general public that either approves 
of or criticizes these actions – relate to one another . In the AI era, war will still 
be politics carried out in a different way . But as war becomes less expensive as a 
result of technology and political leaders no longer have to pay as much for their 
actions, why cease fighting? Technological advancements that potentially alter 
civilian–military relations, political authority, and the methods used to conduct 
war have significant ethical ramifications. And it is these questions that should 
keep us up at night, not sensationalized images of self-aware terminators and self-
driving drone swarms .24

Half a dozen countries are at various phases of developing lethal autonomous 
weapons systems or robotic weapons such as self-driving robotic vessels designed 
to travel thousands of miles to find and destroy submarines and sea mines with 
not even one crew member present . However, despite the fact that the militaries of 
developed nations are competing to develop lethal autonomous weapons systems 
to carry out a variety of tasks on the battlefield, a significant portion of robotic 
engineers, ethical analysts, and legal experts are adamant that robotic weapons 
will never meet the standards of distinction and proportionality required by the 
laws of war and will, therefore, be illegal .

23 Piper 2019 .
24 Konaev 2019 .
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Abstract. In the course of this study, the author briefly presents some of the 
major issues raised by the prospect of artificial intelligence (AI) development 
in the field of civil law. Firstly, problems posed by possible AI agents acting for 
a natural or legal person (principal) are analysed, with the conclusion that as 
of yet liability for damage caused by the AI both to the parties of the juridical 
act concluded by the artificial agent and to any third parties remains with 
the owner or operator of the AI, with all the injustices this situation entails . 
Secondly . situations of liability for damage caused by use of an AI system for 
aiding decision-making are presented . It is shown that liability gaps exist in 
such situations due to lack of regulation . Thirdly, the possibility of AI-held 
(mostly non-pecuniary) intellectual rights is analysed, which in the light of 
current regulation and recent foreign case-law seems excluded . Finally, the 
possibility of granting legal personality to AI systems is raised as a possible 
solution to the aforementioned dilemmas . It is shown that this would be 
only an apparent solution, while legal personality for AI would entail greater 
risks, and is therefore to be avoided . It is concluded that further research and 
regulation may be necessary to resolve the problems that were identified.

Keywords: artificial intelligence, civil law, civil liability, artificial agent, 
intellectual property, legal person

1. Introduction

The topic of artificial intelligence (AI) has come to the fore in recent legal literature. 
Numerous current discussions are aimed at exploring the implications of new 
technology in law enforcement, public administration, and justice . The problems 
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presented by AI are indeed diverse: its complexity and opacity1 (the inability of 
some AI applications to give reasons for their actions or inactions the way human 
beings would and the secrecy resulting from data protection requirements, or the 
proprietary nature of some of its elements), the existential threat that it may pose 
to humanity,2 and the risks it already poses to human rights (be it in the form of 
mass surveillance or predictive functions3 used in law enforcement) all must be 
considered. The legal and scientific literature in fact seems overwhelmed by these 
topics, whereas AI may also lead to major new developments in several fields of 
civil law, specifically in the domains of obligations (agency and contractual as 
well as non-contractual liability) and rights in rem such as intellectual property 
law, which also raise the prospect of legal personhood .

AI differs from most, if not all, previous technological leaps by its very nature: it is 
capable of autonomous, even independent action which, unlike in the case of machines 
or animals, is purpose-oriented . The basic modality in which AI operates presupposes 
the existence of pre-set goals usually determined by a human operator, data which is 
input into the AI algorithm from a pool that is provided by humans, and a processing 
mechanism which based on the input data and the pre-set goals is able to result in 
desirable outputs . There are several ways to achieve the outputs, which presuppose 
a greater or lesser extent of human oversight and interaction and which are more or 
less opaque depending on the particular technological solution used .4 The exact way 
in which AI generates the output may be impossible to know or influence even for the 
most skilled operator due to the nature of the technical solution employed, making it 
the product of ‘machine thought’ combined with human-designed elements .

It must also be kept in mind here that the outputs an AI can generate are varied 
and diverse, unlike the products of any other technology . An AI may produce real-
world consequences in ways only human beings could in the past, e .g . by directing 
vehicles, deciding and conducting business transactions, intelligently conversing, 
even playing games with humans, providing vital advice to human decision-makers 
such as doctors and judges, giving medical care or even creating art . There is a 
myriad of human–AI interactions that set AI apart from any other past technology 
and demand legal solutions .5 All this stems from AI being a universal technology, 
even if artificial general intelligence (AGI), the human-like artificial intellect of 
science-fiction fame is most definitely a future, or even impossible development.

The functional similarity and possible intertwining between AI outputs and 
human actions or omissions creates an entirely new landscape to which a regulatory 

1 For the meaning and implications of ‘opacity’ in the context of AI, see Burrell (2016), Chesterman 
(2021), and Wischmeyer (2020) .

2 For an exploration of the long-term risks presented by AI development, see Harari (2017) .
3 See Zuiderveen Borgesius 2020, Citron–Pasquale 2014, Knobloch 2018, Bertolini–Episcopo 2021 .
4 For a non-technical description of the methods and processes (mainly machine learning and 

neural networks) on which AI implementations are based, see Boden (2018) .
5 See Surden 2019 . 1335–1337 .
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response is necessary, as existing rules cannot be shoehorned to fit new realities. 
Major problems are posed by AI acting as an artificial agent in legal transactions, 
as adviser (or replacement) of human decision-makers, and as creator of products 
protected by intellectual property rights or, indeed, other rights in rem . In the 
following, I aim to analyse some of these problems and draw some conclusions 
on regulatory priorities in future civil law norms .

2. AI as an Agent for a Principal

AI agents are an ever more widespread reality .6 They are employed in economic 
transactions of various types and are able to interact with human counterparties;7 
they are also able to conclude their transactions based on purposeful autonomous 
reasoning .8 These ‘artificial agents’ are not simple pieces of software executing 
human-generated orders for buying and selling whatever asset is being traded on 
a given market but are able to decide whether to conclude a transaction, and under 
what circumstances to do so . They exercise contractual freedom in a way that is not 
directly (or even indirectly) determined by their human ‘principal’ and are prone 
to the kind of risks any ‘human’ agent would be: concluding transactions that are 
egregiously disadvantageous to one of the parties, and therefore infringing on an 
obligation of contractual loyalty and equilibrium of performances, or exceeding 
their powers, conducting transactions outside the scope of their activity or failing 
to conduct transactions that are considered rational by the parties, leading to issues 
of liability .9 The principal–agent relationship and also the agent–counterparty 
relationship must be considered in these situations . If the regulator is to address 
these issues, either some analogy must be found between the situations autonomous 
agents create and regulatory models that are already known, or, in the absence of 
such an analogy, new regulatory models must be invented .

The first and one of the worst problems legal science must contend with when 
analysing autonomous agents is one inherent to the theory of juridical acts: do these 
‘machines’ possess capacity and will to conclude a juridical act (e .g . a contract) on 
behalf of another person under the law?10 In fact, should they even be considered 
as an agent at all (as under most systems of law only a person may be an agent)?11 
After all, human agents are entitled to act on behalf of another based on a contract 
between them and their principals .

6 See Milana–Ashta 2021 .
7 See March 2021 .
8 See Kuo et al . 2021 .
9 See Pagallo 2013 . 89 et seq .
10 Chopra–White 2011 . 29 .
11 Tanna–Dunning 2022 . 138 .
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Capacity is understood as a personal competence by the party to act reasonably 
in the conclusion of juridical acts, weighing advantages against disadvantages and 
deciding in a rational way for, or against, concluding the act; this definition of 
capacity is inexorably linked to that of will, as the formation of will requires an 
ability to conduct a reasoning, the way in which contractual will forms according 
to the will theory of contract .12 In the case of an agent acting for a principal, the 
latter is the one who shall usually pre-determine the elements on which reasoning 
shall be based (e .g . the type and quantity of assets to be bought or sold, the price 
range, the date of delivery, etc .) and, as the case may be, even the party with whom 
the contract is to be concluded . Still, even the basic elements of the contract, such 
as quantity or price, may be left to the discretion of the agent . Oftentimes they are, 
specifically when the principal is counting on the acumen of the agent to obtain a 
better deal. It is in such circumstances that the artificial intelligence agent excels. 
It may be able to identify and adjust for future predictable circumstances, which 
are likely to result in an advantage for the principal .

The question is whom we deem liable (if liability can even be apportioned) 
when the artificial agent concludes a juridical act that is 1. prejudicious to the 
principal and/or prejudicious to the counterparty, 2 . not prejudicious to any party 
but for some reason also undesired, 3 . prejudicious to a third party, or 4 . contrary 
to the law and therefore null and void or subject to similar punitive measures that 
would at least partly rob it of its efficacy.

The first hypothesis of the first situation is apparently the simplest: since 
AI currently does not benefit from personhood under the law, it cannot be held 
liable by the principal for acting in a way that was prejudicious to the former and 
possibly advantageous to the counterparty. Indeed, if the artificial agent is the 
product of the principal, this solution should stand . After all, as a rule (which 
bears some exceptions), no one may claim liability for damage caused to himself 
or herself by their own tools . Still, AI applications may be developed by third 
parties then licensed, loaned, or otherwise ceded to the principal . This may take 
place free of charge, e .g . for testing purposes, when the principal may even assume 
the risk of malfunctions, as is the case during so-called ‘beta-testing’, a standard 
practice when developing information technology applications . It may also take 
place for some fee, as a service supplied to a client. In the first case, the principal 
is unlikely to benefit from any liability for damage caused or may benefit only 
from forms of liability, such as for tort, if the supplier of the AI agent is unable 
to disclaim liability . In the second case, or in situations when liability cannot be 
disclaimed (cases of egregious negligence or bad faith by the supplier), questions 
of contractual liability may arise between the contracting party and the AI supplier .

The second hypothesis of the first situation above is also relatively clear: the 
AI is not a person, and contractual liability is of a strict character in comparative 

12 van der Kaaij 2019 . 39 .
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law,13 just as some forms of tort14 law . Therefore, any non-performance by the 
principle will render it liable to the counterparty .

A problem also known in the case of human agent is constituted by the situations 
when the agent out of error, or even with bad faith, concluded a contract on behalf of 
the principal which is per se not disadvantageous to either of the parties but which 
was not desired by the principal, and therefore the agent acted outside the bounds 
of the mandate received . The problem of unforeseeable contracting by an AI agent 
has been discussed in the literature,15 with the conclusion that in such situations, 
as the AI system is not a person, it will be legally indistinguishable from the entity 
which ‘employed’ it . Therefore, the contract concluded by AI, unlike in the case of 
a human agent acting outside the scope of his or her mandate, will remain valid and 
will bind the principal, resulting in liability if non-performance occurs .

If third parties have also suffered some form of damage due to the actions of the 
AI agent, non-contractual liability must also be considered . In cases of damage 
caused by an agent under current norms, the principal may be held liable, perhaps 
with the possibility of a later action against the agent, or the agent may be held 
liable alone; in situations when damage was caused by the AI agent, however, the 
principal will have to assume liability alone, perhaps complemented by a later 
claim against the supplier of the AI system .16

A last scenario that may occur is when the contract is concluded between the 
parties through the AI agent as an intermediary but its efficacy is compromised by 
the actions or omissions of the AI agent . In such circumstances, the parties may 
even desire the continuation of the contract, while its being null and void or, as 
the case may be, avoidable or otherwise unenforceable may result in damage to 
all of them. As the law stands, fault for the inefficacy of the contract is attributed 
to the party who caused such inefficacy17 if the counterparty was unaware of the 
reasons for it at the moment the contract was concluded . Thus, the reasoning 
according to which the AI agent is a tool of the principal must again be considered 
and the principal alone held liable for the inefficacy (with an eventual possibility 
for submitting a further claim against the provider of the AI system should the 
damage caused not be subject to a valid disclaimer) .

These questions, although known and discussed in the literature, have not yet 
prompted regulatory action . In fact, contractual liability in case of AI agents is 
not discussed as a specific topic, not even in the context in which the European 
Commission has already proposed18 regulating non-contractual liability in the 
case of AI . The question arises as to whether extant norms of contract law may be 

13 See Menyhárd et al . 2022 .
14 See Dam 2013 .
15 Tanna–Dunning 2022 . 139 .
16 Ibid .
17 See Menyhárd et al . 2022 .
18 See European Commission 2022b .
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sufficient to resolve such situations, whether in fact new regulation is not even 
necessary .

As we have seen, what sets apart the problems posed by AI agents from those 
of human agents is their lack of personhood under the law: as things stand, they 
are simple tools employed for a given purpose, which renders the principal as 
the sole party responsible for any damage caused by the AI agent, even when its 
actions are unpredictable or incomprehensible to the principal . The principal 
may possibly claim damages from the supplier of the AI, thereby pushing the 
liability issue along the supply chain . While in the realm of contractual liability 
such a solution seems acceptable at first glance, the fairness of imposing strict 
liability (between parties) for the actions of an AI may be disputed . After all, the 
principal in such situations may be held liable for circumstances it is unable to 
foresee, whereas the occurrence of such circumstances in other elements of the 
contractual relationship, such as performance (e .g . frustration of performance), 
would otherwise exempt the party from liability, as seen in comparative law .19 Even 
worse, liability towards third parties would be non-contractual; so, whenever the 
fault of the principal cannot be proven, the supplier of the AI system cannot be 
held liable . In such cases, a liability gap will result .20 Such gaps may discourage 
the use of AI and contacting when the counterparty is aware of AI contribution to 
the conclusion of the contract . For this reason, strict liability regimes should be 
adapted and compulsory insurance considered in the case of AI agents .21

The problems posed by the AI agent could also, in theory, be treated by granting 
personhood to the AI entity involved . This in fact would result in the AI itself 
‘supporting any liability from its own assets in cases when its actions caused 
damage to another, very much like a human agent would’ . Such a prospect has 
been proposed;22 however, no consensus has been reached on the matter .

3.  Liability for AI Acting as an Aid  
to Human Decision-Makers

AI applications are already being used as an aid to human decision-making . In 
this capacity, AI is usually utilized in conjunction with a human controller, or 
supervisor, who may, depending on the solutions used, either influence or even 
overrule the AI decision (a solution known as ‘human in the loop’23) .

19 See Veress et al . 2022 .
20 Allen 2022, De Conca 2022 .
21 See Allen 2022 . 155–157 .
22 See, for example, Rab 2022 . 370–371 .
23 Church–Cumbley 2022 . 189 .
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AI-aided human decision-making under this concept raises problems of civil 
liability . To illustrate this, let us consider the following hypothetical situation: an 
AI used for medical diagnostics (an activity for which several diagnostic tools24 
are already in existence) detects the presence of a tumour, which would require 
medical action . In this situation of human–AI interaction, the doctor as the human 
factor may choose to overrule the AI and set up another diagnosis or may confirm 
the AI diagnosis resulting in the necessity for long-term treatment of the patient, 
with numerous side-effects . Two questions are inevitably raised here: 1 . what 
happens if the AI was wrong and damage was caused by confirming it, and 2. what 
happens if the AI was right, and damage was caused by overruling it .25

Based on the fault-based liability model applied to non-contractual liability 
(liability for tort) by the law of obligations in most civil law and also common law 
jurisdictions, for the aggrieved party to be able to claim damages, he or she must 
demonstrate the existence of an illicit conduct (fault) on behalf of the tortfeasor, 
the existence of damage, and the causality between that fault of the tortfeasor and 
the damage caused . It is the demonstration of fault and of causality between the 
fault and the damage caused that is most relevant to our inquiry .

In the first situation (the AI was wrong, and the human confirmed the decision), 
it is for the aggrieved party to prove that the human factor was at fault, based 
on all information available to him or her at the moment he or she decided to 
accept the AI diagnosis. Setting aside numerous difficulties involved in proving 
malpractice, we would like to focus here on one aspect, called ‘automation bias’ .26 
In situations of machine-influenced medical decision-making, the human factor 
interpreting diagnostic results tends to accept these results more readily than to 
overrule them . This is due to the ‘comply or explain’ logic, in which the human 
operator feels he or she must provide a reasoned decision when overruling the 
machine, while no such reasoning, beyond the existence of the automated advice 
is necessary when accepting an AI-generated diagnosis . In the latter case, the 
human factor (doctor) can already defend against future claims for liability by 
simply invoking the machine decision and the high degree of confidence awarded 
to it in the medical profession . This reasoning is legally correct, as, unless the 
aggrieved party manages to demonstrate that the human factor had adequate reason 
to overrule the AI, a probatio diabolica in its own right in malpractice cases, any 
non-contractual fault-based liability will be very difficult to invoke, as the human 
factor would be considered as having acted diligently . Here, civil law tends to 
reinforce the automation bias .

Similarly, in the second situation (the AI was right but was mistakenly overruled 
by the human factor), proof of fault may be provided more easily by the aggrieved 

24 See Gupta–Prasanna–Raghunath 2021 .
25 For a more in-depth analysis of similar hypotheses, see Neri et al . 2020 .
26 See Bond et al . 2018 .
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party, who can invoke the fact that the AI proposed a certain diagnosis, and the 
AI generally tends to be right . In this case, and contrary to the desired effects of 
the burden of proof imposed on the aggrieved party, it will be the alleged tortfeasor 
(the human factor interpreting the AI result) who will face an ‘uphill battle’ as the 
burden of proof may be inverted after the aggrieved party invoked the AI diagnosis, 
so it will be up to the alleged tortfeasor to demonstrate that he or she had adequate 
reason to believe that the AI was wrong . In this case, it will be the human supervisor 
of the AI who will find himself or herself in a disadvantaged position.

In both cases, it seems that relying on the AI has massive evidentiary benefits 
to the party invoking the results of AI advice (be it the alleged tortfeasor or the 
aggrieved party) . Simply put, the AI output will be the most easily obtained 
evidence in the case . This in itself tends to discourage overruling the AI, as any 
doctor to do so would have to explain why he or she opted not to comply with 
AI advice, a strenuous and risky task in case the doctor would later need to 
demonstrate his or her lack of fault for the damaging outcome . This favours rational 
optimization, a phenomenon in behavioural law and economics,27 when relying on 
the AI has net advantages over overruling it in view of any trial aimed at holding 
the human supervisor of the AI liable . This phenomenon should be considered 
as one factor in strengthening the automation bias, not as a subconscious reliance 
but as a rational behaviour of the human factor called upon to supervise the AI .

The proposed AI Liability Directive28 for regulating non-contractual liability 
on a European level in the case of AI causing damage does very little to combat 
this problem . The complex system of presumptions it employs does not alleviate 
the evidentiary benefits of relying on an AI output as opposed to overriding it, as 
the directive only addresses situations of fault during AI development, and not 
those which occur during its use in hypotheses such as the above in conjunction 
with a human supervisor, which would remain subjected to domestic rules on 
non-contractual malpractice liability .

The only true modality of avoiding utility-maximizing behaviour in relying on 
AI output and avoiding challenging it would be for the AI itself (or another person 
than the one called upon to confirm or overrule the AI output) to be somehow held 
liable for the results of its output . One way of doing this is implementing a so-called 
‘human in command’ model of AI supervision, whereby the human factor is not 
‘in the loop’ as a co-decider along with the AI but simply filters out egregiously 
mistaken outputs and otherwise refrains from examining AI decisions on their 
merits. This solution, favoured by the proposed EU Artificial Intelligence Act29 
(AIA), posits that any action taken by the AI must be under human control, without 
requiring the human to examine the AI decision on its merits . This shifts liability 

27 Zamir–Teichman 2018 . 589 et seq .
28 European Commission 2022b .
29 European Commission 2022a .
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from the human in command of the AI to the system’s provider (manufacturer) or 
user (e .g . the medical establishment where a medical AI is operated) . This solution 
helps discouraging over-reliance on AI output to any human factor (even when 
‘human-in-the-loop’ and ‘human-in-command’ models are applied concomitantly) 
and helps incentivize AI manufacturer and institutional users to ensure that 
AI output is reliable, which leads to the development of what some authors have 
termed ‘trustworthy AI’ .30

Another possible solution would be constituted by granting AI itself some form 
of (even limited) legal personality, thereby ensuring that the AI itself remains liable 
for any damage caused . In this model as well, the human supervisor would not have 
any advantage in not overriding the AI’s output, as he or she would not be held 
personally liable . This solution could also be attained by instituting compulsory 
insurance for some damage caused by AI outputs . The latter two options, in a 
different context, were examined by the framers of the AI Liability Directive and 
the AIA (as results from the early drafts of these instruments); however, neither 
option was implemented . Especially legal personality for AI proved to be an 
untenable proposal in the face of opposition towards this prospect, as it would 
entail more disadvantages than possible advantages .31

4. AI and Intellectual Property

Clarity in the rules governing intellectual property, and especially regarding the 
regime of intellectual property rights in rem,32 is crucial in order to ensure the 
development of technology (specifically software) and the furtherance of both 
sciences and arts . AI systems today are capable of developing software,33 writing 
poetry,34 and creatively generating images reminiscent of the work of human 
artists .35 In this context, a myriad of problems arise as to the authorship and, 
consequently, oftentimes also the ‘ownership’ of the intellectual property produced 
by AI .36

As we have seen above, AI is not a person, therefore it can claim neither 
author ship nor ownership of the products resulting from its actions . This leaves 
open the possibility that AI may in fact act in the benefit of some ‘classical’ legal 
person such as a corporation, as a tool, rather than as an author, and therefore 
any intellectual property rights in rem should rest with the operator of the 

30 Thiebes–Lins–Sunyaev 2021 .
31 See Floridi–Taddeo 2018 .
32 See Rahmatian 2011 .
33 Provan 2021 .
34 See, for example, the Poem Generator .
35 See, for example, DALL-E 2 .
36 Ihalainen 2018 .
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AI system . The operator, however, may not be identical with the developer of 
the AI systems or its owner, so the question immediately arises as to whether 
these latter persons may claim any rights over the resulting intellectual property 
asset . Furthermore, a more complex and equally important question can be raised 
regarding the ‘originality’ of the work produced, a key aspect of intellectual 
property law, as originality has in the past been thought of as a specifically human 
contribution to activities of artistic and technical creation . This problem (also 
called ‘agency’ in the literature, although not in the same sense as the agency 
contract to which we have referred to above) is centred around the AI acting as 
an autonomous agent37 which could, in theory, make it a ‘creator’ in the meaning 
of artificial intelligence but may also make it a tool for ‘intellectual property 
trolling’ .38 In such cases, the AI-generated content is abused either to formulate 
claims of intellectual property infringement or to force concessions from owners 
of intellectual property, especially in cases when copyright is concerned due 
to claimed similarity of works . After all, AI is only a ‘derived’ creator, as it acts 
based on the results of machine learning, and whether artificial creativity may 
be equated with human creativity is still uncertain .

To date, the specifically original human factor in creativity has been considered 
a major obstacle in granting intellectual property rights to AI for works produced 
by it (as stated by the U.S. Copyright Office in its review in the Thaler case).39

Therefore, according to the as-of-yet meagre case-law,40 intellectual property 
rights cannot be granted to non-human intellects. This raises a specific problem, 
beyond attribution of a work (which was at stake in the Thaler case), as in rem 
intellectual property rights have a specific pecuniary content resulting from the 
exclusivity of use and reproduction granted to the copyright or other intellectual 
property right owner . As the case law stands, even if AI would be granted legal 
personality, meaning that it would be able to hold assets and have liabilities in its 
own name, its specifically non-human nature would make it impossible for it to be 
considered the author of the intellectual property it ‘owns’, as it resulted from the 
AI’s actions . This would inevitably lead to confusion, as the author or creator of a 
work protected as a rule by regulations on intellectual property is considered its 
primordial owner . Here, the hypothetical legal person AI would come to exercise 
property rights .41

37 Gervais 2020 .
38 Ihalainen 2018 .
39 See Recker (2022) for some information on a recent U.S. Copyright Office ruling in the Thaler 

case, in which the request for registering an AI as the author of a work was denied on grounds 
of lack of ‘human authorship’ .

40 For this case-law, see Free 2022 . 233–234 .
41 For such proposals, see Davies 2011 and Brown 2021 .
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5. AI as a Legal Person

The above-described problems posed by various AI implementations, such as the 
issues concerning AI agents, AI as an aid to human decision-makers, as well as 
AI taken as a creator of intellectual property, all converge towards the problem of 
legal personality for (at least some) AI implementations . This possibility has been 
examined in the literature .42 The consensus of most authors on the topic is that 
some form of legal personhood may be awarded to AI in the future . The authors 
state, among other considerations, that the legal difficulties caused by the problems 
involving agency, effects of AU decisions, and intellectual property rights for AI-
generated content would be solved by granting legal personhood to AI systems . 
These would have rights and obligations, hence would own assets and would be 
subjected, if need be, to regimes of civil liability . In this context, a regime similar 
to that of corporate legal persons would become applicable to AI entities .

This solution, which was initially even considered by the European Commission 
when drafting the AIA, was strongly contested43 by other authors . The main 
arguments for this position referred to the fact that, as is the case with legal persons 
currently in existence, ultimately a human being or group of human beings and 
not the AI would have to bear the consequences of the AI’s actions or inactions . 
Furthermore, by deliberately underfunding legal persons constituted by AI systems, 
liability for damage caused would be avoided, and a moral hazard would result, 
which would run contrary to the desideratum of creating ‘trustworthy AI’,44 which 
is contingent upon a high degree of accountability for AI developers and operators . 
As things stand, such operators and developers of AI systems are, of course, 
humans . Finally, a good deal of criticism resulted from the lack of any obvious 
advantage that would result from granting legal personality to AI, as the issues of 
agency and liability may be resolved based on compulsory insurance and respect 
for the precautionary principle . Considering these reasons, the AIA proposal was 
finalized and published without legal personality for AI mentioned in its text.

6. Conclusions

In my study, I have outlined some of the ‘neuralgic points’ of the interaction between 
AI technology and civil law . As is apparent, these points and the potential problems 
of legal science and doctrine they entail are far removed from the specifically public 
law issues, or at the very least issues concerning both private and public law, which 
are much more abundantly referred to in the literature, especially the problems of 

42 See Andrade et al . 2007, Calverley 2008, Kurki 2017, Solaiman 2017, Schirmer 2020, Mik 2021 .
43 Floridi–Taddeo 2018, Jowitt 2020 .
44 Thiebes–Lins–Sunyaev 2021 .
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bias, e .g . in criminal and in administrative adjudication or during assessment of 
job applications. I believe that the consequences of AI technology in the field of 
private law should not be overlooked, as most daily interactions with AI systems 
will occur in the context of private law relationships: while concluding contracts, 
while working, travelling, or even staying at home . Even if the need for regulating 
AI–human interactions in the domain of private law seems less stringent, it is 
likely to increase exponentially in the future; therefore, we propose conducting 
further research to determine the optimal legal regime for these interactions . A good 
starting point for this research would be to assess the efficiency of the AI Liability 
Directive as the newest proposed addition to European Union private law, once 
the directive enters into force .
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Abstract. The author examines in detail the notion of ‘lawfare’, and its various 
interpretations, which lead to the use of the regulatory environment by some 
actors in order to achieve strategic objectives, including during geopolitical 
competition and armed conflict. The author finds that through lawfare, hybrid 
warfare may be conducted by using (and as the case may be, even abusing) 
the rule of law to the advantage of one of the actors . The author concludes 
that it is necessary to consider ‘lawfare’ in its various forms as an element of 
the legal environment, for the purpose of ensuring national security .
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1. Introductory Remarks

In respect of maintaining security, setting security objectives, and defence as a 
set of security activities, law plays an outstanding role in the Transatlantic zone 
though there were major shortfalls and objectives failed to be met in this area in 
the past decades . A constitutional state, in which the exercise of governmental 
power is constrained by the law and which guarantees the exercise, evolution, 
and development of the rights of individuals and society as a solid foundation, is 
inconceivable without proper and modern legal bases .

In other words, it follows from the very rule of law that the law also has a 
prominent role to play in terms of security and defence . Nevertheless, it is worth 
establishing a general connection between this and the extremely broad concept of 
complex security and the hybrid threats that have become dominant in the early 21st 
century . By establishing this connection, we can also highlight in connection with 
the foregoing that the shared horizon of security and regulation is much broader 

1 This work was supported by the TKP2020-NKA-09 project financed under the Thematic Excellence 
Programme 2020 by the National Research, Development and Innovation Fund of Hungary .
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than we have thought it is while identifying defence as a totality of activities 
guaranteeing active security and typically linked to the monopoly of the state to 
exercise legitimate coercion . A regulatory framework for safety in the broadest 
sense includes all the rules that must be complied with in the course of the various 
activities such as transport, industrial production, farming, healthcare, research, 
etc . in a manner that the performance of the activity concerned does not have 
an effect that threatens or erodes security . However, the horizon of security and 
justice is still far broader than what we would normally – prima facie – associate 
it with in the context of policing, national defence, and national security . In 
line with the foregoing, there may be a number of potential security hazards or 
threats in the various sectors of security that are, upon reaching a certain level, 
connected to security-related activities and may require specific sectoral actions, 
regulations, and cross-sectoral coordination both below and above this level in 
order for significant losses to be avoided. On the one hand, this is precisely the 
core of the hybrid threat, as it relies on the growing weight of non-military factors 
in the competition for power, which has historically been traditionally military . 
This equally builds on the development of technology, the exposure of affluent 
and consumer societies to technology, and the multiple exploitability of a highly 
differentiated technological environment .

The use of non-military factors in power struggles cannot be considered a 
completely new phenomenon in history, as the illegitimate use of various acts 
of sabotage or of natural resources and the related structures has long shown 
that critical infrastructures of society can be used for warlike purposes without 
any traditional armed resistance with an openly offensive intent . However, the 
multi-stage revolutionary development of industrial societies and subsequently 
technology has led to a significant rise in demand for comfort and heightened 
expectations in mainstream Transatlantic societies through welfare and consumer 
lifestyles . This kind of development has made many dependent on innovations 
granting a higher level of comfort and has also significantly increased society’s 
exposure to increasingly technology-based services . In addition to the proliferation 
of everyday necessities, it is important to highlight the explosion and global 
spread of information technologies . They have also made it possible to access 
information and, where appropriate, to influence individuals and societies with 
false or distorted information, which can clearly be used to prepare the way for or 
even to increase the effectiveness of hard-power measures. This can be identified 
as an extremely significant change in the hybrid environment in which military 
and non-military elements have operated in recent decades, just as the legal 
aspects of this development, on the effectiveness and modernity of which social 
legitimacy in modern states is also based to a considerable extent . Accordingly, as 
the technology, research, production and services provision become increasingly 
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differentiated, the scope and differentiation of state and social regulation increase, 
which has a similar effect on the content, regulation, and guarantee of security .

Thus, security and defence must be interpreted in the same context as the legal 
system and the functioning of the state as a whole: they have to converge with the 
dynamic changes of the environment in the broadest sense . Following clearly from 
the essence of the rule of law, it is not only a development competition but also a 
new kind of security vulnerability if potential regulatory gaps can be exploited by 
adversaries for their own ends . From a different perspective, however, regulation 
also has a key role to play in maintaining and strengthening security and, in this 
context, in defence as an activity for historical and functional reasons . Security and 
defence systems must be established as a coherent whole of subsystems capable 
of rapid, efficient, and drillable responses. Regulation has played a historically 
prominent role in this . It is no coincidence that in the history of the armed forces, 
various regulations and rules trace their history back to the dawn of organized 
societies . They are also a yardstick of development regarding their importance 
for defence, social functioning, and the state . According to Niccoló Machiavelli:

But if they should consider the ancient institutions, they would not find 
matter more united, more in conformity, and which, of necessity, should 
be like to each other as much as these (civilian and military); for in all the 
arts that are established in a society for the sake of the common good of 
men, all those institutions created to (make people) live in fear of the laws 
and of God would be in vain, if their defence had not been provided for 
and which, if well arranged, will maintain not only these, but also those 
that are not well established . And so (on the contrary), good institutions 
without the help of the military are not much differently disordered than 
the habitation of a superb and regal palace, which, even though adorned 
with jewels and gold, if it is not roofed over will not have anything to 
protect it from the rain .2

Naturally, the concept of reliance solely and predominantly on military force 
has become obsolete, but not so the essence of the message: the state and its rules 
as well as individual and social security cannot stand the test of time without 
defence .

It is therefore worthwhile to make its legal role in this 21st-century hybrid 
security environment a priority issue for investigation, beyond the question of 
exploitability of legal gaps and conflicts, in a more complex dimension. In this 
respect, a number of valuable works and findings have been produced in the last 
decade on hybrid threats, but I believe that it is important to draw even more 
attention to a theoretical, systemic approach to the issue, thus strengthening the 

2 Machiavelli 2001 . 6 .
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reception of a novel – security-driven – approach to law in general legislative, legal, 
and jurisprudential thinking . To this end, in this paper I would like to emphasize 
three aspects: (1) the importance of defence regulation in the rule of law, adapting 
to a changing environment; (2) the role of regulation in the functioning of defence 
and security organizations; (3) the question of the strategic applicability of law as 
an instrument of influence and warfare.

2.  The Place and Role of Modern and Adaptive Defence 
Regulation in the Dimension of the Rule of Law

First of all, it should be noted that defence regulation tracking changes and 
development in the world is also of key importance from the perspective of the 
rule of law because it is not the principle of ‘everything is allowed that is not 
forbidden’3 that is applied by state organizations and, in particular, law enforcement 
organizations4 but rather the need for operation that the powers granted by law 
allow, i .e . the requirement of constitutional defence . This is one aspect of the 
state’s self-restraint. Based on the predictable, efficient, and foreseeable operation 
of organizations of defence and security, which is also expected by the civil society, 
this is also the basis of order, stability, and, hence, the ability to exercise individual 
rights, social development, and economic growth. Regulation, especially efficient 
regulation, is, therefore, a fundamental guarantee from the perspective of the 
functioning, controllability, and, ultimately, reliability of the state . It is, therefore, 
no mere coincidence that this approach looks back on impressive history in respect 
of civilian and military relationships as well as the relationship between law 
enforcement and public administration .

Given that, despite the difficulty of its definition in detail, the rule of law is a set 
of minimum requirements whose main components, the states in the Transatlantic 
region, are familiar with it and accept it, it is easy to realize that an appropriate 
regulation is also important in an international context . However, it is worth 
supplementing this topic with a brief proposition, namely one that focuses on real 
globalization and its real-time interactions with the states outside the Transatlantic 
area . The systemic foundations of globalization based on physical and real-time 
interactions have been laid by global capitalism, and its structure has been made 
complete by technological development . However, due to its nature, capitalism 
assumes the existence of a multitude of contractual relationships, whether or 
not the parties concerned are advocates of the Western concept of law, i .e . those 
tenets that insist on the guarantees the rule of law provides . As a result, it is safe 

3 Patyi 2015 .
4 Patyi 2016, Farkas–Till 2016, Farkas 2018b .
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to say that even in states that do not (or do not fully) agree to the rule of law in 
its Transatlantic sense, regulation complying with Western requirements has 
strengthened as it serves as a basis for trust in business . Furthermore, formally, 
mechanisms of legal protection are undergoing development in various parts 
of the world because such development is a guarantee needed for business 
relations and ensuring labour mobility . This necessarily affects the functioning 
of the defence and security organizations of the individual states, i .e . certain 
predictability and guarantee minimums, albeit at a varying level of authorization, 
are emerging worldwide, with the exception of autocracies, pseudo-states, and 
failed states .

Conversely, if the regulation of defence and security functions are not sufficiently 
up to date, consistent, stable, and predictable, trust in the state can erode . Such 
loss of confidence can also be interpreted in relation to individuals and groups 
constituting a nation, other states in federal association or partnership with the 
state, and actors with business interests or plans in connection with the state .

Outdated, inconsistent, and inadequately enforced regulations may:
a)  weaken the state’s ability to adequately respond to newer and more complex 

threats and crises or even lead to the lack of such ability,
b)  make the state’s responses to various contingencies unpredictable or at least 

uncertain,
c)  and ultimately provide for a reasonable possibility of abuse by the state or 

its institutions .
The existence of any one of these uncertainties can weaken the sovereignty of 

the state concerned and undermine its stability as well as economic and social 
attractiveness, and ultimately lead to a crisis in that state if they materialize and 
get out of control .

However, unusual as it may be, at a European level, currently, the impact on 
economic confidence should be highlighted in connection with the importance of 
the modernity, consistency, and predictability of defence and security regulation . 
The underlying reason for such focus is that economic prosperity including the 
growth in investments and innovation and their establishment and operation 
is hard to envisage in a state where there are embarrassing questions about 
fundamental security issues or uncertain solutions to specific crises.

Appropriate regulation reflects, in addition to trust, the state’s readiness and 
professionalism related to security, which is key to development and the trust 
needed for it in all respects . Creating such trust is not a prerogative of large and 
medium-sized powers, as even small states have solid defence and security systems 
capable of inspiring trust . A European and an Asian example is Switzerland and 
Singapore respectively, where a broad interpretation of security is combined with 
a corresponding complex defence system .
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3.  The Importance of Regulation for the Effective 
Functioning of Security and Defence Organizations

Furthermore, it should be stressed that regulation is essential for all well-structured 
and well-prepared defence organizations, i .e . optimal regulation is a precondition 
for efficiency in the performance of tasks, a guarantee for the observance of the 
rule of law. Without predefined protocols, there is no hierarchy or authority, 
i .e . no system of command and control can be built . Without proper regulation, 
the performance of specific tasks cannot be planned, as the proper structuring 
and the subsequent definition of and the accountability for tasks is also based 
on regulation . Ultimately, without effective regulation, military forces cannot 
be prepared either, as its precondition is a well-defined order of operation to be 
followed in certain cases that can only take its final, fathomable, and required form 
in regulation due to the complexity of the systems in question . In other words, only 
a well-regulated and modern defence system can be a good and effective defence 
system . Consequently, an incomplete, outdated, and inconsistent regulation can 
have a direct negative impact on the effectiveness of defence forces, and thus on 
individual and societal security .

However, this principle is not of legal origin, as the regulation of armed forces, 
which is historically the institutional basis of defence, preceded legal regulation 
in the modern sense and was typically below the level of legal regulation until the 
development of civil (rule of) law . However, this did not mean the under-regulation 
of functions. The importance and fundamental significance of regulation stems 
from the nature of the organization of defence. This is well reflected in the fact that 
one of the cornerstones of military science was the analysis of military history and, 
as part of it, the organization, regulation, and management of armies and defence 
systems, which served as a basis for outstanding theoretical summaries, i .e . military 
theory in analysing the works of thinkers laying down principles and a series of 
related analyses by representatives of related sciences .5 This is a tradition in the 
historically dominant military dimension of defence, which was adopted by law 
enforcement science and then by research dealing with national security functions .

Therefore, the fundamental role of regulation in relation to defence stems from 
the need for organization during defence itself, which forms its inherent nature . 
Thus, in this respect, the fact that in the Europe of the 17th–19th centuries one of 
the main impacts of the development of defence infrastructure and armies was 
exerted by regulation through military orders did not follow primarily from the 
development of the state and regulation but rather from the traditions of military 
organization and the sciences that assisted it . From this point of view, the fact that 
as a result of the evolution of the civil (rule of) law increasingly important legal 

5 Szendy 2017; Forgács 2017, 2020; Bellamy 2016 .
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frameworks and bases have been created to regulate the armed forces and national 
defence is not a new phenomenon; this, however, does not mean that the law 
relying on optimal legislation and assisting professionals restricts defence measures 
by regulation but rather that the need of military organization for being regulated 
and the rule of law have created rules representing various levels of hierarchy and 
synergy . An excellent example of this in Hungary was the multi-stage process of 
national defence regulation and development at the turn of the 20th century,6 which 
encouraged the development of law enforcement and the independence and, later, 
regulation of national security functions even if statutory regulation was rather 
delayed due to the vicissitudes of Hungary’s history .

4.  The Strategic Possibility of Using Law  
as an Instrument of Influence and Warfare

Thirdly, in the security environment of the 21st century, the use by state and 
non-state actors of what is called lawfare,7 i .e . law as a tool of warfare, as a tool 
of strategic influence, is also a serious challenge to the rule of law and security. 
Although this phenomenon is not new, it has become a tool of strategic importance 
and easier to prepare due to the availability of rules through new threats and the 
digitalization of state functions and – within that – regulation . Growing importance 
is best reflected by the legal implications of drone warfare8 and hybrid threats9 that 
have emerged in recent years . In his study on the topic, Orde F . Kittrie considers 
the public opinion that links the concept of lawfare to the work of Charles Dunlap 
Jr . in 2001 as an overture; nevertheless, he attributes lawfare to Grotius . He also 
points out that the application of the law as a strategic tool is also present in 
the concept of ‘warfare without barriers’ published in China at the turn of the 
millennium, well before the Gerasimov doctrine,10 and in various approaches 
before that . However, based on the semantic origin of the concept of lawfare, i .e . 
the combination of law and warfare, Orde F . Kittrie’s invaluable analysis relies 
heavily on the war/military approach and provides its typology and case studies . 
However, this approach links the use of law as a tool to military strategies rather 
than a large strategic vision that fits into the diversity of complex security. This 
approach is also reflected in the author’s typology, which sees lawfare as a means 
intending and able to replace military force and, in the context of acts of war, as a 

  6 Farkas 2018a, 2019; Kelemen 2017 .
  7 Dunlap 2001; Bachmann–Munoz Mosquera 2015; Ansah 2010; Kearney 2010; Sari 2017, 2019; 

Hódos 2021 .
  8 Hasian 2016; Spitzer 2019, 2020; Kis Kelemen 2018a–b .
  9 Sari 2018, 2019; Hódos 2020; Vikman 2021; Farkas–Resperger 2020; Farkas 2020; Kelemen 2021 .
10 Kittrie 2016 . 4–8 .
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means of exerting pressures through publishing and promoting violations of the 
law, typically of military law .11

However, due to the complexity of security and the various state and non-state 
modes of hybrid threats regarding the new comprehensive 21st-century pressure–
influence–attack concept, it is important to pay closer attention to and analyse 
in detail the idea that gaps, deficiencies, contradictions, or inconsistencies of 
security relevance in legal regulation can pose an extreme risk not only in the 
case of specific confrontations or in military strategy but also in a larger strategic 
framework that uses a much wider range of military tools .12 This is an excellent 
tool for amplifying various acts of pressure, influence, and destabilization against 
modern states and for delegitimizing state actions . Thus, in addition to the fact 
that the legal and military aspects of the issue of lawfare should continue to be the 
subject-matter of in-depth analyses from a military and strategic perspective, the 
interpretation of legal vulnerabilities as security risks should also be fine-tuned.

In this respect, it should also be noted that as regards the identification of 
regulatory failures as a security risk, attention should not be limited to the 
regulation of defence and security functions but rather a boarder interpretation 
is needed, including the security aspects of different strategic regulatory areas . 
It is, therefore, essential that the regulation of the defence and security functions 
of a state be coherent, up to date, and effective; in addition, in order for the 
number of channels of influencing and covert operation to be reduced, gaps in the 
regulation of transport, communications, financial markets, food, pharmaceutical 
safety, data protection, and migration must be identified, analysed, and bridged. 
Defective regulation can provide a possibility of making preparations for external 
interventions, a kind of infiltration that may be disguised by business transactions, 
acts of organized crime, or lax or circumventable requirements of settlement or 
setting up businesses . For these reasons, a shift from the concept of lawfare (a 
combination of law and warfare) linked notionally to warfare towards the concept 
of legal vulnerability or law as security vulnerability should occur .

With the conceptual issues discussed, revisiting the importance of the 
modernity and effectiveness of defence and security regulations, we cannot but 
realize that the operation of the state is extremely widely regulated in its internal 
and international relations, and this legislation is in the public domain . This 
serves both law enforcement and legal certainty and also provides an opportunity 
for specific protective measures to be called into doubt openly if our rules are 
inadequate. Thus, a specific protective measure combined with an outdated rule 
can be easily subverted in respect of both the domestic and the international 
public, for which the World Wide Web is an excellent platform, as it can reach 
the population directly . There are many examples of this phenomenon, including 

11 Id . 11–24 .
12 Sari 2017 .
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cyber attacks, targeted drone strikes, the annexation of Crimea, or disputes in 
the Far East affecting certain maritime areas .

5. Concluding Remarks

In the foregoing, I have sought to highlight some aspects of the role of law in the 
21st-century hybrid security environment by considering the socio-state-regulatory 
dimensions together . In my view, the idea of lawfare, which arises from the 
intersection of the concepts of warfare and law, needs to be further developed in 
a complex and security-oriented analysis of state and law . Just as the concept of 
security has transcended the dominance of the military, so too should this issue be 
further developed towards a complex approach and a concept of complex security . 
It is clear that the exploitation of possible conflicts, gaps, and uncertainties in 
national and international law can play a prominent role even in the non-military 
preparatory phase, which is more typical of hybrid threats . It could be said that 
the information age has also made it much easier to assess and, where appropriate, 
challenge the law for purposes of influence. And this is an excellent tool for a 
hybrid narrative since, as I have discussed in relation to the three aspects, the 
exploitation of such vulnerabilities in the law has a negative impact on the rule 
of law and the social legitimacy of the rule of law, on the effectiveness of defence 
organizations, and, where appropriate, on the outcome of a conflict involving hard 
power through lawfare .

Taken together, the role of the rule of law in maintaining and strengthening 
security is therefore crucial . It can be analysed, developed, and applied in a 
modern way if it is able to develop a continuous interaction between security and 
defence expertise, legal thinking on security and defence issues, and the broad or 
traditional legal discipline . However, this cooperation is ‘only’ the professional 
basis for effective defence against the strategic use of law in a hybrid environment .

Building on these professional foundations, it is also necessary to ensure 
that society as the legitimacy base for state action and, with it, for the provision 
of defence, is able to make proper sense of this issue by means of appropriate, 
balanced, credible, and realistic information and training programmes . It is equally 
important that, in addition to the social element, political decision-makers, as the 
determinants of legislation and state decision-making, recognize the hybrid security 
aspects of the law and show openness to addressing shortcomings, independent of 
day-to-day political battles, on the one hand, and to establishing and strengthening 
a defence and security approach in the preparation of various regulations, on the 
other, in order to prevent future shortcomings and entry points .
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Abstract. In the year 2022, Hungary had the opportunity for a double 
celebration on the occasion of the tenth anniversary of the entry into force of 
the Fundamental Law and the eight hundredth anniversary of the Golden Bull 
issued by Andrew II . Eight hundred years ago, the Golden Bull, as one of the 
roots of the Hungarian historical constitution, formulated answers to certain 
questions of constitutional importance, which later proved to be suitable for 
the interpretation of power in Hungary as bound by law . In the context of 
constitutional law, the Golden Bull was one of the most important fundamental 
bills of noble liberties . The revolution of 1848, which laid the foundations of 
the modern constitutional state, was based precisely on the extension of these 
noble liberties, and thus some of their theses were also applied later . Because of 
the social change of the 19th century, which was partly inspired by it, the Golden 
Bull was a cardinal law, the basis of the modern Hungarian rule of law, which 
was valid as part of the historical constitution . Today, through the provisions 
of the Fundamental Law that name the historical constitution, it is not only a 
historical monument but the root of living law, and thus it retains its critical 
and interpretative significance. For these reasons, the present study outlines 
the relationship between the current Fundamental Law and the historical 
Hungarian constitution, cited in several provisions of the Fundamental Law, and 
then analyses the place of the Golden Bull as a cardinal law, the constitutional 
context of its origins in the Hungarian unwritten constitution, and its direct 
relationship with the constitutional revolution of 1848 . The next part of the 
study explores the roots of those constitutional institutions that are still in force 
today, which can be derived directly or indirectly from the Golden Bull, thus 
paying homage to the eight-hundred-year-old source of constitutional law of 
the more than one-thousand-year-old Hungarian statehood, as well as to the 
current Fundamental Law and its promulgator, King Andrew II, who is often 
misunderstood by the public .

Keywords: Golden Bull, historical constitution, Fundamental Law, Hungarian 
constitutional law, monarchy
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1. Introduction

In the year 2022, Hungary could celebrate a double constitutional anniversary: 
the tenth anniversary of the entry into force of the Fundamental Law, which is the 
basis of the country’s current constitutional order, and also the eight hundredth 
anniversary of the Golden Bull issued by King Andrew II of Hungary (d . 1205–1235) 
on 24 April 1222 – if we accept the date around which the historical consensus has 
formed,1 despite the difficulty of reconstructing the circumstances. The moment 
in relation to the historical horizon and the anniversaries of eight centuries linked 
to the millennium of statehood thus justify the commemoration of the Hungarian 
Golden Bull as ‘this fertile source of our common law’ .2

The relationship between the two highly significant legal sources is by no means 
a field for abstract speculation since the Preamble of Hungary’s Fundamental 
Law, the National Avowal, also emphasizes that ‘We honour the achievements 
of our historic constitution and we honour the Holy Crown, which embodies 
the constitutional continuity of Hungary’s statehood and the unity of the nation . 
We hold that the protection of our identity rooted in our historic constitution is 
a fundamental obligation of the State.’ Paragraph (3) of Article (R) specifically 
underscores this relationship by stating3 that ‘The provisions of the Fundamental 
Law shall be interpreted in accordance with their purposes, the National 
Avowal contained therein and the achievements of our historic constitution .’ 
Consequently, the provisions above are not just a mere homage to the traditions of 
the Hungarian constitutional heritage; on the contrary, according to some authors, 
the unwritten Hungarian historical constitution is part of the Hungarian national 
and constitutional identity through its designation in the Fundamental Law,4 and 
its achievements serve to reveal the correct content of the historical constitution; 
thus, the historical constitution not only lives as a set of cardinal laws and customs5 
but is also indispensably linked to the interpretation of the constitution today .

The Hungarian historical constitution is a set of specific laws, rules of 
customary law, and principles laid down in legal literature,6 whose elements and 
results, i .e . achievements, provide fundamental assistance and guidance7 to the 
constitutional institutions for the interpretation of the present-day state system8 
and the Fundamental Law . Consequently, especially the laws constituting the civic 
transformation of the nineteenth century that was partly inspired by the Golden 

1 Zsoldos 2011 . 4–5, 31–32 .
2 Fest 1934 . 273 .
3 Árva 2013 . 13–15, 66–67 .
4 Sulyok 2016 . 351–352 .
5 Balogh 2016 . 543 .
6 Horváth 2022 . 227 .
7 Trócsányi 2014 . 62–66 .
8 Szabó 2016 . 21 .
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Bull are institutions9 that can be interpreted as part of the historical constitution 
as the foundations of the modern Hungarian rule of law, and thus are of critical 
and interpretative importance today .10 It is precisely with this constitutional law 
perspective in mind that the following is an attempt to partially elicit the individual 
elements of the Golden Bull, which, as part of the historical constitution, as an 
achievement11 of the organic development of the Hungarian state, were passed 
down12 through the millennia into the acts of April 1848,13 which form one of the 
foundations of modern Hungarian statehood and, as a result of these laws, are still 
part of living law today, even if by explicit codification.

2.  The Golden Bull as a Source of Law  
and as a Cardinal Law of the Historical Constitution

The publication of the Golden Bull as a legal source is linked to the period of the 
dissolution of the patrimonial monarchy and the initial period of the development 
of the Hungarian estates .14 In this period, Hungary, like many other European 
countries, was undergoing social, economic, political, and legal processes that 
foreshadowed a slow but inexorable transformation of the former state system . In 
the centuries-long transition from patrimonial monarchy to the monarchy of the 
estates, the significance and central role of the Golden Bull is inescapable despite 
the fact that in the course of later times not only Andrew II,15 who granted the 
charter, but also his successors16 and the kings from other dynasties who came 
later tried to relegate it to the background .17

At the same time, these circumstances and events must be interpreted in the 
context of the times, accepting the view that ‘The past cannot be modified in retrospect 
according to wishful thinking, daydreams, or even tactical tricks .’18 Accordingly, 
it should be noted that the Golden Bull was also the result of a sovereign decision 
and legislation of the monarchy,19 and although it was issued at a particularly 

  9 Constitutional Court ruling 33/2012 (VII .17) .
10 Horváth 2022 . 228 .
11 Id . 228–229 .
12 Szabó 2020 . 83–122 .
13 The package of 31 articles of law sanctioned and issued by King Ferdinand V (r . 1830–1848) on 

11 April 1848 . See Toldy 1866 . X, 279–307 .
14 Hajnik 1867 . 60–78 .
15 Karácsonyi 1899 . 4 .
16 Hajnik 1867 . 63, 71–73 .
17 Ferdinandy 1899 . 53–167 .
18 Kosáry 1987 . 5 . Translation by the author .
19 Timon 1903 . 100–104 .
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charged time of transition from patrimonial rule to monarchy-limited law,20 its 
issuance was ultimately at the will of the monarch . Accordingly, it should be 
stressed that although the influence of political interest groups should not be 
understated in this period, the right to legislate was basically vested in the king 
until the establishment of the monarchical parliament or, more precisely, the 
monarchical dualism .21 Another aspect of the issue is the fact that at the time of 
the publication of the Golden Bull, over the specific laws issued by the ruler,22 the 
role of customary law was dominant,23 which explains why the Golden Bull was 
subsequently confirmed and amended by separate laws.24 These ratifications and 
amendments accompanied the Hungarian historical constitution throughout the 
period up to the beginning of the 20th century. Of these, the ratification of King 
Louis I (the Great) (r . 1342–1382) in 135125 was the most important .26 It confirmed 
the effect of the provisions27 laid down in the document; its constitutional nature28 
became undoubted centuries later, the last time it was part of the royal coronation 
oath29 being30 in 1916 .31

1222 was a particularly turbulent year for the transition from patrimonial 
monarchy32 to the monarchy of the estates, and recent research has shed new 
light on this year and the changes that took place, in contrast to the – in many 
cases trite – findings of earlier research.33 Instead of the figure of a powerless king 
leading his country to ruin,34 the exact content and circumstances of the Golden 
Bull’s issuance unfold the image of a responsible statesman who wishes to set the 
Hungarian state on a new foundation .35 This picture can basically be seen from two 
angles: firstly in the historical context of the processes of the time and secondly 
in its jurisprudential legacy .

As a result of recent research, the economic, historical, and political contexts 
of the first viewpoint have nuanced the earlier picture of the disintegration of 

20 Zsoldos 2022 . 11–13 .
21 Timon 1903 . 187 .
22 Béli 2022 . 122–126 .
23 Hajnik 1872 . 275–276 .
24 Knauz 1869 . 9–19 .
25 Csukovits 2022 . 190–200 .
26 Béli 2022 . 143 .
27 Wenzel 1873 . 4–5, 9–13 .
28 Toldy 1866 . VIII, 23–36 .
29 Karácsonyi 1900 . 68–69 .
30 Ferdinandy 1899 . 161–167 .
31 Act III of 1917 on the enactment into the law of the land of the royal charter issued by His 

Majesty the King before his successful investiture and coronation and the royal oath taken at his 
coronation .

32 Timon 1903 . 110–118 .
33 Zsoldos 2022 . 11–13 .
34 Knauz 1869 . 7 . 77–79 .
35 Zsoldos 2022 . 14–31 .
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the patrimonial monarchy, focusing on the role of Andrew II in this process in a 
way that reveals the much more complex motivations for the monarch’s actions . 
Accordingly, the reasons for the issuance of the Golden Bull are placed, from the 
monarch’s point of view, in a complex reform process, the essential element of 
which was the introduction of modern monetary management, tax and customs 
policies, instead of the previous accumulation of royal wealth in kind, and thus 
aimed at reducing the political influence of the royal county officials.36 In this 
context, the role of the royal servants (Lat . servientes) is also cast in a new light: far 
from being a vulnerable and subjected class, they are the natural political allies of 
the ruler against the former ruling class, and with their help and the redemptions 
they were given, the foundations of the new economic and political system were 
laid . The system of the noble estates supplanted the patrimonial royal county 
system .37 In this light, the provisions of the Golden Bull, especially in the areas 
of property policy, financial management, and military organization, were in fact 
conscious steps to strengthen the servile class and to diminish the rights of the 
former county leaders so that the Hungarian state could embark on a more modern 
state organization and economic path in keeping with the times,38 i .e . to become 
a monarchy complete with the estates .

The significance of the Golden Bull can be found precisely in this programme 
and in its development over centuries and its results: by articulating the need 
to subject power39 previously considered unlimited, to constitutional limits, the 
Golden Bull carried with it a partial programme of the rule of law in our modern 
sense . In other words, the royal programme could only succeed in putting the 
Hungarian state on a new economic and political footing if the cooperation between 
the monarch and the supporting classes was real, and consequently the Golden 
Bull necessarily already represented the king’s obligations40 and the guarantee 
elements for enforcing his promises .41

The structure of the Golden Bull as a piece of legislation can also be judged by 
the above context and the characteristics of the time . The thirty-one articles of the 
Golden Bull are therefore far from being the result of codification in the modern 
sense but rather a collection of specific responses to the conditions of the time, to 
social, economic, and political needs, and a law of exceptional importance despite 
its mixed provisions that formulate the legal nature of power .42

On the other hand, with regard to the provisions of the Golden Bull, it is also 
worth noting that not all of its articles contained or could contain the roots of legal 

36 Id . 15–16 .
37 Id . 15–18 .
38 Id . 18–28 .
39 Timon 1903 . 166 .
40 Béli 2022 . 140 .
41 Zsoldos 2022 . 25–28 .
42 Horváth 2022 . 232–233 .
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institutions of future relevance . Regardless of this, the later achievements of the 
historical constitution can be clearly traced back to the Golden Bull in certain areas, 
following the establishment of the monarchy and as a result of the peculiarities 
of the organic development of the Hungarian state .43 Due to the characteristics of 
the development of the Hungarian state, some articles have inevitably become 
obsolete over the centuries, while others have grown in importance and thus 
have become the cornerstones of the historical constitution .44 The latter articles 
as a framework legislation, providing ample scope for subsequent interpretation 
of the law and explanatory customary law,45 can be seen essentially in the context 
of personal liberty and the fundamental rights of the nobility, legislation, the 
judiciary, and public administration . As a result of more than six centuries of legal 
development, these provisions of the Golden Bull became the basic tenets of the 
modern Hungarian state with the extension of the law in 1848 .

The Golden Bull as the cardinal law of noble rights led to the unquestionable 
basic tenet of the Hungarian constitutional system – after the establishment of 
the estates until the laws of April 1848 passed by the last Diet of the estates of 
1847/48 – that the nobility became the holders of political rights as equal members 
of the Hungarian nation meaning the totality of the estates .46 The members of the 
Hungarian nobility – roughly 3 .5–4%47 of the country’s population – enjoyed rights 
regardless of their language,48 which gave rise to the legislative position in 1848 
that the Hungarian nation was a Hungarian nation of the estates, i .e . the populus,49 
by abolishing feudal privileges and extending its rights to the plebians50 excluded 
from political rights – and as a result creating a uniform law;51 it goes without 
saying that the population of the country, including not only the nationalities but 
also the Hungarian-speaking population not considered as the Hungarian nobility, 
would be granted some rights .52 The results expected from the legislative concepts 
thus also implied the joint rise of the Hungarian- and non-Hungarian-speaking 
social strata living under legal restrictions in order to achieve real equality of 
rights . The above programme was also fully in line with the social phenomenon 
of the acquisition of nobility and the attainment of noble freedom by individuals 
in order to enjoy full rights .53

43 Zsoldos 2022 . 30–31 .
44 Ferdinandy 1899 . 168 .
45 Horváth 2022 . 236–237 .
46 Szabó 1848 . 60–61 .
47 Kósa 2003 . 33 .
48 Szabó 1848 . 60–61 .
49 Timon 1903 . 552–554 .
50 Eckhart 1935 . 242–244 .
51 Szabó 1848 . 110–120 .
52 Szemere 1941 . 39 .
53 Hermann 2001 . 147 . 
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Accordingly, the starting point of the new Hungarian constitutional system 
established by the Fundamental Acts of April 184854 was the equality of rights 
based on the extension of the concept of the political nation of the estates and their 
rights,55 which had its origins in the Golden Bull . The last Diet of the estates laid 
the foundations of the modern Hungarian state on the basis of the above thesis by 
abolishing the estates themselves with the Acts of April 1848, by which the principle 
of general equality of rights of the civic transformation was achieved without separate 
codification and without the formulation of a charter constitution,56 but by abolishing 
the estates, abolishing the relations of subservience to a lord, introducing public 
taxation and codifying the most important rights,57 the Hungarian State was given 
actual content and legal recognition and was transformed into a constitutional 
monarchy .58

Thus, the cornerstones of the Golden Bull concerning the freedom of the nobility, 
being directly related to the Acts of April 1848, carry the heritage that is also 
formulated in the current Fundamental Law or, as the heritage of the historical 
constitution, provide fundamental help and guidance for the interpretation of 
the current Fundamental Law,59 pointing out its survival through the centuries .

3.  The Relationship between the Golden Bull  
and the Current Fundamental Law  
in the Light of Certain Provisions of the Latter

In reviewing the provisions of the Golden Bull, it can be observed that both 
individual and collective perspectives on the limitation of power are prevalent 
and gain ground in the document . There is no difference in the constitutionalism 
of our time, where individual rights and individual freedom and community rights 
and freedom to exercise them in the community are also found together in the 
case of the Fundamental Law .60 A crucial element of the individual perspective is 
the question of personal freedom, the guarantee of which, from the point of view 
of power, leads to the conclusion that individual freedom can be restricted, but 
that this should not lead to vulnerability, but that the restrictions must be justified 
from a constitutional point of view and essentially in the community interest .61 

54 Toldy 1866 . X . 279–307 .
55 Szabó 1848 . 110–112, 117–118, 119–120, 122–123 .
56 Szabó 2015 . 176–177, 182 .
57 Csizmadia 1998 . 295–297 .
58 Sólyom 2019 . 508–510 .
59 Trócsányi 2014 . 62–66 .
60 Árva 2013 . 93–97 .
61 Ferdinandy 1899 . 168–169 .
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The validity of the above statement from the end of the 19th century is still evident 
today; it means in fact that public and private interests in this context cannot lead 
to hierarchization, or, more precisely, ‘neither the individual is for the public nor 
the public for the individual, but both are mutually for each other’ .62

In accordance with the conditions of the times and the emerging order, the full 
enjoyment of the rights of individual liberty was enshrined as a right of the nobility, 
but the granting of these noble rights gave the opportunity to all the persons with 
these rights to become the counter-pole to royal power .63 Consequently, the royal 
power, or, more precisely, the power of the state, was limited by individual liberty, 
which was further guaranteed by the fact that once recognized as an acquired 
right, liberty could no longer be challenged, withdrawn, or annulled by the king .64

A prominent element of the right to personal liberty is its individual and case-
by-case restriction, which is essentially a feature of criminal law . In this context, 
Article II of the Golden Bull65 sets out the basic conditions for lawful summons66 
and arrest .67 The culmination of the centuries-long development of the cited 
provision of the Golden Bull was Act XXXIII of 1896 on the Code of Criminal 
Procedure, which exhaustively set forth the powers granted to the state, thereby 
limiting them similarly to the Dualism-era regulations that are also reflected in 
our current law .68 Likewise today, Article XII,69 which lays down the principle of 
individual criminal responsibility,70 and Article XXVIII, which essentially contains 
the basic principle of public justice, are fundamental starting points of modern 
regulation .71

At first reading, the provision of Article IV of the Golden Bull seems to be a 
right of free testamentary disposition, but this norm was much more complex 
and contained rules that were only valid in medieval private law, referring to the 
rights of daughters and later those of entailment (aviticitas), so it was only valid 
in an orderly framework .72 This article was effectively repealed in 1848 with the 
abolition of primogeniture,73 but indirectly we find an institution that continues 
to this day in the declaration of the necessary succession of the king or, more 
precisely, of the state, in cases of vacant succession .74

62 Ferdinandy 1899 . 169 . Translation by the author .
63 Timon 129–131 .
64 Ferdinandy 1899 . 169 .
65 Timon 1903 . 130 .
66 Horváth 2022 . 240–242 .
67 Ferdinandy 1899 . 170–173 .
68 Horváth 2022 . 242 .
69 Árva 2013 . 113–116 .
70 Ferdinandy 1899 . 177 .
71 Id . 179 .
72 Horváth 2022 . 243 .
73 Ferdinandy 1899 . 174 .
74 Act V of 2013 on the Civil Code § 7:74 .
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The constitutionality of our times has been only indirectly influenced by Article 
XVII of the Golden Bull, which prohibits the repossession of land acquired in 
return for just services, and Article XXII, which states that nobles are not obliged 
to tolerate the king’s pigs grazing on their property . In fact, the essence of the 
provisions is the undisturbed enjoyment and protection of possession or property,75 
and thus, along with the necessary distinction between constitutional and civil 
property,76 they can be seen as one of the roots of the law of property today .

Summarizing the question of individual rights, it can be concluded that in the 
case of Hungary, the above-quoted provisions of the Golden Bull became a specific 
right and part of the historical constitution as a result of the organic development 
of the state through the constitutional extension77 of 1848 .78 ‘Individual freedom 
was guaranteed by the Golden Bull (…) . That is, the nobility of the political nation 
of that time had all the rights that the whole nation has today .’79

The importance of the Golden Bull beyond individual rights is also confirmed 
by its provisions on the organization of the state . Some of its rules are still 
reflected in the constitutional structure of our times. The first of these articles 
is Article I of the Golden Bull, which deals with the celebration of St Stephen’s 
Day and the king’s personal jurisdiction or, in his absence, the justice served by 
the palatine and the right to lodge a complaint .80 Also because of the complexity 
of its provisions, Article I of the Golden Bull is in fact the root of several legal 
institutions. These can be clearly identified and named, so in addition to the 
national or, more precisely, the state holiday,81 they are the basic sources of justice 
and the right of citizens to complaint and redress. Although at first reading the 
article seems to be based on the right of recourse to the courts, the institution 
of the ‘days when the law is laid down at Székesfehérvár’ (the set periods when 
the king or the palatine serves justice) can be seen in fact as a precursor of 
the regularly convened Parliament, and the public law literature of the 19th 
century traces the institution of ministerial responsibility back to this norm .82 
The breakthrough and subordination of royal power by the Golden Bull, which 
had previously been considered unlimited, led to the later formulation of, among 
other things, the dualism of the estates, establishing the division of legislative 
power between the King and the Diet and the joint right of the latter .83 Based 
on the traditional historical constitution and the doctrine of the Holy Crown, 

75 Ferdinandy 1899 . 177 .
76 Árva 2013 . 157–158 .
77 Máriássy 1896 . 194-195 .
78 Eckhart 1935 . 83–84 .
79 Máriássy 1896 . 13 .
80 Ferdinandy 1899 . 169–170 .
81 Árva 2013 . 49–50 .
82 Horváth 2022 . 237–240 .
83 Ferdinandy 1906 . 55–81, 106–126 .
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the above legislative power of the Diet was clearly established in the customary 
law in the Tripartitum and then as a specific norm of law in Article XVIII of 
the Act of 1635 . The right of recourse to the courts,84 the right of appeal to the 
authorities,85 the right of complaint,86 and the right of the supreme representative 
body of the people,87 the National Assembly,88 are all fundamental institutions 
of the modern Hungarian state .

Beyond the right of noble tax exemption,89 Article III of the Golden Bull can 
in fact be interpreted as the basis for codifying legislation90 that developed in 
later times, containing the right of Parliament to offer taxes, which in the modern 
constitutional framework is embodied in budgetary law .91

The rules of articles V, VI, VIII, and IX of the Golden Bull essentially contain the 
regulatory roots of the division of jurisdiction and powers in the administration 
of justice .92 From these rules, it is a fundamental principle that no one may be 
deprived of the authority of a competent judge and that justice must be served 
without distinction of person .93 The wording reflects today’s expectations of 
equality before the law and fair trial .94

Article VII of the Golden Bull is the foundation of the constitutional institutions 
that continue to live on in terms of the military obligations of the nobles95 and 
the conditions for the use of military forces abroad and at home .96 In the course 
of the development of the state, this article was essentially recodified97 during 
the era of dualism, and some of the basic principles were laid down that are 
still valid today and that are also valid for the current Fundamental Law in 
the context of the decisions of the National Assembly that created both the 
obligation to participate in the national defence and its material basis .98 Article 
X of the Golden Bull, which ordered the rewarding of the sons of those who died 
heroically in war, can also be linked to this item, and this institution is still in 
force today in the rules of honour of the armed forces and law enforcement and 
disaster management agencies .

84 Árva 2013 . 200–206 .
85 . Id 193–194 
86 . Id 195–196 .
87 . Id 188–192 .
88 . Id 222–258 .
89 Timon 1903 . 130 .
90 Ferdinandy 1899 . 173–174 .
91 Árva 2013 . 213–214 .
92 Horváth 2022 . 243 .
93 Ferdinandy 1899 . 174 .
94 Árva 2013 . 162–167, 201–206 .
95 Timon 1903 . 128 .
96 Ferdinandy 1899 . 174–176 .
97 Horváth 2022 . 243 .
98 Árva 2013 . 215–219, 228–229 .
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Article XI and Article XXIV of the Golden Bull99 forbade foreigners, non-citizens 
in today’s terms, to hold office. The right to hold office100 without distinction of 
order was guaranteed by Article V of 1844,101 and then the laws of denominational 
equality abolished the last vestiges of religious distinction . Nowadays, people 
are also entitled to hold various offices and positions without distinction, but 
Hungarian citizenship is still a basic requirement .102

Articles XIII, XIV, and XV of the Golden Bull provided protection against the 
excesses of public authority as we understand them today, and at the same time 
created the legal basis for the liability of public officials,103 which can be found in 
the current Fundamental Law and enforced under the provisions of the relevant 
sectoral legislation .104 By prohibiting the accumulation of offices, Article XXX of 
the Golden Bull also established an early conflict-of-interest rule, and it can be 
interpreted as its root,105 these conflict-of-interest rules – in line with the principle 
of separation of powers106 – still being very much in force today .

Various provisions of the other articles of the Golden Bull, such as Article XVI, 
Article XVIII, Article XIX, Article XX, Article XXI, Article XXIII, Article XXV, 
Article XXVII, and, finally, Article XXIX, were partially invalidated after their 
adoption and before the fall of the medieval Kingdom of Hungary in the period 
preceding the Battle of Mohács, or at the latest with the civic transformation of 
1848,107 so they have not had a demonstrable impact on the constitutionality of 
our times and can only be mentioned as monuments of legal history .

Last but not least, it is necessary to mention Article XXXI of the Golden Bull, 
which contained the famous resistance clause . The resistance clause was repealed 
by Article 1 of Act IV of 1687,108 which confirmed the other provisions of the 
Golden Bull109 even before the civic transformation, without ever having been 
applied,110 with the result that some late-19th-century constitutional law scholars 
considered the elements of the constitutional guarantees and safeguards contained 
in the resistance clause to be valid unchanged – as contained in other legislation .111

The naming of individual rights and the rights of the state organization in the 
Golden Bull laid the foundations for the further development of the Hungarian 

99 Ferdinandy 1899 . 176–177 .
100 Timon 1903 . 130–131 .
101 Eötvös 1903 . 165 .
102 Árva 2013 . 188–192 .
103 Ferdinandy 1899 . 177–178 .
104 Árva 2013 . 193–194 .
105 Ferdinandy 1899 . 179 .
106 Árva 2013 . 29–31 .
107 Ferdinandy 1899 . 178–179 .
108 Béli 2022 . 143–144 .
109 Article IV of the Act of 1687 about Article 31 of the Act of 1222 by King Andrew II (of Jerusalem) 

is explained in some parts .
110 Horváth 2022 . 244–251 .
111 Ferdinandy 1899 . 180–181 .
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historical constitution . The renowned Hungarian public lawyer, Géza Ferdinandy, 
summarized the significance of the Golden Bull and its fundamental constitutional 
legacy in ten points, stating that these items should be considered the basis of 
the rights and constitutional status of all Hungarian citizens by the extension of 
the law. According to Ferdinandy, the Golden Bull: (1) fixed the limits of royal 
power and its subordination to public law; (2) established the right of citizens 
to petition and complaint; (3) ensured personal liberty and the inviolability of 
property; (4) established the Parliament and its rights to levy taxes and decide 
on national defence – through the new enactment; (5) established the exclusive 
right of Hungarian citizens to hold office; (6) established the criminal and property 
liability of civil servants; (7) established the territorial integrity of the country as 
a fundamental principle; (8) established the conditions for the legitimate exercise 
of judicial power and the principles of justice, including the right of access to 
the courts; (9) established the preservation of the Constitution as a fundamental 
principle; (10) established the right of passive resistance of the nation and its 
citizens .112

4. Conclusions

The Golden Bull, as one of the roots of the Hungarian historical constitution, could 
not have prevailed for centuries if the principles and provisions it contained had 
not been effective, sufficiently flexible, and capable of dealing with the challenges 
that have arisen over the centuries. The significance of the royal document, therefore, 
lies precisely in the fact that eight hundred years ago it formulated answers to 
certain questions of constitutional significance that later proved to be suitable for 
the interpretation of power in Hungary as bound by law . Of course, the Golden 
Bull was born in an era in which constitutionalism in the modern sense could only 
be understood by a narrow stratum, but in the context of constitutional law, the 
Golden Bull ultimately laid the foundations for the legal binding of power, and by 
formulating these principles, Hungarian constitutional law was able to extend the 
principles it contained in 1848 and lay the foundations of the modern rule of law . 
After the establishment of the monarchy, when the nobility became the holders 
of political power, all the rights of the nobility were traced back to the Golden 
Bull, and the Hungarian nobility imagined equality of rights by extending these 
rights . Accordingly, during the period of the constitutional monarchy and under 
the historical constitution until the end of the Second World War, the Golden Bull 
and the historical constitution could be directly enforced and, on the whole, it 
resulted in a constitutional state governed by the rule of law .

112 Id . 181 .
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The Golden Bull was therefore a cardinal piece of legislation as part of the 
historical constitution because of the civic transformation of the 19th century, which 
was partly inspired by it, and because of the foundation of the modern Hungarian 
constitutional state . Today, the provisions of the Fundamental Law that name the 
historical constitution make it not only a historical monument but also the root of 
living law, and thus it is still of critical and interpretative importance .

A brief review of the provisions of the Golden Bull, the circumstances of its 
publication, and its legacy over the centuries and the work of historians and public 
lawyers in the 19th century, as well as the results of new research, should help to 
clarify the public image of Andrew II as a powerless king .113 It is precisely because 
of the Golden Bull and its constitutional legacy that, instead of a king who was 
powerless and led his country to ruin, we can honour a responsible statesman 
who put the Hungarian state on a new footing in the person of King Andrew II .
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